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Fig. 4.Stirring hotplate (SP88857206) 

 
 Fig. 5. Oven (Model 10 Lab) 

I. Morphological Examination on Prepared Bioplastic 
Films 
Morphological structures of bioplastic films were 

measured at the University Research Center, Yangon by 
Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) examination. 

J. Physical and Mechanical Properties of Prepared 
Bioplastic Films 
Some physical and mechanical properties of bioplastic 

films obtained such as  specificy gravity, tensile strength, 
elongation at break and thickness were determined at 
Rubber Research and Development Center, Department of 
Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and 
Irrigation, Yangon by AOAC (Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists) and ASTM ( The American Section 
of the international association for Testing Materials) 
methods. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Antimicrobial Properties of Straws and Seeds 
Antimicrobial activity is one of the qualities of edible 

films and food packaging products. Therefore, examination 
of antimicrobial properties of straws and seeds were carried 
out and their resulting properties were shown in Figures 6 - 
12. 

 

   
Fig.6.  Examination of straws (left) and seeds powder extracts (right) with 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

   
Fig.7.  Examination of straws (left) and seeds powder extracts (right) with 

Bacillus pumilus  

   
Fig. 8. Examination of straws (left) and seeds powder extracts (right) with 

Bacillus subtilis 

 

    
Fig.9. Examination on straws (left) and seeds powder extracts (right) with 

Candida albicans 

    
Fig.10. Examination on straws (left) and seeds powder extracts (right) 

with Escherichia coli 
 

    
Fig.11. Examination on straws (left)  and  seeds powder extracts (right) 

with Pseudomonas fluorescens 
 

    
Fig.12. Examination on straws (left)  and  seeds powder extracts (right) 

with Staphylococcus aureus 

EtOH extract of straws gave the highest activities 
among the seven selected microorganisms, it was followed 
by acetone extract with five highest activities and two 
moderate activities. Then EtOAc extract showed four 
highest activities and three moderate activities with the all 
tested microorganisms and n-hexane extract showed only 
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one highest activity, five moderate activities and one lowest 
activity respectively. Extracted solvents and their related 
activities for the tested of microorganisms were shown in 
Table I and II. 

TABLE I. ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITIES OF STRAWS EXTRACT 

No. Microorganisms 
Extracted Solvents and Related Activities 

EtOH EtOAc n-hexane Acetone 
1 Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens 
+++ ++ + ++ 

2 Bacillus pumilus +++ +++ +++ +++ 
3 Bacillus subtilis  +++ ++ ++ ++ 
4 Candida albicans +++ +++ ++ +++ 
5 Escherichia coli +++ +++ ++ +++ 
6 Pseudomonas 

fluorescens 
+++ ++ ++ +++ 

7 Staphylococcus aureus +++ +++ ++ +++ 
 

TABLE II ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITIES OF SEEDS EXTRACT 

No. Microorganisms 
Extracted Solvents and Related Activities 
EtOH EtOAc n-hexane acetone 

1 Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens 

+ + + + 

2 Bacillus pumilus + + + + 
3 Bacillus subtilis  + + + + 
4 Candida albicans +++ +++ ++ ++ 
5 Escherichia coli + + + + 
6 Pseudomonas 

fluorescens 
+ + + + 

7 Staphylococcus 
aureus 

+ + + + 

 
8 mm - 12 mm (+), 13 mm - 17 mm (++), 18 mm above 
(+++), Agar Well - 8 mm 

In the case of seeds extract, EtOH and EtOAc extracts 
showed their similar activities on seven tested 
microorganisms, the highest activities on Candida albicans, 
and the lowest activities on the six remaining 
microorganisms. Extracts of n-hexane and acetone also 
informed the medium activities on Candida albicans and 
the lowest activities on six remaining microorganisms. 
Therefore, it could be seen clearly that the antimicrobial 
activities of straws were better than seeds by comparing 
their activities results of seven selected microorganisms 
with four different solvent extracts. 

B. Antioxidant Activity of Straws and Seeds 
The antioxidant activity has important row in many 

types of applications of food packaging and therefore 
antioxidant activities of straws and seeds extracts were 
examined. According to the resulting data, better 
antioxidant activities of straws showed IC50 values of 
(157.18 mg/mL) than those of seeds with IC50 values of 
(782.60 mg/mL). 

C. FT IR Spectroscopic Characterization  
FT IR spectra of straws and seeds-starch were shown in 

Figures 13 and 14 and their assignments of characteristic 
peaks were tabulated in the Table III. It was found that both 

of characteristic functional groups of starch (biopolymer) 
were not different significantly and each showed the 
presence of -OH, -CH, -C-O and C-O-C bond formations in 
the FTIR spectral data.         

 
Fig. 13.  FT IR spectrum of straws-starch  

 
Fig. 14. FT IR spectrum of seeds-starch 

                                                      
  TABLE III. CHARACTERISTIC PEAKS OF STRAWS AND SEEDS- STARCH 

No 
Wave Number (cm1) 

Assignments 
Straws Seeds 

1. 3835, 3745 3836, 3739 Stretching vibration of   –
OH group of starch/protein 

2. 3266 3240 
Stretching vibration of –

OH group of alcohol 
group 

3. 2923 2907 
Assymmetric and 

symmetric stretching 
vibration of –CH 

4. 1639, 1541 1646, 1526 -OH stretching vibration of 
absorbed water 

5. 1362, 1243 1455, 1389 C-C-O stretching vibration 

6. 1147 1144 C-O-C stretching vibration 

7. 1006 1007 -C-O-H banding vibration 

D. Some Physical and Mechanical Properties of Prepared 
Bioplastic Films 

Bioplastic flims-based on straws and seeds powder of 
Artocarpus heterophyllus Lam.  with four different ratios a, 
b, c and d were prepared and the resulting films obtained 
were shown in Figures 15 - 18 respectively. 
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Fig.15. Bioplastic films of straws (left) and seeds (right) using ratio (a) 

    
Fig. 16.  Bioplastic films of straws (left) and seeds (right) using ratio (b) 

 
Fig.17. Bioplastic films of straws (left) and seeds (right) using ratio (c) 

 

 
Fig.18.  Bioplastic films of straws (left) and seeds (right) using ratio (d) 

 

 
Fig.19. Morphological structures of bio-plastic films of straws using ratio 

a, b, c and d 
 

SEM micrograms of all prepared bio-plastic films 
showed their characteristic morphological structures 
(Figures 19 and 20) with the related chemical constituents 
present. Morphological structures of the bio-plastic films 
indicated to the relation between the application of 
glycerol, polyol and ZnO and how much incorporation of 
these two plasticizers and inorganic nanofiller particles in 
the organic polymer matrix starch. In the case of straw 
films, it could be visually found that the appearance of 

more smooth films in the Figures 17 and 18 (left) than 
those of the Figures 15 and 16 (left). This fact was 
consistent with the more smooth and uniform dispersion of  
plasticizer, polyol and nanofiller, ZnO within the polymer 
matrix which could be seen in the micro-images of both of 
the ratios c and d (Figures 19 and 20).  And also, the 
morphologies of the ratios b and c among the resulting 
seeds films could be observed as uniform spread and 
smoother appearance than the other two. 

 
Fig.20. Morphological structures of bio-plastic films of seeds using ratio a, 

b, c and d 

TABLE IV. SOME PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BIO-
PLASTIC FILMS OF STRAWS 

 

TABLE V. SOME PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BIO 
PLASTIC FILMS OF SEEDS  

 
Specific gravity (SG), tensile strength (MPa), 

elongation at break (%) and thickness (mm) were measured 
as some physical and mechanical properties of bio-plastic 
films and the results obtained were shown in Table IV and 
V. All films of straws and seeds showed similar specific 
gravity values. Tensile strength is defined as the maximum 
load large unity initial cross-sectional area of the sample. 
Tensile strength can express the ability to accept load or 
tension without damaging the film which has a maximum 
tension before breaking so-called ultimate tensile strength. 
While the highest tensile strength was observed at ratio b 
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seeds films (3.6 MPa), ratio d straw film gave the highest 
tensile strength (2.00 MPa) but the resulting tensile values 
were lower than the literature values because starch-based 
films are brittle and difficult to handle. In addition, 
powdered particles of straws and seeds took more space in 
the matrix (starch), thus affected the tensile strength of the 
bio-plastic films. Elongation at Break can express the 
quantity of the change of maximum film length together 
with tensile strength until the film breaks, compare to the 
initial length. The highest elongation at break (360%) was 
shown by the ratio c seeds film which indicated the best 
addition tendency of polyol as plasticizer and it could 
increase elongation percentage and reduce tensile strength. 

Then medium elongation at break (85%) in the ratio b 
showed better dispersion of particles within the liquid 
glycerol plasticizer than the ratios d and a,  while the straws 
had 40.00% as the highest value in the ratio c  and 11% was 
found as the second largest value in the ratio d possibly due 
to more adhesive activity between the particles and polyol 
plasticizer and nanofiller used than the ratios, a and b. In 
this research, it was found that the morphological structures 
of the seeds films ratios b and c had the relevant correlation 
with their mechanical properties, elongation at break. Straw 
films ratios c and d behaved the good match between their 
SEM micro-images and the elongation at break.    

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this research, the straws and seeds of Artocarpus 

heterophyllus Lam. (Pain-Nae) were used as raw materials 
for the preparation of bio-plastic films. Fresh straws and 
seeds samples were applied in the extraction of starch 
compounds. Straws and seeds dried powder samples were 
used not only in the determination of antimicrobial and 
antioxidant activities but also in the preparation of bio-
plastic films. This study described about the preparation of 
bio-plastic films and the determination of its physical and 
mechanical properties. The addition of plasticizers such as 
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), glycerol and polyol and ZnO as 
inorganic nanofiller to the straws and seeds powder 
enhancing with the yam starch by applying ratios a, b, c 
and d resulted some changes in the mechanical behavior of 
bio-plastic films. Ratio c and b of seeds films were 
plasticized with polyol and glycerol liquids gave higher 
mechanical properties of the elongation at break associated 
with homogeneous, flexible, and easily handled than the 
ratios a and d films. Also in the ratios c and d of straws 
films, polyol liquid plasticizer and nanofiller particles, ZnO 
were applied and their elongation at break results showed 
the higher percentages than the ratios a and b films with the 
application of PVA particles and glycerol liquids 
plasticizers though their percentages are much lower than 
that of seed films. Bio-plastic films made from straws and 
seeds powder had no significant differences in the physical 
properties like specific gravity and thickness and also in the 
mechanical property of tensile strengths which were lower 
than normal due to the application of powder particles as 
the raw materials. In the antimicrobial screening and 
antioxidant activities tests, straw extract showed the better 

responses than the seeds extracts. FT IR spectroscopic 
characterization resulted similar functional groups given by 
straws and seeds starch compounds. Interesting 
morphological structures were clearly observed because of 
their different constituents in the four applied ratios. In 
conclusion, bio-plastic films were prepared successfully by 
applying straws and seeds powder of Artocarpus 
heterophyllus Lam. and could be considered as 
biodegradable alternative packaging material.  
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Abstract- In this paper, un-doped strontium aluminate 

(SrAl2O4) powder were prepared by sol-gel method using 
strontium nitrate and aluminium nitrate as main precursor 
at crystallization temperature 600ºC. The average grain size 
of the phosphor powders is approximately 75 nm. In this 
method, strontium aluminate sample was added with a urea 
as the fuel and reducer assisted to the metal nitrate solution. 
Also boric acid as flux provided this solution for join the 
materials. In this paper, effects of fuel and flux agents have 
been also studied on the preparation process. The prepared 
strontium aluminate powder sample was characterized by 
using analytical techniques such as XRD, TG-DTA and 
SEM. The resultant sample might be useful in the 
luminescence processes such as phosphorescent pigments 
doping with rare earth materials.  

Keywords- phosphorescent, phosphor, strontium 
aluminate, pigment. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Luminescence is a phenomenon of emission of 

electromagnetic radiation by a physical system in excess 
of energy following excitation by electrons or photons 
[4]. An example of such a physical system is a phosphor 
(luminescent materials) which essentially emits light by 
converting one type of energy into another. They can be 
crystalline or non-crystalline [10]. A phosphor is 
composed of a host lattice and one or more activators in 
amounts from parts per million to a few mole percent. 
Either the host or activator can determine the luminescent 
properties of a phosphor. For example in zinc sulphide or 
cadmium sulphide: silver (ZnS:Ag or CdS:Ag) the 
emitted colors range from blue at zero cadmium through 
green, to yellow and into red as the Cd content is 
increased. The phosphors are generally powders having 
average particle sizes ranging from micro to nano-scale 
[3,5]. 

Due to the defects and irregularities in the crystal 
lattice structure, these materials have the ability to absorb 
incident energy and convert it into light in other regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. This process involves 
energy transfer from the UV source to the electrons in the 
phosphor crystals. The phosphor electrons are thereby 

raised to levels higher than the ground state and light will 
be emitted when electrons return to the ground state [3]. 
The emission of light when the electrons return to the 
ground state can be classified in terms of fluorescence 
and phosphorescence.  

Green emitting SrAl2O4 co-doped with Eu2+ ions has 
been considered one of the best and long lasting 
phosphorescent materials[8]. Until recent decade, 
strontium aluminate phosphors doped with europium and 
co-doped dysprosium ions have attracted much attention 
since they show excellent properties [6]. Compared with 
conventional sulfide phosphors, aluminates have also 
valuable properties: high radiation intensity, color purity, 
longer afterglow, chemically stabilization, safe and no 
radioactivity, etc. Together with the development of 
scientific technologies on materials, several chemical 
synthesis techniques, such as: co-precipitation, sol-gel 
and combustion synthesis methods have been applied to 
prepare SrAl2O4: Eu2+, Dy3+[2,7]. In this paper, the 
phosphor synthesized by sol-gel method using urea as 
reducer and fuel, flux such as boric acid, metal nitrate 
precursors as oxidizer.  

Alkaline earth aluminate (MAl2O4) hosts belong to 
the stuffed tridymite structure and the three dimensional 
framework of corner sharing AlO4 tethrahedra. Oxygen 
has one negative charge and the balance is accomplished 
by divalent cations (Sr) which occupy the interstitial sites 
within the tetrahedral framework. Strontium Aluminate 
(SrAl2O4) exists in two crystallographic forms and occurs 
at 650ºC. The monoclinic SrAl2O4 which is stable at 
lower temperature is a distorted form of the hexagonal 
SrAl2O4. The distortion involves a reduction in the 
symmetry of trigonally distorted rings. The low 
temperature SrAl2O4 phase (monoclinic a=8.447Å, b = 
8.816 Å, c = 5.163 Å,     b = 93.24 Å) is well established, 
but that of high temperature (hexagonal, a = 5.140 Å, c = 
8.462 Å) is not. The low temperature phase has a three 
dimensional network which is constructed by corner 
shared AlO4 tetrahedra forming the strings and Sr 
penetrate the openings of the structure [1]. 

mailto:thanmyinthtun07@gmail.com
mailto:46thetnaing@gmail.com
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Rare earth ions are known to exist in various valence 
states although the trivalent state is the most prevalent. 
Europium ions are known to be stable in trivalent as well 
as divalent states. The trivalent Eu3+ ion exhibits strong 
luminescence in the red spectral region. The intense red 
sharp line emission near 610 nm is the result of electronic 
f-f transitions.  

Divalent europium (Eu2+) is the most well-known and 
widely applied example of rare earth ions, and gives a 
very intense and broad emission spectrum in the visible 
range [9]. The broad bands result from the inter-
configurational electronic f transition which is 
responsible for the promotion of one f electron from f to 
d-orbital occurs between two configurations of opposite 
parity and therefore they are totally allowed at first order. 
The energy of the 4f65d1 state depends on the crystal 
field, because unlike the 4f electrons the 5d electron is in 
the outer shell and not shielded by the 5s25p6 electrons 
excited 5d energy levels are split by the crystal field. The 
Eu2+ emission is caused by the electronic transition from 
the lowest excited state to the 4f7(8S7/2) state[7].  

In the present work, un-doped SrAl2O4 powder was 
synthesized with different concentration of boric acid by 
sol-gel method because the method was conducted from 
liquid phases to gel form so that each component can be 
accurately controlled and uniformly mixed and this 
process is very facile, safe, instantaneous and energy 
saving.  

II. AIM 
The aim of this research paper is to synthesis of 

strontium aluminate powder added with urea and boric 
acid as fuel, flux by sol-gel method and investigation of 
their properties effectively on the phosphorescence 
powder. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PART 
In the experimental work, strontium aluminate 

powder was prepared by sol-gel synthesis method 
followed by calcination the precursor metal nitrates at 
crystallization temperature 600ºC. In a porcelain crucible 
(capacity 200ml), stoichiometric composition of 
aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3) and strontium nitrate 
(Sr(NO3)2) metal precursors were dissolved in 20 ml of 
distilled water. To obtain homogeneous mixed; this metal 
nitrate solution was stirred with magnetic stirrer for 
1hour. Homogeneous mixtures were mixed at fixed molar 
ratio of urea as a fuel and reducer, also added boric acid 
as a flux in the metals only two samples. 

In this mixing process prepared the urea (CH4N2O)      
(8 mol %) and boric acid (H3BO3) (0.16 and 0.25 mol 
%) were dissolved in 10 ml of distilled water. After 
obtained the urea and boric solution was added to the 
metal nitrate solution in order to react as reinforces 
materials. To occur entirely react with precursor solution 
was well mixed and formed gel type solution by using 
magnetic stirrer for 1hour. This gel form solution was 
dried in oven for 3hours in order to evaporate and form 
the consistence precipitate. After this process, white-gel 
was added into the alumina crucible to be calcined in 
muffle furnace maintained at 600ºC for 15 minutes. 

During the calcination process, unwanted water and gases 
decomposed with evolution amount, and produced white 
foamy of voluminous strontium aluminate. After cooling 
to room temperature, the resultant product was collected, 
and then it was easily milled with agate mortar to obtain 
fine powder. Finally, strontium aluminate powder was 
obtained. 

In this experiment research work, the crystalline 
structure and the particle morphology of the phosphors 
were investigated using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD),    
thermal gravimetric and differential thermal analysis 
(TG-DTA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
respectively.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANALYSIS 
METHODS 

A. Examination of Crystallite Structure of   
Strontium Aluminate Samples by XRD Method 
The crystallite structure of prepared strontium 

aluminate samples were analyzed from XRD. The figure 
2(a), (b) and (c) represented XRD diffractogram of 
strontium aluminate samples synthesized using various 
mole ratios (1:1.5, 1:2 and 1:3). Various diffraction peaks 
were observed in the spectra and also described the 
strontium aluminate form or impurities. 

In Figure 2(a), the diffraction pattern of strontium 
aluminate sample (SrAl2O4-01) showed characteristic 
peaks at 20° to 35.130°. In this result, main phase as 
SrAl2O4 was    observed, and differences impurities 
peaks were detected in the XRD patterns. The XRD 
diffractogram of the prepared strontium aluminate sample 
(SrAl2O4-02) was shown in Figure 2(b) obviously 
showed that a series of characteristic peaks at 2θ value of  
20°, 28.450°, 29.195°, 30° , and 35.0°. In these peaks not 
only can be seen clearly at the patterns but also 
represented the strontium aluminate phase without 
impurities phases. From the Figure 2(c) characteristic 
peaks of (SrAl2O4-03) can be seen at 2θ value of 14.12° 
to 36.12° respectively.  In this diffractogram was 
observed many impurities peaks and strontium 
aluminium oxide (Sr4Al4O2), (SrAl4O7) and SrAl2O4 
phases were covered from these impurities phases. 

 According to XRD results, the strontium aluminate 
(SrAl2O4) sample-2 was prepared with 1:2 mole ratios of 
strontium nitrate and aluminium nitrate, and their 
diffraction peaks performed to be obviously at each 2θ 
value, so sample was balanced monoclinic structure of 
strontium aluminate. Also the diffraction patterns and 
intensities of the main peaks of this sample resembled 
entirely to the standard card strontium aluminate (JCPDS 
file no 74-0794). Therefore, it was confirmed that the 
crystalline structure of obtained strontium aluminate 
(SrAl2O4).  

B.   Investigation on the Morphology of Strontium     
Aluminate Samples by SEM Method 
The surface morphology of prepared strontium 

aluminate samples were investigated by SEM method. 
The figure 3(a),(b) and(c) represented SEM images of 
strontium aluminate samples. The strontium aluminate 
has a single phase or monoclinic structure. In the 
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monoclinic system, the crystal is described by vectors of 
unequal lengths and their form has a rectangular prism 
with a parallelogram as its base. According to the SEM 
images, this crystal structures can be seen nearly as a 
photograph. 

 
Fig. 1 Flow Chart of Synthesized Strontium Aluminate Sample 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 2 XRD Results of Strontium Aluminate Samples Synthesized 
Various Mole Ratios (a) 1:1.5, (b) 1:2 and (c) 1:3 

In Figure 3(a), the SEM surface of strontium 
aluminate sample-1 seems to be non-uniform and 
irregular shapes of the particles because of was not 
complete reaction. From this SEM result, prepared 
sample can be seen irregular and flake-shaped in this 
photograph due to the non-homogeneous and do not 
construct the form of SrAl2O4. 

 In the case of synthesis released the large volume of 
gases from mixed metal salts result in the production of 
fluffy form. In Figure 3(b), the SEM image resembled 
uniformly cylindrical-shaped particles of prepared 
sample. More voids and pores were observed that is due 
to evolution of oxide during the reaction. Moreover, 
uniform grain distribution was observed that morphology 
of prepared sample-2 (SrAl2O4 -02) was an 
agglomeration and can provide sufficient insight into the 
aluminate phosphor.  

In the SEM photograph of prepared sample-3, 
irregularly rectangular grains with sizes of several tens of 
micrometers can be observed in Figure 3(c). The SEM 
image also can be seen ruffled sheet form and distortion 
of other crystal structures. The facts that this image 
represented to the mixture of strontium aluminium oxide 
was not a pure sample.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
Fig. 3 SEM images of Strontium Aluminate Samples Synthesized 

Various Mole Ratios (a) 1:1.5, (b) 1:2 and (c) 1:3 

 
 
 
 

C.  Thermal Gravimetric and Differential Thermal         
Analysis (TG-DTA) 
The decomposition, dehydration and phase change of 

the prepared sample SrAl2O4 and its structural 
evolutions had been investigated by thermal gravimetric 
and        differential thermal analyses. TG-DTA curves of 
the thermal degradation of the strontium aluminate 
sample-2 were shown in Figure 4. The major steps of the 
decomposition were taken place between 100 ºC and      
250 ºC. In the TG-DTA thermogram, exothermic and 
endothermic peaks were observed clearly. The weight 
loss steps were found between 70 ºC and 100 ºC due to     
decompose of water and the evaporations of volatile 
impurities.  The exothermic peak at 112.5°C may be 
associated with the loss of nitrogen and removal of 
structural water.  

Moreover, the large exothermic peak interpreted as 
the removal of    structural water from inters layer and 
CO2. After the calcination temperature 300 ºC to 600 ºC, 
there is no change in the phase, which indicates the stable 
phase    formation. According to the TG-DTA analysis 
showed that crystallization of prepared sample was 
occurred at 600 ºC because there was no apparent change 
in the weight loss and other impurities after that 

temperature. Absence of loss peaks in the TG-DTA curve 
was an indication of initiation of crystalline phase and 
purity of prepared sample SrAl2O4, which can also be 
verified by X-ray diffraction studies. 

D. Influence of Boric Acid on the Crystallite Size 
and Morphology of Samples 
The average crystallite size of the strontium aluminate 

powder samples was calculated using the Debye-Scherrer 
assuming resembled uniformly cylindrical-shaped 
particles can be seen in SEM images and was found to lie 
in the range 75 nm over the boric acid concentration 
range of 0.1 to 0.2 mol% examined, indicative of a 
minimal influence of the boric acid flux on crystallite 
growth when the samples calcined at 600 ºC.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 TG-DTA Thermogram of synthesized Strontium Aluminate 
Sample-2 

TABLE.1 OPTICAL PARAMETERS OF STRONTIUM ALUMINATE POWDER 
ADDED UREA AND BORIC ACID 

 
For the composition, SrAl2O4, without addition and 

added more content of boric acid, differences impurities 
peaks were detected in XRD result, non-uniform and 
irregular shapes of the particles because of not complete 
reaction were shown in SEM photograph. The addition of 
0.16 mol% boric acid flux yields a small increase in 
particle size, with the average distribution from 50 to 
90nm indicating the particles have a multiple 
crystallographic domain. Although the particles retain 
their uniformly spherical shape, aggregation of the 
particles was seemed to commence. At 0.25mol% the 
particle size increased even further, reaching a more 
range, with particles beginning to lose their spherical 
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morphology. From these results, no boric acid can be 
attributed to the lack of crystallinity and phase purity, but 
the presence of the non-emitting secondary 
crystallographic phase SrAl2O4 that indicated high levels 
of strontium aluminate powder. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In the synthesis of strontium aluminate powder were 

prepared by sol-gel method at 600ºC and its structural 
characterization and morphology of their properties were 
systematically investigated. The monoclinic structure of 
the prepared phosphor was confirmed by XRD analysis. 
The amount of boric acid had an important influence on 
the phase composition. At fixed 8 mol% of urea in the 
presence of a reducing agent produced strontium 
aluminate particles with higher purity to form the 
effective chelation of the cations conditions to reduce 
rare earth materials. Their activities in the process 
correlated with the crystallinity; higher crystallite size 
involves greater emission intensity. Highly crystalline 
particles having cylindrical shape morphology were 
obtained.  

According to the experimental investigation, it is 
suggested that prepared strontium aluminate powder with 
boric acid 0.16 mol% was better than other powder 
samples in higher purity and observed uniformly grain 
size. Therefore, the strontium aluminate powder can be 
produced to supply the phosphor with high 
photoluminescence properties and applied for industrial 
field. 
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Abstract— Physical and chemical properties of the 

sample of well water from Tha-phay-Wa village, Meiktila 
Township in Mandalay Region were studied in this research. 
Turbidity and conductivity were examined and determined 
as physical properties. Total hardness, total alkalinity, 
methyl orange alkalinity, total dissolved solids, COD, 
chloride, sulphate and pH were determined for chemical 
analysis. For elemental analysis, EDXRF spectrophotometric 
method was used. According to the quality of well water 
sample from this area, the well water can be used only for 
domestic water but should not be used as drinking water. 
Moreover, the water sample should be used as industrial 
water for textile industry through water treatment processes 
to produce high quality fabric. 

Keywords—well water, hardness, alkalinity, COD, 
EDXRF 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Water is Omni present on the earth. It is estimated that 

two-third of the human body is constituted of water. The 
use of water increases with increases in population. Water 
quality is based on the catchment area. Based on the 
quality, the usage of water differs such as drinking water, 
domestic water, irrigation water and industrial water [6]. 

Not only for drinking, quality of water usage is one of 
the important factors for quality of textile. Water is very 
important for the wet processing of textile industry such as 
bleaching, dying, boiling, printing, washing, etc. Some 
important parameter for water quality for textile industry 
are pH, Total Dissolve Solids, Color, Total Hardness, 
Turbidity, Suspended solids, COD, Iron, Chromium, 
Manganese, Aluminium, Chloride, Sulphate and Nitrite. 

Mandalay region is well known for traditional fabric 
textile enterprises in Myanmar. Meiktila, Wundwin, Myin 
-Chan townships are famous for traditional textile and 
these areas are out of reach to riverbank. Therefore, well 
water is used as industrial water for textile industries in 
these townships. In this research, water quality of well 
water was determined as drinking water and industrial 

water related with textile industry from Tha-Phay-Wa 
Village, Meiktila Township. Physical characteristics such 
as color, turbidity, pH and conductivity were determined. 
Chemical characteristics such as Total Dissolve Solids, 
Total Hardness, Total Suspended solids, COD, Chloride, 
Sulphate, elemental analysis for Iron, Chromium, 
Manganese and Aluminium, were also determined. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Sanple  Collection 
The water samples were collected in June, 2019 from 

Tha-Phay-Wa Village, Meiktila township in Mandalay 
Region as shown in figure 1 and 2. The samples were 
collected in clean plastic bottles which had been washed 
with a detergent and rinsed with tap water, 1:1 nitric acid 
solution and distilled water. The bottle was filled 
completely and capped tightly. 

 

 
Fig 1. Google Map for Sampling Site 
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Fig 2. Map of Tha-Phay-wa village, Meiktila Township, Myanmar 

B. Determination of Physical Properties of Water 
Sample 

(i) Determination of Turbidity by using Turbidity Meter 

The turbidity of water sample was determined by using 
TURB 430 PORTABLE TURBIDITY METER with 
Accuracy: ±0.01 or ±2% of the measured value from 0 to 
500 NTU [3].  

(ii) Estimation of Color by Platinum-Cobalt Method 

1.24 g potassium chloroplatinate, K2PtCl6 (equivalent 
to 500 mg metallic Pt) and 1.00 g crystallized cobaltous 
chloride, CoCl2.6H2O (equivalent to about 250 mg 
metallic Co) were dissolved in distilled water with 100 mL 
concentration HCl and dilute to 1000 mL with distilled 
water. This stock standard has a color of 500 units. 

Standards having colors of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 
45, 50, 60, and 70 were prepared by diluting 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 
2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 mL stock color 
standard with distilled water to 50 mL in Nessler tubes. 
These standards were protected against evaporation and 
contamination when not in use.  

Sample color was observed by filling a matched 
Nessler tube to the 50-mL mark with sample and 
comparing it with standards. Vertically downward was 
looked through tubes toward a white or specular surface 
placed at such an angle that light is reflected upward 
through the columns of liquid. If turbidity is present and 
has not been removed, it was reported as “apparent color.” 
If the color exceeds 70 units, sample was diluted with 
distilled water in known proportions until the color is 
within the range of the standards [4]. 

Color units was calculated by the following equation: 

Color units = 𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥 50
𝐵𝐵

 

Where: 

A = estimated color of a diluted sample and 

B = mL sample taken for dilution 

(iii) Estimation of Total Dissolved Solid by Evaporation 
Method 

The evaporation porcelain basin was cleaned 
thoroughly with concentrated nitric acid and washed with 
distilled water. The basin was dried in an oven at 200°C 

for 1 hour. The basin was cooled, desiccated, weighed and 
stored in a desiccator. 100ml of water sample was 
quantitatively transferred to the pre weight basin and 
evaporated to dryness on a steam bath. Then the sample in 
the basin was dried in an oven at 103°C to 105°C for 1 
hour. The basin holding residue was cooled in a desiccator 
and weighed. The cycle of drying at 103°C to 105°C, 
cooling desiccating and weighing was repeated until the 
constant weight was obtained.  

The total dissolved solids can be calculated using the 
formula: 

Total Dissolved solid, mg/L =( 𝐴𝐴− 𝐵𝐵) 𝑥𝑥 100
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

 

Where, A = weight of sample and basin mg 

             B = weight of basin in mg 

(iv) Estimation of pH value 

The pH of water sample was determined by using 
digital pH meter DPM-3001 series. Electrodes were rinsed 
with distilled water and dried by gently cleaning with a 
soft tissue. The instrument was standardized with 
electrodes immersed in a buffer solution of pH 7. Then the 
pH of sample was measured by dipping electrodes after 
cleaning into well stirred sample for 1 minute. 

(v) Estimation of conductivity  

Conductivity of the sample was directly measured by 
the conductivity meter DCM- 3001 Series. Electrodes 
were rinsed with distilled water. Then the conductivity 
meter was measure by dipping electrode immersed in a 
sample solution. 

C. Analysis of chemical Properties of water collected 
from Tha-Phay-wa  well water  

(i) Estimation of Total hardness by EDTA Titrimetric 
Analysis 

50mL of sample was pipetted to the conical flask. 
15mL of basic buffer solution was added 2 drops of EBT 
indicator was added and the sample was slowly titrated by 
standard EDTA solution titrant until the last reddish tinge 
disappears from the solution. The end point color was 
blue. 

 Calculation  

Hardness (EDTA) as mg CaCO3/L =  𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥 𝐵𝐵 𝑥𝑥 1000
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

 

Where, A = mL titrant for sample 

         B = mg CaCO3 equivalent to 100mL EDTA titrant. 

(ii) Estimation of Total alkalinity by Acid-base Titrimetric 
Method 

50mL sample was titrated with standard HCl using 
phenolphthalein indicator until the color changed from 
pink to colorless. Then 2 drops of methyl orange indicator 
were added and the titration was continued until the color 
turned to orange.  

Phenolphthalein Alkalinity (P) as mgCaCO3/L= 
𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥 𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥 50000
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
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Total alkalinity (T) as mgCaCO3/L = 𝐵𝐵 𝑥𝑥 𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥 50000
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

 

Where,  

A = mL standard acid used in phenolphthalein 

B = Total ml titrant used in both titrations 

N = Normality of standard acid 

Hydroxide alkalinity, carbonate alkalinity and 
bicarbonate alkalinity were calculated from 
Phenolphthalein alkalinity (P) and Total alkalinity (T) [1]. 

(iii) Estimation of sulphate by gravimetric method 

2 mL HCl was added to the 200 mL sample and then 
this solution was heated. After boiling, 50 mL solution was 
collected as residue. 50 mL of warm BaCl2 solution was 
added to this residual solution and it was allowed to cool 
at room temperature. Then it was diluted with distilled 
water and allowed to still the white precipitation appeared 
to be complete. 

Calculation  

W2-W1 = A (g) 

W1 = Crucible weight (g) 

W2 = Crucible and sample weight(g) 

(iv) Estimation of chloride by Argentometric method 

Accurately 20 mL of sample was pipetted to the 
conical flask. The sample was neutralized using dilute HCl 
and methyl orange indicator. One drop of K2CrO4 
indicator solution was added and titrated with standard 
AgNO3 solution the color changes from yellow to red 
precipitate. Distilled water was used for blank titration.  

Nw =  
𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴   𝑥𝑥 35.5 

𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤
 𝑥𝑥 1000 

D. Determination of Elemental Composition of Tha-
Phay-Wa well water 
Elemental analysis of Tha- Phay-Wa water was 

measured at Department of Chemistry, University of 
Monywa, by applying EDXRF (Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy) method. Evaporation, 
stratification, and precipitation of liquid samples were 
done prior for elemental analyzing with EDXRF. The 
samples were irradiated in triplicate for 300 s under 
vacuum using an energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer Shimadzu EDX-7000/8000). The samples 
were irradiated using a Rh X-ray tube operated at 15 kV 
(Na to Sc) and 50 kV (Ti to U). The current was 
automatically adjusted (maximum of 1 mA). A 10 mm 
collimator was chosen. The detection was carried out 
using the Si (Li) detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. 
Certified reference materials (CRMs) were analysed using 
the same method as described above in order to verify 
trueness and precision. The CRMs used were apple leaves 
(NIST 1515), peach leaves (NIST 1547) and tomato leaves 
(NIST 1573a). The intensity of element Kα counts per 
second (cps/µA) was obtained from the sample X-ray 
spectrum deconvolution using the EDX software package 
[8]. 

E. Determination of COD 
25 mL of Sample water was thoroughly mixed with a 

trace amount of HgCl2 and AgNO3. Then 10 mL of 2M 
H2SO4 was added and it was refluxed with0.02M 
K2Cr2O7 for 1 ½ hour. The residual solution was then 
cooled and its absorbance was measured at 430 nm using 
Optima SP 300 colorimeter. Distilled water was used for 
blank reaction. The milligrams per liter of COD in each 
sample were calculated from a plot of absorbance of 
standards [7]. 

F. Estimation of Toxic Metals (As and Cu) by Atomic 
Absorption Spectro-photometric Method 
The water samples were sent to Department of 

Research an Innovation, Yangon for estimation of toxic 
metals such as As and Cu by AAS method. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Results of the Physical Examination   
Results of physical examination such as pH, 

conductivity and total dissolved solid (TDS) are shown in 
table (1). 

As shown in figure (3), no color was appeared in the 
water and the clarity of water was confirmed by its 
turbidity, less than 5 NTU using TURB 430 PORTABLE 
TURBIDITY METER. No odour was smelled on the 
water sample too. Therefore, it can be used for drinking as 
well as domestic purposes. However, the pH (>7.5) and 
TDS (>300 mg/L) of water sample shows the water is not 
suitable for wet processing in textile industry. 

TABLE I. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF WATER SAMPLE  

 

 

Fig 3. Water quality determination chart for drinking and textile 
industry purposes 
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B. Results of Chemical Examination 
Textile industry is the third largest consumer of water 

in the world. Wet processing engineering is one of the 
major streams in textile industry. In every stages of wet 
processing, huge amount of water is used. Soft water is the 
life line of textile wet processing for better production 
quality. Brighter colors are said to be produced with soft 
waters, using less dye, than with other water containing 
large amounts of the alkali-earth elements. Hard water is 
not suitable for textile industry [5]. 
 

TABLE II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER SAMPLE. 

 
Chemical analysis data of the sample water were 

illustrated in table (2) and figure (4). From these results, it 
was found that the water is very hard water and it will 
cause the problems in dying process and printing process 
to produce good quality textile fabric.  

 
Fig 4. Determination of Chemical contamination in water sample 

However, it can be changed to soft water by boiling the 
water or adding the slake lime since the temporary water 
hardness was taken by carbonate and bicarbonate 
alkalinity. Low chloride content and high sulphate content 
was also found in the sample water. Hardness, alkalinity 
and sulphate content of water limit the water for drinking 
purpose. As a domestic water source, presence of hardness 
causes wastage of soap. The boiler feed water should not 
contain excess of salts of calcium and magnesium, as they 
consume more heat due to insulation of containers and 
pipes by deposition of scales. 

C. Elemental analysis of water 
The fresh water is rarely used directly for drinking 

purposes, as the water gets contaminated with impurities 
during its natural and environmental processes. Even, the 
water which is to be used for textile industrial process also 
needs a pre-treatment. To do treatment, the elemental 
analysis is also one of the important processes. Not only 
for the drinking purposes but also for textile industrial 
purposes, toxic chemicals and heavy metals should be 
studied. The elemental analysis data are shown in Table 3. 

TABLE III. RESULTS OF TOXIC METALS 
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1 Arsenic 
(As)(mg/L) Nil 0.001 0.05 

2 Copper 
(Cu)(mg/L) 

0.004 % 
abundant 2 0.01 

3 Lead (Pb) 
(mg/L) Nil 0.001 - 

4 Cadmium (Cd) 
(mg/L) Nil 0.003 - 

5 Mercury 
(Hg)(mg/L) Nil 0.006 - 

6 Iron (Fe) 
(mg/L) 

0.003 % 
abundant 0.002 0.01 

7 Chromium 
(Cr) (mg/L) Nil 0.005 0.01 

8 Manganese 
(Mn)(mg/L) Nil 0.05 0.05 

9 Aluminium 
(Al) (mg/L) Nil 0.1 0.2 

According to the EDXRF spectrum and data, Toxic 
metal such as Arsenic, Cadmium, Mercury and lead are 
not detected for water sample. Relative abundant of Si is 
the highest in the sample water. K, Cu and Fe were also 
detected in the water sample. Therefore, this water can be 
used for domestic purposes. But Ca was found in this data, 
the hardness of water is Ca related hardness. Ca related 
hard water can be softened by lime-soda treatment 
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method. Cold method can be used with Alum as coagulant 
and hot method can be used without any coagulant. 

For instance, water for textile industry should not 
contain too much of iron, as it causes staining of fabric. 
Water for food industry cannot afford to have manganese, 
as it causes staining of containers and adversely affects the 
taste and quality of material cooked in that water. No 
heavy metals and other toxic chemicals were not found in 
the sample water and it was analyzed by ED-XRF which 
was shown in Fig 5. It was also confirmed with AAS 
method. The results were lower than acceptable values of 
metal content in raw water. As was not found and Cu was 
0.001 ppm in AAS result. The acceptable value of Arsenic 
(As) is 0.01ppm and Copper (Cu) is 1.0 ppm in water.  

 
 Fig 5. ED-XRF spectrum for Elemental analysis of water sample 

E. Result of Chemical Oxygen Demand 
The chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a measure of 

water and wastewater quality. The COD is the amount of 
oxygen consumed to chemically oxidize organic water 
contaminants to inorganic end products [6]. The test was 
taken to measures all organic contaminants, including 
those that are not biodegradable. There is a relationship 
between BOD and COD for each specific sample, but it 
must be established empirically. COD test results can then 
be used to estimate the BOD of a given sample. The result 
was shown in the Table 4.     

TABLE IV. COD OF TESTED WATER SAMPLE 

No F. Parameters 
Quality in 

raining season 

W.H.O Desirable 
Standards for 

Drinking Water 

1 
Chemical 
Oxygen 

Demand (mg/L) 
432 250 

According to this data, the water sample contains some 
organic matters. Therefore, the water should not be used 
as drinking water. It can be used only as domestic water. 
For fabric making purposes, the water should be treated to 
reach the desire quality. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this research work the most common parameters 

were determined for water analysis. The pH value was 8.0. 
The value of total hardness and carbonate alkalinity is 
more than desirable value but not more than imperative 
value. The value of conductivity, chloride is lower than 
desirable value. Toxic metals such as Arsenic and Lead are 
not detected in water sample. For the study of the physical 
and chemical parameters, the observed values are in the 
range of International Standards for drinking water 
proposed by W.H.O. Therefore, the water sample can be 
assumed to the suitable for domestic purposed only. The 
textile fibers, including wool, silk and cotton is prepared 
for fabrication by scouring processes including washing, 
dying processes, printing processes, etc. need a huge 
amount of pure soft water. The quality of water is 
important parameter to making the good products in textile 
industry. Therefore, the treatment process to get purified 
soft water is desired for textile industry. Therefore, the 
well water sample should not be directly used without any 
treatment to produce high quality traditional fabric. 
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Abstract-The Nanyaseik area is mainly composed of 
igneous and metamorphic rocks. The present study is 
mainly intended to describe the using methods in gemstone 
exploration.  The principal gemstone is ruby. Other rare 
samples are recorded and studied in the favour of the gem’s 
collectors. The data on primary occurrence of these 
gemstones are still uncertain. In this area, these minerals 
are recovered from secondary deposits (gravels). Ruby is 
found as detrital fragments in gem bearing soil horizons 
known as byones. Most of the workable gem worksites in 
Nanyaseik area applied open pit mining method. Moreover, 
hydraulic mining, gravel pumping and vibration jigging 
methods are also practiced to recover the gems. Finally, 
these gems are sorted out by hand with tweezers.  

Keywords - Nanyaseik, ruby, gravels, open pit mining, 
hydraulic mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Nanyaseik area is situated in Hpakant Township, 

Myitkyina District, Kachin State. It can be accessed by 
automobiles from Mogaung, which is located on the 
Mandalay-Myitkyina car road and railway. The 
topographic feature occurred in the area is rugged. These 

hilly regions are covered with dense vegetation and 
bamboo forest. This area is mainly composed of igneous 
and metamorphic rocks namely granite, serpentinite, 
gneiss, and marble.  

The present study is mainly intended to describe the 
methods in using for gemstone exploration. Detailed 
gemmological observations were done in the field lasted 
about three weeks. In the field periods, detailed 
investigations were done to cover up available data on 
some mining methods.  

II. OCCURRENCES OF GEM MATERIALS 
Immediate west of the jade mine area, there occurs 

phlogopite marble and granite occurs at Nanyaseik, 
associated with spinel and ruby. These may be part of the 
former western margin of the Mogok Metamorphic Belt, 
Mitchell (1987) [5]. References [1], [2], and [4] stated 
that the dismembered ophiolite and high pressure and low 
temperature metamorphic rocks are cut by middle 
Cretaceous plutons and unconformably overlain by 
Albian sediments. These gemstones were derived from 
the detritus, afforded by the disintegration of crystalli

ne limestone adjacent to the intrusive masses of 
granite. There is no in situ in order to find of gemstones. 
So, the secondary placer gem-bearing deposits are of 
economic interest. Some gemstones may be freed from 
the various softer parent rocks by weathering, eroded, 
transported, deposited and accumulated in the adjacent 
valleys and flat lowland areas. The gem materials are 
associated with other rock forming minerals in gravels. 
The gem bearing gravel beds are called byone layers in 
which ruby, sapphire, spinel, zircon, tourmaline, quartz, 
diopside and almandine garnet are found. Some 
gemologists stated that rubies and other precious stones 
are obtained from the alluvial deposits north of the 
village which are more productive than those to the 
south.  

III. MINING METHODS 
Mechanization is used wherever possible to ensure 

profitable yield. Mining methods applied in Nanyaseik 
area are as follows: 
1. Open pit mining method (Inn Bye) (Fig. 1) 
2. Square pit mining method (Lebin Twin) (Fig. 2) 
 

 
Fig. 1 An open pit mine at Gem City worksite (N 25˚39′ 33.6″, E 

96˚ 33′ 11.2″) 

 
Fig. 2 Typical square pits in Khaing Kyin worksite (N 25˚41′ 

34.2″, E 96˚ 32′ 25.1″) 
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A. Open pit mining method (Inn bye) 
This method is mainly applied on secondary deposits. 

Almost all the mining activities in Nanyaseik area are 
carried out by means of this method for voluminous 
deposits. The mining operations involve:  

(a) Removing the overburden 
(b) Excavation of gem bearing gravel 
(c) Sluicing techniques 
(a) Removing the overburden - The removal of 

overburden is carried out aided by bulldozers where the 
top soil is removed until gem bearing gravels (byones) 
are exposed.  

(b) Excavation of gem bearing gravels - It is carried 
out by means of excavators. 

(c) Sluicing techniques - This sluicing method is very 
popular and carried throughout the year. It is commonly 
applied on hillsides and steep valleys. It is an open trench 
method, local people called Myaw-dwin which are being 
sluiced by making use of water power that drains from 
the higher levels. The water supply is very important, 
conventionally by passing it along suitably cut bamboos 
or by water pipes operated by diesel engines. The top soil 
is first removed until the byone layer is exposed. The 
byones are then washed on a nearby flat circular floor. 
Water is diverted into it along with the byone in the form 
of sprays and the washed up materials enter the trailing 
canal and the heavy materials are trapped in pits or 
sluices. 

 
B. Square pit mining method (Lebin twin) 

There are about three thousands of old and current 
square pits at Nanyaseik area. It is a small square pit 
about four square feet. The depth may vary from (5-20) 
feet depending on the byone layer and bed rock.  

IV. GEM WORKSITES 
In Nanyaseik area, the workable gem worksites are 

mostly situated in western environs of the Nanyaseik 
village. These worksites are generally N-S trending. 
Mine area extends about 8km in NS, 5km in EW 
directions. Based on the field evidences, rubies and other 
gemstones in Nanyaseik area are originated in marbles 
and associated igneous rocks. However, gemstones are 
extracted from byones, secondary deposits (gravels) 
rather than from insitu (primary deposits). Notably five 
gem worksites are outstanding and are listed below. 
1. Khaing Kyin worksite (N 25°41' 34.2"/ E 96°32'25.1") 
2. Lakha worksite (N 25° 38' 42.2" / E 96° 33' 17.6") 
3. Warphu worksite (N 25° 38' 25.8"/E 96° 32' 59.4") 
4. Sabaw worksite (N 25° 39' 38.1" / E 96° 32' 52.9") 
5. Manaw worksite (N 25° 37' 25.5" /E 96° 32' 44.5") 

Essential products of these gem worksites are 
primarily ruby and other semi-precious stones like 
tourmaline, spinel, garnet, zircon, quartz, etc. 

  
A. Khaing Kyin worksite 

The Khaing Kyin worksite is situated in the northern 
most part of the study area. It uses a square pit mining 
method (Fig. 3). It is quite small, about three square feet, 
locally called Lebin twin. The depth reaches to twenty 
five feet, producing only ruby and other gemstones. The 
workable period lasts only about five months producing 

about thirty carats of gem quality stones.  The steps of 
gem extraction are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. 

 
Fig. 3 A square pit (Lebin Twin).  

      

 
Fig. 4 Byones in a wooden thank ready for washing.  

 

 
Fig. 5 Washing and sieving byones in search of rubies. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Rubies sorted out from the byones. 
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B. Lakha worksite 
The Lakha worksite is close to the Warphu worksite. 

This worksite uses an open pit mining technique (Inn bye 
method) where byones are recovered by pulling process 
and hydraulic mining method. (Figs. 7 and 8). At this 
worksite, rubies and other associated gemstones are 
recovered from secondary placer deposits (Fig. 9).  

 

 
Fig. 7 Recovery of byones by pulling process. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Recovery of byones by hydraulic mining method.  

 

                          
Fig. 9 Sorted out gem quality rubies.  

C. Warphu worksite 
The Warphu Worksite is next to Lakha worksite. Out 

of three mining companies, only two are at work, namely 
Sai Khay Company and Hlan Hlann Company. The two 
mining companies use open pit technique to extract 
rubies and other gemstones. At Sai Khay Company, 
byones are recovered by hydraulic mining method (Fig. 
10). The sorted out rubies and gold particles can be seen 
in Figures 11 and 12. At Hlan Hlann Company, byones 
are recovered by also hydraulic mining method (Fig. 13) 
and wahsing and sieving for gem extraction (Fig. 14).  

 

 
Fig. 10 Recovery of byones by hydraulic mining method. 

 

 
Fig. 11 A collection of sorted out rubies. 

  

 
Fig. 12 Gold particles on wooden pan.  

 

 
Fig. 13 Byones are recovered by also hydraulic mining method at Hlan 

Hlann Company. 
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Fig. 14 Wahsing and sieving byones for gem extraction. 

D.  Sabaw worksite 
The Sabaw worksite lies in the central part of the 

Nanyaseik area. There are six mine Companies in Sabaw 
village namely: Aung Lan Nagar Company, Myat Noe 
San Eain Company, Gem City Company, Myanmar Htun 
Company, Tetlone Htoe Kyin Company, and Htaik Tan 
Aung Company. All these mines use open pit mining 
method. At Aung Lan Nagar Company, byones are 
washing by water cannons and myaw (Figs. 15, and 16). 
A collection of rubies from Aung Lan Nagar Company is 
shown in Figure 17. At Myat Noe San Eain Company, 
byones are mined out by open pit method (Fig. 18) and 
rubies and other assorted gems are shown in Figure 19). 
At Gem City Company, byones are recovered by 
hydraulic mining method (Fig. 20). Rubies and other 
assorted crystals are shown in Figure 21. At Myanmar 
Htun Company, byones are recovered by open pit mining 
and shaking with vibrating jig (Figs. 22 and 23). 
Recovered rubies are shown in figure 24. At Tetlone 
Htoe Kyin Company, byones are recovered by also open 
pit mining. Then they are washed and sievied and rubies 
are picked by tweezers (Figs. 25 and 26).  Numerous old 
shallow pits and open cut mines are elsewhere to be 
found in Sabaw village. The clear cut sections of these 
mines sites commonly show: 

(a) Overburden soil, locally called ‘Khaungmoe’ with 
brownish, reddish or yellowish colours. 

(b) Gem bearing pebbly layers. 
(c) Bed rocks (local name “Phah”) gneiss in which 

marbles may be found as lensoids. 
It is noteworthy that Tetlone Htoe Kyin at Sabaw 

village produced gemstones of forty pieces per day after 
working for eight hours. At Gem City Company, 
carbolate crystals and several other semi-opaque 
gemstones are plentiful.  

 

 
Fig. 15 Washing byones by water cannons at Aung Lan Nagar 

Company. 

                   

      
Fig. 16 Washing byones by myaw at Aung Lan Nagar Company. 

 

 
Fig. 17 A collection of rubies from Aung Lan Nagar Company. 

                           

   
Fig. 18 An open pit mine at Myat Noe San Eain Company. 

 

 
Fig. 19 Rubies and other assorted gems from Myat Noe San Eain 

Company. 

        

 
Fig. 20 Recovery of byones by hydraulic mining method at Gem City 

Company.    
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Fig. 21 Rubies and other assorted crystals from Gem City Company. 

                             

 
Fig. 22 Open pit mining at Myanmar Htun Company.                               

                                 

          
Fig. 23 Byones are shaking with vibrating jig at Myanmar Htun 

Company. 

 

    
Fig. 24 Recovered rubies from Myanmar Htun Company. 

 

 

Fig. 25 Washing and sieving byones at Tetlone Htoe Kyin Company. 

 
                           

 
Fig. 26 Picking rubies by tweezers at Tetlone Htoe Kyin Company. 

E.  Manaw worksite 
The Manaw worksite is situated in the southernmost 

part of the study area. Local people said that it was a 
famous worksite prior to the Sabaw worksite. The gem 
bearing byone layer also mixed with reddish brown and 
whitish clayey soils in addition to rock fragments. The 
thickness of gem bearing byone layer is about two to five 
feet and it is overlain by one to four feet thick non-gem 
bearing reddish soil layer.   There are three workable 
mine Companies in Manaw village namely: Lwe Nguu 
Phwan Company, Zabu Kyaw Aung Company and U Sai 
Maung Kwe worksite. These mines also applied the open 
pit mining technique. At Lwe Nguu Phwan Company, the 
two step out ways from vibration jigs are used in 
recovering byones (Fig. 27). The sorted rubies are shown 
in figure 28. Zabu Kyaw Aung Company uses open pit 
mining (Fig. 29). Rubies and pink sapphires from this 
mine are shown in figure 30. At U Sai Maung Kwe 
worksite, the byones are washed with water cannon (Fig. 
31) and ruby and assorted gems are shown in figure 32.                

                          

 
Fig. 27 Two step out ways from vibration jigs at Lwe Nguu Phwan 

Company. 

                          

 
Fig. 28 Sorted out rubies from Lwe Nguu Phwan Company.                      
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Fig. 29 Open pit mining at Zabu Kyaw Aung Company.  

 

 
Fig. 30 Rubies and pink sapphires from Zabu Kyaw Aung Company. 

 

            
 Fig. 31 Washing byones with water canon U Sai Maung Kwe worksite.        

 

    
Fig. 32 Ruby and assorted gems from U Sai Maung Kwe worksite. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
All gemstone occurrences from Nanyaseik area are 

mainly recovered from secondary deposits (gravels). 
Gemstones are found as detrital fragments in gem bearing 
soil horizons known as byones. The maximum depth of 
byone is very shallow, never exceeds one hundred feet. 
In some places, byones have been found within the reach 
of one foot depth from the surface. According to DGSE's 
staff report (1995), those rubies and some assorted 
gemstones were obtained from the detritus, disintegration 
of crystalline limestones surrounded by intrusive body in 
the Nanyaseik area [3]. 

Most of the workable gem worksites in Nanyaseik 
area applied open pit mining method due to the swampy 
lowland with very gentle slopes (5°-10°). Moreover, 
hydraulic mining, gravel pumping and vibration jigging 
methods are also practiced to recover the gems which 
include ruby and other precious gemstones like sapphire, 
spinel, garnet, diopside, zircon, tourmaline, quartz, etc 
from byones. Finally these gems are sorted out by hand 
with tweezers. Inferior quality gemstones are also 
encountered in byones, elsewhere in gem worksites 
within shallow depths.            
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Abstract- The Kyaung - hkam area is the southern part of 
the Menetaung range situated in Hsi-seng township, southern 
Shan State. The present study is mainly intended to analyze 
the sedimentary rocks of the Molohein Group. The 
representative samples were prepared and analyzed by 
Polarizing Microscope. The Molohein Group mainly consists 
of pinkish or purplish, micaceous, fine- to medium-grained 
sandstones and minor amount of white, pinkish white or 
purplish white quartzites. On the basis of the petrofabric 
data,  they can be differentiated into two types such as 
sublithic arenite and subarkosic arenite. Based on the 
lithologic characters and stratigraphic position, the 
sedimentary rocks of the Molohein Group were probably 
deposited under high agitated and near shore environment 
condition during Late Cambrian. It can be correlated with 
the Pangyun Formation of northern Shan State.  

Keywords: Molohein Group, subithic arenite, subarkosic 
arenite, near shore 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Kyaung - hkam area is situated in the His-seng 

township, southern Shan State. It lies between Latitude 20º 
28' N to 20º 35' N and Longitude 97º 15' E to 97º 23' E in 
one-inch topographic maps 93 H/6 and H/7 (UTM map 
2097-06 and 2097-07). It is also the southern part of the 
Menetaung Range. It is also accessible from Wan-yin by 
Htan-yang – Wan-yin road. Location of the Kyaung-hkam 
area is shown in (Figure 1). Nu Nu Lwin (2007) described 
the presence of Chaung Magyi Group, Molohein Group, 
and Pindaya Group at the Samphu-Horhwe area, northern 
part of the Menetaung range [5]. Sandi Lwin, Than Than 
Oo, Zaw Win Lwin, and Win Min Oo (2007) investigated 
and mapped the geology of the northwestern part of the 
Menetaung range [6]. Htay Aung (2010) described the 
detailed geology of the northern part of the Menetaung 
area in his PhD Thesis [2]. The detailed geological 
information of the present study area is still lacking. 
Therefore, the present study is mainly intended to 
investigate, describe, and to make a generalized petrologic 
analysis of the sedimentary rock units including in 
Molohein Group.  

 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Outcrop mapping was accomplished mainly with the 

aid of Brunton compass and GPS Map 76. The 
representative samples were thin-sectioned and prepared 
for petrographic interpretations. The optical characteristics 
of the samples were analyzed by the Polarizing 
Microscope and determined according to William, H., F.J., 
Turner, and C., Gilbert (1953) [3].  The visual estimation 
of the component grains was carried out to obtain the 
modal composition, and the petrographic classification. 
Hydrochloric acid was used especially for rock 
identification. 

 
Fig.1 Location map of the Kyaung-hkam Area. 

III. DISTRIBUTION AND LITHOLOGY OF 
MOLOHEIN GROUP 

A. Distribution 
The Molohein Group was first introduced by Myint 

Lwin Thein (1973), is derived from the Molohein Peak 
(7307 feet, 2227 m above sea level), Pindaya Range, 
Yarksawk township [4]. He described that this group 
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consists of pinkish, purplish or reddish brown, highly 
micaceous sandstones and white, pinkish white or purplish 
white quartzites.  

In the present study, the term Molohein Group of 
Myint Lwin Thein is used to describe the rock group of 
mainly pinkish or purplish, micaceous, fine- to medium-
grained sandstones and minor amount of white, pinkish 
white or purplish white quartzites. The Molohein Group is 
distributed in the eastern part of the study area. The 
micaceous sandstones are well exposed at the northeastern 
part of the Hti-on-sawk village. Quartzite occurs around 
the vicinity of Hti-on-sawk village. Generally, it is 
trending nearly NNE-SSW direction and dipping towards 
east with amount of 28°.   

B.  Lithology 
In the Kyaung - hkam area, the Molohein Group is 

mainly involved of the medium- to thick-bedded, 
micaceous, fine- to medium-grained sandstones, and 
thick-bedded to massive quartzites.  Sandstones exhibit 
buff to pinkish or purplish colour on weathered surface and 
pinkish or purplish on fresh one. Quartzites are well 
indurated and have whitish, pinkish colour. The whole unit 
is highly weathered, and jointed. Various width of quartz 
veins cross cut in different directions throughout this unit. 
Buff to purplish coloured siltstone intercalates with the 
pinkish colour sandstone in some places. In the study area, 
the sandstone and quartzite units are the dominant and 
siltstone and mudstone units are rare. 

Many of the micaceous sandstones are laminated 
sandstones and sometimes show cross-bedding on the 
surface (Figure 2). Notably about 1feet of quartz vein 
discordantly cuts across the pinkish or purplish micaceous 
sandstone near Hti-on-sawk village (Figure 3). Some cubic 
pyrite crystals and black iron patches are also observed in 
thin- to medium- bedded, buff coloured fine-grained 
micaceous sandstones. The slickenside is also occurred on 
the surface of some outcrops. The sedimentary structure of 
flute cast is observed on some sandstone beds (Figure 4). 

Very thick-bedded to massive, whitish to pinkish 
coloured indurated quartzites are interbedded with 
micaceous sandstone at the northeastern part of the study 
area (Figure 5). In some places sedimentary structure of 
the ripple mark appears on the surface of it. Local people 
quarry these sandstone and quartzite to use as road 
material.  

 
Fig.2 Planar type cross-bedding on laminated buff to pinkish, medium-
to thick-bedded, micaceous sandstone of the Molohein Group. (20º 33' 

41.70" N 97º 21' 11.1" E, Facing 350°) 

 

Fig. 3 Milky white quartz vein (1 ft) cuts across the highly jointed 
medium- to thick- bedded buff to pinkish micaceous sandstone of the 
Molohein Group at northeastern part of Hti on sawk village. (20º 33' 

42.6" N 97º 21' 09.6" E, Facing 5º) 

 

Fig.4 Ripple mark on thick-bedded to massive, whitish to   pinkish 
colour indurated quartzite of the Molohein Group (20º 34' 43.56" N 97º 

19' 57.93" E, Facing 270°) 

 
Fig.5 Thick-bedded whitish to pinkish coloured, indurated quartzite of 
the Molohein Group. (20º 34' 43.56" N 97º 19' 57.93" E, Facing 230º) 

 

C. Stratigraphic relationship 
The contact with the underlying Chaung Magyi Group 

is unconformable and this unit passes upward 
gradationally to the overlying Lokepyin Formation. 

D. Fossil, age and correlation 
No fossil has been found in the Molohein Group of the 

present study area. But this unit unconformably overlies 
the Chaung Magyi Group and underlies the Early 
Ordovician rocks of the Lokepyin Formation.  

Based on the lithologic characters and stratigraphic 
position, the age of Molohein Group of the study area is 
probably Late Cambrian and can be correlated with the 
Pangyun Formation of northern Shan State.  
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IV. PETROGRAPHY 
Petrographic studies of the selected sandstone samples 

collected from the Molohein Group were carried out in 
detail. Modal composition of the various grain types was 
estimated by comparing the percentage estimation 
comparison charts, and the classification scheme of 
Pettijohn, et al. (1987) was used in this petrographic study 
[1]. On the basis of petrographic characteristic, 
sedimentary structures and fossil assemblage, the 
depositional environments of the rocks were interpreted. 
On the basis of the petrofabric data, they can be 
differentiated into two types such as sublithic arenite and 
subarkosic arenite. 

A. Sublithic arenite  
Sublithic arenite sandstones of the Molohein Group 

have 95 to 88 percent detrital frameworks and 5 to 12 
percent matrix. These rocks are mainly composed of 
quartz, and minor amount of feldspar, mica, hematite and 
rock fragments. Maximum diameter of the grains ranges 
from 0.2 mm to 0.25mm and the minimum diameter ranges 
from 0.02 mm to 0.1mm. Most of the grains are subangular 
to subrounded and moderately sorted. Generally, quartz 
and feldspar grains are less rounded than the rock 
fragments. Mineral composition of the sandstones is 
shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 MINERAL COMPOSITION AND DETRITAL PERCENTAGES OF THE 

SANDSTONES OF THE MOLOHEIN GROUP 

 
B. Sublithic arenite  

 Quartz is the most common mineral which comprises 
70 to 80 percent of the total rock volume. Nearly three 
fourth of the total quartz grains are monocrystalline with 
unit extinction (Figure 6). Inclusions are often seen in 
these quartz grains. Most of the quartz grains were derived 
from igneous rocks. Quartz grains of the older 
metasedimentary rocks constitute about 5 to 10 percent of 
the total quartz. 

Feldspar comprises about 7 to 10 percent of total 
detrital grains and composed of orthoclase and plagioclase 
feldspar. Plagioclase is more dominant and shows 
polysynthetic twin (Figure 7). Dull or sericitized feldspars 
are occurred in these sandstones.  

3 to 4 percent of the detrital fraction is composed of 
quartzite, and igneous rock fragments  

Mica contains 4 to 10 percent of the total framework. 
Biotite is more common than the muscovite which occurs 
as anhedral or elongated flakes. 

Hematite can be observed as anhedral grains and 
cementing materials. Grains of hematite comprise about 2 
percent of the total detrital grains. 

 
Fig.6 Subangular to subrounded quartz grains (q) in sublithic arenite of 

the Molohein Group (XN) 

 
Fig.7 Plagioclase (p) shows polysynthetic twin in sublithic arenite of the 

Molohein Group (XN) 

C. Cementation 
Hematite and sericite occur as cementing agent in these 

sandstones and forms 5 to 12 percent of the total rock 
volume.  

D.  Subarkosic arenite  
The subarkosic arenite sandstone of the Molohein 

Group has 92 to 90 percent of detrital framework and 5 to 
10 percent detrital matrix. Cement is scanty and it contains 
about 2 percent of the total rock volume. The detrital 
grains are composed of quartz, feldspar, mica, rock 
fragments, iron ore minerals and very little heavy 
minerals. The maximum diameter of grains ranges from 
0.2 mm to 0.5 mm and minimum diameter of grains, 
0.05mm to 0.1 mm. Most grains are angular to subrounded 
and they generally have moderately to poor sorted nature. 
As the grain contacts are tangential to concavo-convex, the 
sandstones of the Molohein Group have grain-supported 
frameworks. Detrital grains are set in sericite and minute 
quartz grains matrix and hematite cements. Mineral 
composition and detrital percentages of these sandstones 
are shown in Table 2.  
TABLE 2 MINERAL COMPOSITION AND DETRITAL PERCENTAGES OF THE 

SANDSTONES OF THE MOLOHEIN GROUP 
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E. Detrital fraction 
Quartz is the most abundant mineral in these sandstones 

and it comprises 70 to 85 percent of the total grains. Most 
of the quartz grains are monocrystalline (Figure 8). They 
show undulatory extinction and some have minute 
inclusions. Some of the quartz grains are corroded by the 
cement and are often fractured. Nearly two thirds of the 
total quartz grains are of igneous origin and the rest are 
derived from metamorphic rocks.  

Feldspar comprises 5 to 15 percent of the total 
fractions. Among the different types of feldspar, 
plagioclase feldspars are more common than the 
orthoclase. Nearly all of the feldspars show a dull or 
cloudy nature and some grains include the bright specks 
formed by sericitization process. Some plagioclase 
feldspars show polysynthetic twin (Figure 9).  

 
Fig.8 Poorly sorted monocrystalline quartz(q), and hornblende (h) 

grains in subarkosic arenite sandstone of the Molohein Group (XN) 

 
Fig.9 Clear quartz(q), cloudy orthoclase(o) formed by sericitization in 

subarkosic arenite of the Molohein Group (XN) 

Lithic fragments comprise 2 to 7 percent of the total 
detrital fraction. The most common lithic fragments are 
quartzite, igneous rock fragments, and elongated phyllite. 
Stable fragments of quartzite grains are more abundant 
than the other unstable rock fragments.  

Mostly muscovite comprises 8 to 15 percent of the 
framework. Bending and contorting of muscovite are 
frequently observed. 

Less than 2 percent of the detrital fraction is composed 
of heavy mineral grains of hematite, magnetite and 
epidote. 

F. Cementation  
Matrix made a major role in each sample. It composes 

of sericite, minute quartz grains and ultra-fine-grained, 
undifferentiated clay minerals. Matrix constitutes between 

5 to 8 percent of the total rock volume. They show bright 
mottled colour appearance between cross-nicols.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
According to Pettijohn, et al. (1987) the sandstones of 

the Molohein Group may be put under the name of 
"Sublithic arenite" and Subarkosic arenite (Figure 10) [1]. 
In sublithic arenite, quartz content is more than 70 percent 
and the total feldspar does not exceed the total rock 
fragments. But the rock fragments comprise 3 to 4 percent 
of the total detrital grains. All the grains are cemented by 
the chemical cements of hematite. These sediments are 
composed of about 80 percent of quartz grains and are 
moderately sorted. Therefore, the depositional 
environment of this rock may be high agitated and near 
shore environment. In subarkosic arenite, it is composed 
of about 65 % to 70% of quartz grains and they vary in 
size. The grains are cemented by the detrital clay matrix. 
So, the depositional environment of this rock may be 
shallow marine environment. 

 
            Fig.10 QFR triangular plot of the sandstones of the Molohein 

Group (After Pettijohn, et al. 1987) 
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Abstract- The present study was done to assess the 
influence of maternal size on the eggs, clutch size and 
hatchling size of Geochelone platynota from Natogyi 
Township, Myingyan District, Mandalay Region in 
Minzontaung Wildlife Sanctuary. The study period was July 
2017 to August 2018. A total of 30 female were laid 30 nests. A 
total of 202 eggs were collected from 30 nests. The mean 
carapace length of maternal tortoise was 4.27 cm and body 
weight was 30.52 kg. Among these eggs 117 tortoises were 
hatched. The mean length of hatchling was 3.80mm and 
weight was 20.54g. Many species of reptiles exhibit complex 
interrelationships among maternal body size, clutch size, and 
hatchling size. The highest carapace length of Geochelone 
platynota was ID 49 (32.50cm) and the lowest was ID 47 
(24.00cm).  The highest clutch size was also ID 49 (10 eggs). 
The highest length and weight of hatchlings was occurred ID 
32 (4.2 mm and 26.20g). Geochelone platynota was recorded 
that increasing female body length was generally associated 
with higher clutch size.  Although maternal size and hatchling 
size were negatively correlated. Body size variation among 
populations showed a temperature, productivity, and 
seasonality and geographical factors of habitats of the species 
and genetic. 

 Keywords - size, egg, clutch, maternal, Geochelone platynota 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Burmese Star Tortoise (Geochelone platynota) is one of 

the endemic to the dry zone of central Myanmar and 
Critically Endangerd by the IUCN. Turtles and tortoises are 
major biodiversity components of our environment. They 
often serve as keystone species from which other animals 
and plants benefit where they inhabit. They are the oldest 
living group of reptiles on earth, with fossil evidence 
suggesting they were alive over 200 million years ago 
(Rhodin et.al.,2010). Although turtles are survived on this 
planet for millions of years, they are threatened to an 
extinct level by human impacts such as illegal marketing, 
habitat loss and global climate change. The International 
Union for Conservation of Nature noted that the forty 
percent of all turtles are threatened. 

 A considerable body of data indicates that clutch or 
brood size increases with maternal body size within many 

populations of reptiles (Congdon et.al.,1987). 
However, despite considerable theoretical interest in 
the evolution of offspring size (Brockelman,  

1975; Smith et.al., 1974), the interrelationships 
among female body size, clutch size, and offspring size 
in reptiles are still unclear. Oviparous reptiles are 
particularly useful for studying maternal effects on 
offspring growth and survival. Female size in turtles, 
for example, is correlated with clutch size and egg size 
(Congdon et al., 1983). Female body size is thus 
thought to have important consequences for 
reproductive success in turtles (Turner et al., 1986). 
Egg mass is generally also positively correlated with 
hatchling mass in turtles (Congdon et al., 1983). There 
is little evidence, however, that maternal body size is 
directly linked to post-hatching offspring size. 
Evidence that maternal choice, such as nest timing or 
site selection, or other maternal characteristics, 
including genetics and age, affect post-hatching growth 
rates or offspring survival is likewise mixed (Brooks et 
al., 1991). The present research is carried out with the 
following objective is to compare the relationship 
between maternal body size, clutch size, egg size and 
offspring size 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Studying area and study period 
Minsontaung Wildlife Sanctuary is a protected area 

of Myanmar. It is located in the Natogyi Township, 
Myingyan District, Mandalay Region. It occupies an 
area of 22.6 square kilometres (8.7 sq mi) and was 
established in 1998-99. The study was undertaken 
between July 2017 to August  2018. 

B. Study method 
The present study was carried out based on field 

study. Observer location was chosen based upon 
preliminary observation of tortoise egg numbers, 
hatchlings size and maternal size. The present study 
was carried out based on field study. The field trips 
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were conducted once a month of study site. Morphometric 
measurement (carapace length (CL), shell depth (SD)and 
weight (WT)) of 30 female tortoises were measured.  Eggs 
laying number of 30 female (clutch size), total clutch mass, 
egg length, egg width, and egg mass  were recorded during 
the breeding seasons.  Eggs laying number, clutch size and 
body weight and length  of hatchlings were recorded. 
Maternal body size and eggs size were studied in the 
captive farm of Minzontaung Wildlife Sanctuary. 

 
Fig 1. Map of the study area 

 

III. RESULTS 
A total of 30 nests collected from the 30 female. The 

measurement of 30  female tortoises were found vary in 
differences .  The highest carapace length of female was ID 
49 (32.50cm) and the lowest was ID 47 (24.00cm). The 
highest weight was also ID 49 (5.20 Kg) and the smallest 
weight was ID 58 (2.70 Kg) (Table 1) and (Figure 2). 

The highest clutch size was occurred ID 49 (10 eggs). 
The lowest clutch size was ID 25 (3 eggs). The highest 
weight was 42.08g (ID 39). The largest length was 4.92cm 
(ID 48) and width was 3.98 cm (ID 33) .The mean of clutch 

size was 6.73. The mean of egg length, width and 
weight were 4.27 mm, 3.52 mm and 30.52g (Table 2) , 
(Figure 3) (Figure 4) and (Figure 5). 

TABLE I. OBSERVED THE MEASUREMENT OF MATERNAL BURMESE 
STAR TORTOISES 

 
 

 
Fig 2.Comparison between carapace length and weight of maternal 

tortoises 
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TABLE II. CLUTCH SIZE AND MEAN OF EGG SIZE OF BURMESE STAR 
TORTOISES 

No. ID Clutc
h size 

Length 
(mm) 

Width 
(mm) 

Weight 
(g) 

1. 58 7 4.26 3.16 25.79 

2. 67 6 4.53 3.70 33.26 

3. 38 7 4.55 3.68 36.23 

4. 48 5 4.92 3.97 40.70 

5. 33 9 4.30 3.98 33.18 

6. 39 7 4.06 3.91 42.08 
7. 59 5 4.52 3.38 31.53 
8. 41 6 4.51 3.35 32.45 
9. 8 8 4.45 3.67 35.44 

10. 62 4 3.94 3.35 23.70 

11. 49 10 4.14 3.42 32.67 

12. 34 8 4.52 3.10 32.99 

13. 28 7 4.31 3.67 28.61 

14. 14 8 3.93 3.60 30.53 

15. 2 9 3.90 3.48 25.08 

16. 61 9 4.05 3.54 23.08 

17. 4 7 4.20 3.49 31.25 

18. 30 9 4.00 3.39 24.74 

19. 15 8 4.00 3.36 28.30 

20. 20 8 4.06 3.78 33.26 

21. 25 3 4.05 3.59 32.01 

22. 43 9 4.18 3.42 27.05 

23. 47 2 4.54 3.35 30.21 

24. 21 8 4.18 3.67 31.88 

25. 50 5 4.51 3.30 27.20 

26. 27 5 4.02 3.53 26.20 

27. 67 7 4.38 3.49 29.20 

28. 5 4 4.91 3.26 28.50 

29. 22 8 4.20 3.51 29.50 

30. 32 4 4.00 3.50 29.00 

.    Total 202 128.12 105.60 915.62 

Mean 6.73 4.27 3.52 30.52 

SD ±2.88 ±0.27 ±0.21 ±4.48 

 

 
Fig.3. Comparison between carapace length and clutch size of maternal 

Burmese star tortoises 

 
Fig.4. Comparison between maternal weight and clutch size of 

Burmese star tortoises 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between the mean of egg length and weight of 

Burmese star tortoises 

 A total of 117 tortoises were hatched. The highest 
hatchlings were occurred ID 49 and ID 2. The mean 
length of tortoises were 3.80 mm and weight were 
20.54 g. The maximum weight was 26.20 g and the 
minimum weight was 12.40g (Table 3), (Figure 6) and 
(Figure 7). 

TABLE 3. WEIGHT AND LENGTH OF HATCHLING BURM STAR 
TORTOISES 

No. ID Number of 
hatchlings 

Length 
(mm) 

Weight 
(g) 

1. 58 2 3.7 20.22 
2. 67 2 2.6 18.87 

3. 38 3 3.8 19.62 
4. 48 4 3.7 19.2 
5. 33 8 3.6 17.17 
6. 39 5 3.7 16.78 
7. 59 3 3.7 16.79 

8. 41 2 3.6 18.82 
9. 8 4 3.5 22.44 

10. 62 4 3.2 13.31 
11. 49 7 4.1 23.49 
12. 34 4 4.0 23.83 
13. 28 4 4.0 24.24 
14. 14 0 3.5 19.59 
15. 2 7 3.2 12.40 

16. 61 6 3.2 20.41 

17. 4 3 3.8 21.56 

18. 30 8 3.9 24.38 

19. 15 5 3.5 15.52 
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20. 20 6 4.0 24.21 

21. 25 2 3.3 14.59 

22. 43 5 3.8 18.44 

23. 47 4 3.7 20.75 

24. 21 2 4.0 24.18 

25. 50 2 4.0 23.18 

26. 27 4 4.2 25.61 

27. 67 2 4.1 24.91 

28. 5 2 4.1 25.21 

29. 22 5 4.0 23.49 

30. 32 2 4.2 26.20 

Total 117 107.22 616.2 

Average 3.9 3.80 20.54 

SD ±2.20 ±0.25 ±4.00 

    

    

Fig. 6. Hatchlings numbers of Burmese star tortoise Geochelone platynota 

 

 
Fig.7.  Measurement of hatchlings Burmese star tortoise Geochelone 

platynota 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Overall data indicated that the values for the 

reproductive parameters were measured in the 
Minzontaung wildlife sanctuary. The mean carapace length 
and weight of maternal was 4.27cm and 30.52 kg. The 
mean of clutch size was occurred 6.73. According to the 
result, the larger females were produced larger clutches 
size.   Geochelone platynota were found that negative 
correlation between maternal size and offspring size. 
Although maternal size and clutch size were positively 
correlated. Fox and Czesak (2000) reported that a positive 
correlation between maternal size and offspring size (even 
within a population). Rollinson and Brooks (2008) found 
that negative correlation between maternal size and 

offspring size. It is assumed that female size, age, 
species and condition are correlated within populations.  

Stewarts (1979) model suggests that this variability 
in the body size and egg mass relationship is the result 
of interspecific differences in the body size and clutch 
size regression. Positive correlations between egg size 
and hatchling size have been reported in numerous 
species, including several species of freshwater turtles 
(reviewed by Rollinson and Brooks 2008). Froese 
(1987) suggested that the larger hatchlings may have 
increased fitness especially in a resource poor however, 
Congdon (1999) was not able to detect any benefit of 
increased hatchling size. In Geochelone platynota, 
hatchlings size were negatively correlated with clutch 
size and egg size. Mousseau and  Fox (1998) described 
that developing embryos are greatly impacted by 
numerous maternal or environmental factors that 
influence developmental trajectories, embryo survival 
and fitness‐relevant phenotypes of neonates . It is 
assumed that physiological maturity, biological, abiotic 
factors, ecological and geographical factors of habitats 
of the species and genetic. 
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Abstract- Lactic Acid Bacteria (LAB) were isolated from 

yogurt samples. These samples were cultured on five 
specific mediums.  A total of thirty-one strains were isolated 
from these culture media and were labelled as MM 1 to 31. 
Antimicrobial activities of isolated all strains were carried 
out by five test organisms. Among them, ten strains showed 
the activity. Therefore, these ten strains were characterized 
by morphological, cultural and biochemical tests. Their 
colony morphology was circular, flat, entire, smooth 
texture, dull and shiny appearance and colony’s color was 
cream, white, pale brown and yellow. MM 2 to 6 were 
coccobacilli, catalase negative, gram positive and non 
motile. MM 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20 were rod, gram positive, 
catalase negative, and non motile. According to the results, 
ten strains were characterized as genus Lactobacillus and 
Streptococcus. Moreover, Lactic Acid Bacteria were used as 
fertilizer and seed germination was undertaken. Selected 
four strains increased significantly seeds germination. Their 
effects were studied on Cucumis sativus L. and there were 
prominent increases in root depth, shoot length, leaf area 
and plant height. These selected strains (LAB) can be used 
as antimicrobial agents and plant growth promoting 
bacteria.  

Keywords: Lactic acid bacteria, antimicrobial activity, 
biofertilizer 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) play an important role in 

food, agricultural, and clinical applications. The general 
description of the bacteria included in the group is gram-
positive, nonsporing, nonrespiring, cocci or rods, which 
produce lactic acid as the major end product during the 
fermentation of carbohydrates [14]. The common 
agreement is that there is a core group consisting of four 
genera; Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc, Pediococcus and 
Streptococcus. Lactobacillus spp. are often found in 
commercially-available microbial inoculants that are 
reported to have beneficial effects on the growth and 
yield of crop plants [8].  

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) is one of the most 
important vegetable crops in the world grown under 
greenhouses that it has demanded all around the year. 
This particular beneficial microorganism is popularly 
used in composting that specifically arrest foul odors 

associated with anaerobic decomposition and its 
application in organic farming is enormous [6]. The aim 
and objectives of this paper were to isolate naturally 
occurring the Lactic acid bacteria from yogurt, to study 
the cultural characteristics and colony morphology of 
isolated bacteria, to find out antimicrobial activity of 
selected bacteria on five test organisms and to observe 
the effects of Lactic acid bacteria on the growth and yield 
of Cucumis sativus L. (Tha khwar). 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Isolation of Lactic Acid Bacteria 
Lactic acid bacteria were isolated from local yogurt 

samples. The experiments were carried out at the 
microbiology laboratory of Botany Department, Pathein 
University. Serial dilutions of fermented, plating and 
streaking techniques were used to isolate the Lactic acid 
bacteria according to Reference [15, 4, 10]. Isolation of 
Lactic acid bacteria was done by using Lactic Streak 
Agar (LS) medium, Tomato Juice Agar (TA) medium, 
Nutrient Tomato Juice (NA) Agar medium, Lactobacilli 
de Man-Rogosa Sharpe (MRS) Agar medium and 
Lactobacillus bulgaricus (LB) Medium [1]. 

B. Agar Well Method for Antimicrobial Activity [4] 
Isolated strains were tested by agar well method for 

antimicrobial activity on Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
NITE 09678, Salmonella typhi AHU 7943, Escherichia 
coli AHU 5436, Candida albicans NITE 09542 and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae AHU 8465. Test organisms 
were provided by Pharmaceutical Research Development 
(Ministry of Industry) and NITE (National Institute of 
Technology Evaluation, Japan).  

C. Characterization of Lactic Acid Bacteria 
The identification of selected bacterial strains were 

carried out by using their colony morphology, gram 
staining methods [7] and biochemical tests which include 
the catalase test [15], sugar fermentation test (glucose, 
sucrose, maltose, xylose and lactose) [5], salt tolerance 
test [11], hydrogen sulphide production [5],  citrate 
utilization test [11],  motility test [12],  mannitol test 
[11],  urea hydrolysis test [16], methyl red test [2], casein 
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hydrolysis [10], starch hydrolysis test (soluble starch, 
tapioca, wheat, rice and sticky rice) [10] respectively. 

D. Cultivation of Tha Khwar 
The effect of microbial biofertilizer on the growth of 

Tha Khwar was investigated by sand cultures in the 
plastic bag container of equal sizes holding about 3g of 
sterile sand. In this container about 5 seeds were sown. 
Selected bacterial mixtures (2:8) were applied every 
weekly intervals until two months. The height of 
experimental plants was recorded.  

The measurements of the plant height seedling, length 
of radical, leaf area, day to first flowering and Tnumber 
of fruit per plant were recorded at one-week intervals 
according to the methods of [17]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Isolation of Lactic Acid Bacteria 
In the present work, all isolated bacteria were 

obtained from five different culture media and designated 
into MM 1 to MM 31 and the results were shown in 
Table 1.  

TABLE I. ISOLATION OF LACTIC ACID BACTERIA (LAB) ON FIVE 
SELECTED MEDIUM 

No Culture Media Isolated bacteria 

1 Lactic Streak Agar MM 1-7 

2 Tomato Juice Agar MM 8-12 

3 Nutrient tomato Juice Agar MM 13-20 

4 Lactobacilli de Man-Rogosa 
Sharpe Agar MM 21-29 

5 Lactobacillusbulgaricus Agar MM 30-31 

B. Antimicrobial Activity of Isolated Lactic Acid 
Bacteria 
 Antimicrobial activity of all isolated strains was 

performed by five test organisms. Ten strains (MM 2 to 
6, 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20) showed the antimicrobial activity 
and MM 20 reached the highest activity (35.24 mm) on 
E. coli followed by 29.48 mm on S. cerevisiae. These 
results were shown in Table 2.  

C. Colony, Cultural and Cell Morphology of Selected 
Bacteria 
In the colony morphology, MM 2 to MM 6 were 

circular, flat, entire, undulate, lobate, pale brown and 
white in colour, opaque optical on Lactic Streak Agar 
medium. These bacteria were Gram positive, rod and 
coccobacilli shape. In the Tomato Juice Agar medium, 
MM 8 and 9 were circular, raised and flat, entire, white 
and brown colour, Gram positive, rod and coccobacilli 
shape. In the Nutrient Tomato Juice Agar medium, the 
colony of MM 17, 19 and 20 

were circular, flat, entire, cream, white and pale 
brown colour. Reference [3] described that colonies of 
lactic acid bacteria were smooth, white to very light 
yellow, flat, circular or irregular and variable in size. 
These results were shown in Table 3 and figure 1.   

 

TABLE 2. ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF LACTIC ACID BACTERIA (LAB)  

 
 
TABLE 3. COLONY CHARACTER AND CELL MORPHOLOGY OF SELECTED 

BACTERIA 

 
 

 
Fig 1. Cultural characters and Cell Morphology of Selected Lactic Acid 

Bacteria 

D. Biochemical Characters of Ten Selected Bacteria 
In the biochemical characters, MM 2 to 6 were 

catalase negative, acid was produced from glucose, 
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sucrose, maltose, lactose and xylose. Other selected 
bacteria (MM 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20) were also catalase 
negative, acid was produced from five sugar. The isolated 
lactic acid bacteria (MM 2 to 6) were cocobacilli, rod, 
gram positive, acid was produced from glucose, sucrose 
and lactose and xylose except five strains, mannitol 
positive, H2S did not produce, urea and citrate test 
negative except MM 2, did not hydrolyze the soluble 
starch and sticky rice powder. These results were the 
same to the previous research of [3] and these isolated 
bacteria were classified as genus Streptococcus. Other 
isolates (MM 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20) were gram positive, 
rod, catalase negative and acid was produced from 
glucose, sucrose, lactose and xylose, H2S did not 
produced, mannitol positive, urea and citrate test negative 
except MM 19 and only MM 8 hydrolyzed both soluble 
starch and sticky rice powder. Above all results were 
matched with the descriptions of Reference [3] and these 
strains were characterized as genus Lactobacillus. 
Reference [13] reported that the characteristics of 
Lactobacillus are rods, usually long and slender, Gram 
positive and catalase negative, mannitol positive, acid 
fermentation was in glucose, sucrose, xylose, maltose and 
lactose. These results were shown in Table 4. 
TABLE 4. BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEN SELECTED LACTIC 

ACID BACTERIA FROM YOGURT  

Biochemical 
Tests 

Ten Selected Lactic Acid Bacteria 

2 3 4 5 6 8 9 1
7 

1
9 

2
0 

Catalase 
Test - - - - - - - - - - 

Sugar 
fermentation 
glucose 

+ + + - + + + + + + 

Sucrose + + + + + + + + + + 

Maltose - + + + + + + + + - 

Lactose + + + + + + + + + + 

Xylose - - - + - + + + + - 
NaCl toler 
ance (2 %) + + + + + + + + + + 

NaCl tole 
rance (4%) + + + + + + + + + + 

NaCl toler 
ance (6%) - - - - - - - - - - 

H2S 
production - - - - - - - - - - 

Citrate 
utilization - - - - - - - - + - 

Motility test - - - - - - - - - - 
Mannitol 
salt broth + + + + + + + + + + 

Urea 
hydrolysis - - - - - - - - - - 

Methyl red 
test - - - - - - - - - - 

Casein 
hydrolysis + - + + + - + - + + 

starch 
hydrolysis - - - - - + - - - - 

Wheat 
powder - - - - - - - - - - 

StickyRice 
powder - - - - - + - - - - 

(+) positive reaction                    (-) non reaction 

TABLE 5. EFFECT OF FOUR SELECTED STRAINS ON CUCUMIS SATIVUS L. 
(THA KHWAR)    

 
NF-Number of Fruits, WF-Weight of Fruits, DW-Dry Weight 

  

E. Effect of Selected Bacterial Strains on Cucumis 
sativus L. 
In this study, four kinds of lactic acid bacteria (MM 5, 

8, 15 and 30) were selected according to the germination 
results and used as fertilizer. In the germination 
percentage, seeds of Cucumis sativus L. gave the best 
results in MM 8, 15 and 30. Reference [9] reported that 
the strain Lactobacillus lactis significantly activated the 
shoot and root growth of rice variety when the strain was 
applied to rice seeds prior to growing in plotting medium. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 The present study was focused on the isolation of 

Lactic acid bacteria and their effects on Cucumis sativus 
L. 

The yogurt sample was cultured on five specific 
culture medium and thirty one strains were obtained. 
Their colony morphology was circular, flat, entire, 
variable size, smooth texture, dull and shiny appearance 
and colony’s color was cream, white, pale brown and 
yellow.  

And then, antimicrobial activity of LAB was 
observed by five test organisms. Among them, ten 
isolated bacteria showed the activities and MM 19 and 20 
killed all test organisms. MM 20 showed the highest 
activity (35. 24 mm) on Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
(24.49) mm on Salmonella typhi, (21.34 mm) on Candia 
albicans and (24.23) on Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
respectively. Therefore, these ten bacteria were selected 
and characterized by biochemical tests. 

Moreover, all isolated bacteria were used as fertilizer 
in the germination test. Among them, four isolates gave 
the best germination percentage. Therefore, these four 
isolates were selected and observed by the addition of 
selected bacteria (MM 5, 8, 15 and 30) to the 
experimental plants increased their growth over the 
control.  

After application of four selected bacterial strains, tha 
khwar plants treated with MM 30 showed the plant 
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height 17cm / plant to 40cm / plant within four weeks of 
growing period. After 8 weeks, plant treated with MM 8 
reached the tallest plant height (65 cm / plant) followed 
by MM 15 and MM 5. In the leaf area, plant treated with 
MM 15 showed the widest area (15.3 cm / plant) 
followed by other three strains (each 14cm). Fruits 
weight of plants treated with MM 5 reached the 
maximum weight (203.6g) followed by MM 8 (177.5g). 

These findings suggest that the utilization of lactic 
acid bacteria in cucumber cultivation fields may 
represent a valuable tool for enhancing plant growth.  

The search of a new lactic acid bacteria with the 
antimicrobial activities which can be used in human 
health, agriculture, food industry and its outstanding 
importance have been studied by many researchers. 
According to the results of strong antimicrobial activity, 
selected lactic acid bacteria (MM 2 to 6, 8, 9, 17, 19 and 
20) can be applied in the protection of human health and 
other four strains (MM 5, 8, 15 and 20) can be used as 
fertilizer. 
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Abstract- An investigation was conducted to find out the 

biofertilizer effect of Spirulina on growth parameters of 
Lablab Purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) (lablab 
bean) at Yadanabon University during 2017 and 2018. Plot 
experiments were using Randomized Complete Block Design 
(RCBD) with 3 replications and Spirulina suspension ST3 (3 
g l–1) and ST4 (4 g l–1) were treated with lablab bean seeds. 
From these results Spirulina suspensions 4 gl-1 was produced 
the best treatment and Spirulina biofertilizer improves the 
growth parameters of Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar 
(Tatkone). 

Keywords: Biofertilizer, Suspension, Spirulina, Lablab 
purpureus, morphological parameters 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Legumes are among the world’s most important crops. 

They play an ever-increasing role as a supplier of protein 
for millions of people. They not only provide nutritious 
food, but also increase soil fertility [8]. These valuable 
crops are of great importance in Myanmar Agriculture and 
occupy the second largest position of crop cultivated due 
to the increasing demands for domestic consumption and 
exports [3].Food legumes cover about 3.3 million hectares 
out of 9.8 million hectares of total cultivated land in 
Myanmar [4].Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet (Lablab bean) 
is a fast growing annual legume. Extensive production of 
Lablab purpureus (L.) as a high protein grain food and 
forage legume [14]. 

Intensive farming practices that warrant high yield and 
quality, required the extensive use of chemical fertilizers, 
which are costly and create environmental problems. 
Therefore, more recently there has been a resurgence of 
interest in environmentally friendly, sustainable and 
organic agricultural practices [5]. 

 Organic agriculture is a production system, which 
avoids or largely excludes the use of synthetically 
compounded fertilizers and as far as possible, organic 
agricultural system rely upon bio-fertilization, however 
yield reduction is an important problem in organic 
production system [10]. 

Using biofertilizers containing beneficial 
microorganisms instead of synthetic chemical improve 
plant growth through supplying plant nutrients and may 
help to sustain environmental health and soil productivity 
[11]. 

In 1981, the FAO [7] documented the possibilities of 
blue-green algae replacing chemical fertilizers and 
rebuilding the structure of depleted soils. In India, blue-
green are grown in shallow earthen ponds. When the water 
evaporates, the dried algae are scooped up and sold to rice 
farmers. This natural nitrogen source is only one third the 
cost of chemical fertilizer and it increases annual rice yield 
in India by an average of 22% where chemical fertilizers 
are not used, algae give the same benefit as 25 to 30 kg of 
chemical nitrogen fertilizer per acre. Where chemicals are 
used, algae use allows the reduction of an equivalent 
amount of inorganic fertilizer [6].  

Spirulina is one the photosynthetic blue green 
microalga. Nowadays it is producted commercially as a 
food source, animal feed and biofertilizer with high 
nutritional value [1]. Spirulina has been used as 
biofertilizer for many crops in different application methods 
individually or combined with other organic fertilizers [2]. 

The present investigation was to find out the effect of 
Spirulina biofertilizer on morphological parameters of 
Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) in plot 
experiment. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

 Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 
obtained from Department of Agricultural Research 
(DAR), Naypyitaw, Pyinmana and Spirulina biomass 
(Lot No.S.391) obtained from Myanmar 
Pharmaceutical Factory (MPF), Ye Kharr, Sagaing 
were used in these experiments. Spirulina suspension 
0 (control), ST4 (4 gl-1) and ST3 (3 gl-1) (w/v) were 
used for lablab bean cultivar and sown on 19th 
September, 2017 and 2018 in Taung Ywa Thit, 
Amarapura Township, near the Yadanabon 
University. The land used for the experimental study 
was not used for planting crop previously. The land 
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was thoroughly prepared before the experiment 
started. The experiment was designed as randomized 
complete blocks with three replications. Each plot 
was 3.20 m × 4.11 m in size and it consists of eight 
rows with spacing of 0.49 m (45.72 cm) between 
rows and plants. The outermost two rows were 
bordered and the second outermost four rows were 
used for destructive sampling and innermost two 
rows for harvest area. The total experimental area 
was 320.61 m2 including 1 m of platform area and 
0.60 m of the space between plots. 

 Lablab bean seeds were sown at the rate of three 
seeds per hole in rows at different concentrations of 
Spirulina suspension and control with a uniform 
depth of about 2 to 4 cm. Thinning was done two 
weeks after emergence and one plant per stand was 
kept. 

A. Collection of Data 
Crop age of Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar 

(Tatkone) is usually about 180 DAS. All treatments 
and control were collected at the end of 30 day after 
sowing (DAS) and plants were collected at intervals 
of 30 days for three consecutive plants from each 
replication for dry weight determination. To 
determine the morphological characters, leaves were 
counted and then average was worked out and length 
and breadth of each leaf were measured and then 
multipled by adjustment factor 0.65 for average leaf 
area. Leaves, stem and root were separated, dried and 
weighed to record data on dry weight of leaf, stem 
and root. Plant growth was determined by dry weight 
to determination the efficacy of Spirulina suspension. 

Leaf Area (cm2) = leaf length × leaf breadth × 
adjustment factor (K). 

K = 0.65 [13] 

B. Statistical Analysis 
All of the data are analyzed by using Gen Stat, 

Version 1 [9]. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Effect on Morphological Parameters 
Plant height; Plot experiment were carried out 

with the seeds of Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet 
cultivar (Tatkone).The results of the effect of 
different concentrations of Spirulina suspension on 
plant height of Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar  
(Tatkone) at 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 DAS were 
shown in Table 1. 

Dry Weight of stem; The effects of Spirulina 
suspension on dry weight of stem in lablab bean 
cultivar are shown in Table 2. Dry weight of stem in 
all treatments increased with age until harvest time. 
Effect of ST4 (4 gl-1) on dry weight of stem produced 
highest values and followed by ST3 (3gl-1) and 
control. These results are   statistically significant. 

 

 

TABLE I. EFFECT OF SPIRULINASUSPENSION ON MEAN PLANT HEIGHT OF 
LABLABPURPUREUS(L.) SWEET CULTIVAR (TATKONE) 

 

Treatment 

30 
DAS 
(cm  

plant-1) 

60 
DAS 
(cm 

 plant-1) 

90  
DAS 
(cm  
plant-

1) 

120 
DAS 
(cm  
plant-1) 

150 
DAS 

(cm plant-
1) 

180 DAS 
(cm  

plant-1) 

Control 37.33 88.7 97.6 104.4 106.8 104.7 
ST4(4gl-1) 52.5 109.9 112.7 122.7 125.3 126.7 
ST3(3gl-1) 40.7 94.2 100.7 109.3 111.7 112.3 
F value 2.14 1.90 0.19 3.08 0.52 0.67 

Fpr 0.020 0.003 0.26 <0.001 0.11 <0.001 
LSD0.005 12.40 9.78 10.62 6.56 10.82 7.38 
CV% 9.2 6.9 7.0 4.0 6.5 4.4 

 

 

Fig 1. Effect of Spirulina suspension on mean plant height of Lablab 
purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 

Dry Weight of Leaves; Initially, dry weight of 
total leaves was slowly and steadily increased until 
the maximum dry weight at 150 DAS. It declined the 
total dry weight of leaves at 180 DAS. It was due to 
the death of some leaves at the base of the stem. ST4 
(4 gl-1) produced the highest dry weight of leaves 
than other treatments and control (Table 3). 
TABLE 2. EFFECT OF SPIRULINA SUSPENSION ON MEAN DRY WEIGHT OF 

STEM OF LABLAB PURPUREUS (L.) SWEET CULTIVAR 
 
 

Treatment 

30 
DAS 

(g  
plant-1) 

60  
DAS 

(g  
plant-1) 

90 DAS 
(g plant-1) 

120 
DAS 
(g  

plant-1) 

150 
DAS 

(g  
plant-1) 

180 
DAS 

(g 
plant-1) 

Control 2.932 4.26 5.980 7.43 8.29 9.05 

ST4(4gl-1) 4.210 5.84 7.236 10.30 10.39 12.23 

ST3(3gl-1) 3.548 4.63 6.438 8.27 8.82 10.03 

F value 2.79 0.13 0.77 0.91 1.82 0.24 

Fpr <0.001 0.083 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

LSD0.005 0.32 45.2 0.4735 1.122 0.711 0.989 

CV% 6.2 20.3 5.0 8.9 5.3 6.5 

 

ST4 

ST3 
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Fig 2. Effect of Spirulina suspension on mean dry weight of stem of                       

Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar 
 
 

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF SPIRULINA SUSPENSION ON MEAN DRY WEIGHT OF 
LEAVES OF LABLAB PURPUREUS (L.) SWEET CULTIVAR 

Treatments 
30 DAS 
(cm2 plant-

1) 

60 DAS 
(cm2 plant-

1) 

90 DAS 
(cm2 plant-

1) 

120 
DAS 

(cm2 plant-
1) 

150 
DAS 

(cm2 plant-
1) 

180  
DAS 
(cm2 

plant-1) 
Control 3.062 5.052 7.30 11.08 12.11 10.58 
ST4(4gl-1) 4.246 5.914 10.87 13.33 14.85 12.84 
ST3(3gl-1) 3.340 5.142 9.20 11.66 13.54 11.00 
F value 1.52 6.24 0.31 1.90 1.10 1.05 
Fpr <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.010 <0.001 <0.001 
LSD0.005 0.4440 0.3007 1.178 1.287 0.856 0.832 
CV% 8.6 3.8 8.9 7.3 4.3 5.0 

 

 
Fig 3. Effect of Spirulina suspension on mean dry weight of leaves of 

Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar  

Dry Weight of Root; The dry weight of root in all 
treatments generally increased with increasing age. 
The maximum mean dry weight of root 3.826 gplant-
1 was produced by ST4 (4 gl-1) (Table 4). 
TABLE 4. EFFECT OF SPIRULINA SUSPENSION ON MEAN DRY WEIGHT OF 

ROOT OF LABLAB PURPUREUS (L.) SWEET CULTIVAR 

Treatment 

30 
DAS 

(g plant-

1) 

60 
DAS 

(g plant-

1) 

90 
DAS 

(g plant-

1) 

120 
DAS 

(g plant-1) 

150 
DAS 

(g plant-1) 

180 
DAS 

(g plant-

1) 
Control 0.511 1.328 1.328 2.190 2.574 2.836 

ST4(4gl-1) 0.856 2.104 2.104 2.890 3.228 3.826 

ST3(3gl-1) 0.678 1.806 1.806 2.276 2.866 3.158 

F value 0.20 1.85 1.85 0.01 1.03 0.53 
Fpr <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.003 0.004 <0.001 

LSD0.005 0115 0.2216 0.2216 0.3853 0.3112 0.3553 

CV% 11.2 8.7 8.7 6.3 7.4 7.4 

 

 
Fig 4. Effect of Spirulina suspension on mean dry weight of root of                  

Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 

Total Dry Matter; Data concerning the amount 
of TDM on effect of Spirulina suspension treatments 
and controls were shown in Table 5. In all successive 
period, the amount of TDM steadily increase from 
30-150 DAS and drastically increase of 180 DAS. 
Effect of ST4on TDM (g plant-1) were obviously 
increased at harvest time. It was 40 % higher than 
control (94.27 g plant-1 vs 67.05 g plant-1) in lablab 
bean cultivar. 
 

TABLE 5. EFFECT OF SPIRULINA SUSPENSION ON TOTAL DRY MATTER OF 
LABLAB PURPUREUS (L.) SWEET CULTIVAR (TATKONE) 

 
 

Treatment 

30 DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

60 

DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

90  

DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

120  

DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

150 

DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

180 

DAS 

(g  

plant-1) 

Control 7.33 10.48 14.93 20.60 25.40 67.05 

ST4(4gl-1) 11.04 13.86 20.45 26.45 32.03 94.27 

ST3(3gl-1) 8.74 11.89 17.48 22.20 27.84 73.08 

F value 0.42 0.13 1.32 1.06 2.03 2.44 

Fpr <0.001 0.008 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

LSD0.005 0.708 1.817 1.155 1.442 1.422 4.762 

CV% 5.3 10.3 4.5 4.3 3.4 4.2 

 

 
Figure 5. Effect of Spirulina suspension on total dry matter of Lablab 

purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 
 
 
 
 
 

Total Leaf Area; Total leaf area increased with 
increase in age for all treatments. The increase of 
grand mean of total leaf area was clear from 30-150 
DAS and it declined after 150 up to 180 DAS (Table 
6). It was due to the death of some leaves at the base 
of the stem. Mean total leaf area on lablab cultivar 
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(Tatkone) was produced the best treatment ST4 and 
it was greater than control due to the proper effect of 
Spirulina suspension treatment. 
TABLE 6. EFFECT OF SPIRULINA SUSPENSION ON TOTAL LEAF AREA OF 

LABLAB PURPUREUS (L.) SWEET CULTIVAR (TATKONE)  
 

Treatment 

30  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

60  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

90  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

120  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

150  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

180  

DAS 

(cm2 

pant-1) 

Control 609 1104 1681 1984 2367 1637 

ST4(4gl-1) 1098 1508 2121 2579 2739 2224 

ST3(3gl-1) 750 1224 1912 2127 2588 1824 

F value 0.37 1.38 1.21 0.91 0.42 1.18 

Fpr <0.001 0.033 0.025 0.003 0.477 0.019 

LSD0.005 182.0 291.6 29.4 277.7 676.4 375.5 

CV% 15.2 15.6 10.5 8.5 18.1 13.6 

 

 
Fig 6. Effect of Spirulina suspension on total leaf area of   Lablab 

purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 

IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In plot experiment, the effectiveness of Spirulina 

suspension on plant height, dry weight of stem, 
leaves, root, total plant dry matter and total leaf area 
of Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone) 
was presented in Table 1 to 6 and Figure 1 to 6. From 
these results Spirulina suspensions 4 gl-1 was 
produced the best treatment for lablab bean cultivar. 
In view of plant height, all treatments clearly showed 
that Spirulina suspension 4 gl–1 produced the highest 
value than 3gl-1and control. Plant height increased 
with age in all treatments. The change of plant 
heights was significantly increased from 30-60 DAS 
in Spirulina treatments then control and it steadily 
increased until 180 DAS. Effect of Spirulina 
suspension 4 gl-1 on mean plant height was 21 % 
higher than control (126.7cm vs 104.7 cm). Total dry 
matter (TDM) and total leaf area (TLA) were also 
increased in all treatments. And then, the increment 
of TDM and TLA were clear from 30-150 DAS and 
it declined after 150 DAS.   

The rich chemical composition of the suspension 
probably contributed a wide-ranging effect in a great 
number of plant species [12]. In these comparative 
results, all treatments were enhanced significantly in 

plant height, dry weight of root, stem, leaves, total 
plant dry weight and total leave area. 

In conclusion, Spiulina biofertilizer treatments 
significantly increased the fresh and dry matter of 
plant. It is recommended to apply biofertilizer to the 
crop plant produced the positive environmental 
effects. So, this can prevent pollution of soil and 
water and excessive accumulation of chemical 
fertilizer. We suggest that some other study should 
be carried out on the biofertilizer. Finally, Spirulina 
biofertilizer improves the growth parameters of 
Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet cultivar (Tatkone). 
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Abstract – In this paper, famous English movies are 

introduced in flipped classroom for English Language 
Teaching (ELT). The aim of this paper is to update English 
language teaching and to create more interactive teaching 
methods at universities, in Myanmar. This paper analyses the 
effectiveness of using famous movies and flipped classroom 
in teaching tertiary level students English. The investigation 
was performed on two groups: the students of experimental 
setting and the students of control setting at the University of 
Medicine, Magway. The participants were medical students 
of foundation year and four English teachers. The outcomes 
prove that the students of experimental setting learn more 
enthusiastically and more interactively and their language 
skills are superior to the students of control setting because 
the use of famous movies in flipped classroom can integrate 
listening and speaking skills with writing skill. The result also 
shows that students and teachers have positive perceptions 
towards the use of famous movies in flipped classroom. 

Keywords – movies, flipped classroom, the internet, 
language skills, motivation, perceptions 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The conventional way of teaching English cannot 

motivate students to learn enthusiastically. That’s why 
English teachers keep attempting to utilize technology-
based methods in teaching English. There is a growing 
trend towards student-centered class from teacher-centered 
and textbook-centered class to be engaging for students. 
Students gradually prefer small group discussion to lecture. 
Benjaman Franklin said, “Tell me and I’ll forget. Show me 
and I may remember. Involve me and I learn.” 
John.G.Palfrey quoted, “Television didn’t transform 
education. Neither will the internet. But it will be another 
tool for teachers to use in their effort to reach students in 
the classroom. It will also be a means by which students 
learn outside of the classroom.” That’s why it is high time 
English teachers started using teaching methods that focus 
on students’ involvement in teaching and learning process 
so that students can improve their language skills. 

A. Background 
At the universities of medicine in Myanmar, teaching 

English mostly focuses on reading, writing and grammar. 
Medical students learn English just to pass the 
examinations and they have no opportunity to learn 
English as a language for communication. As a result, 
medical students are good at reading and writing skills, but 

most of them have difficulties in listening and speaking 
when they have to apply English as a language in real 
context. Therefore, English teachers need to update their 
teaching methods that can integrate receptive skills with 
productive skills. To update teaching methods at the 
medical universities in Myanmar, lecture periods have 
been reduced and periods of small group discussion have 
developed to enhance student-centered approach. 
However, most students take no interest in the contents of 
the course book and materials to discuss in small group 
periods and their discussions are not so lively. To cope 
with this problem, famous movies can be used as materials 
in teaching English. In this day and age, the number of 
university students who enjoy watching English movies is 
developing more and more. English teachers need to 
exploit students’ enjoyment to teach English effectively. 

II. FLIPPED CLASSROOM 
Flipped classroom is a method of teaching in which 

students study new material at home, for example, with 
videos over the internet, and then discuss and practise it 
with teachers in class, instead of the usual method where 
teachers present new material in school and students 
practise at home. The main objective of flipped teaching is 
to create interactive teaching and learning, meaningful 
discussion, activities and application of course content 
during face to face classroom. 

As cited by Mehmet URFA in “Flipped Classroom 
Model and Practical Suggestions,”  flipped classroom  was 
first applied in the field of chemistry in 2007 by (Sams & 
Bergmann, 2012). However, (Guan, 2013) stated that 
flipped classroom already existed in 1990s; flipped 
classroom was applied by Eric Mazur as reading activities 
at home due to lack of the necessary technological sub-
structure; that flipped classroom basically requires teachers 
to prepare course-related videos in advance, requires 
learners to watch these videos at their out-of-class time to 
prepare for the lessons (Sams & Bergmann, 2012); (Bristol, 
2014). 

Flipped teaching involves students watching lecture 
videos as homework before class which enables for 
meaningful discussion, interaction and activities during 
face-to-face session. Thus, flipped learning is considered 
effective to create student-centered approach and famous 
movies are used as learning materials to be engaging for 
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students. Therefore, instead of lecture movies, this 
investigation focused on famous English movies to assign 
students to watch at home in order to update English 
language teaching. 

III. MOVIES IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING 
The review of literature on the use of movies in ELT 

reveals that varieties of English, slices of culture and 
historical change can be demonstrated. Furthermore, using 
audio-visual elements aids learning and movies are great 
fun to watch (Lynch,  2008). Movies provide exposure to 
real language uttered in authentic settings and the culture 
in which the foreign language is spoken (TOGNOZZI, 
2010) (Haghverdi, 2015). In addition, they assist the 
learners comprehension by enabling them to listen to 
exchanges and see such visual supports as facial expression 
and gesture simultaneously (Allan, 1985) which may boost 
their insights into the topic of the conversation. According 
(Seferoğlu, 2008), films provide authentic language input 
and a stimulating framework for classroom discussion. 
Movies can capture the students’ attention toward the target 
language (TOGNOZZI, 2010); increase the students’ 
motivation to learn the language (Ruusunen, 2011)and 
supply good material. Moreover, the integration of movies 
in the EFL/ESL classes can also improve the students’ 
academic writing skills (Baratta & Jones, 2009).   

A lot of studies on using movies in EFL classes have 
been conducted, but it is noted that there is time consuming 
to use movies in the classrooms and the research gap is that 
there is no investigation of using famous movies in flipped 
classroom. Therefore, the literature review came to the idea 
of doing research on the use of famous movies in flipped 
classroom to reduce time consuming in face-to-face class. 
The current investigation constructs the research questions: 
1. Does the use of famous movies in flipped classroom 

improve students’ language skills? 
2. What are the students’ perceptions towards famous 

English movies integrated with flipped teaching? 
3. What are the teachers’ perceptions towards famous 

English movies integrated with flipped teaching? 

IV. PARTICIPANTS 
40 students of the foundation year and four English 

teachers from university of medicine, Magway, 
participated in this investigation. The students including 
male and female have upper intermediate level of English. 
It took two months to do this investigation. The 40 students 
were divided into two classes: experimental setting and 
control setting. Each class contains 20 students combining 
male and female. 

V. METHOD 
Mixed-method (quantitative method and qualitative 

method) was used to collect data. 
1. The scores of pre-test and post-test 
2. Questionnaire for students and teachers 
3. Interview with the participants: the students and the 

teachers 
Data collection of the improvement of the students’ 

language skills after using famous movies in flipped 

classroom is described with the table of pre-test scores and 
post-test scores. Data collection of the students’ and the 
teachers’ attitude towards using famous movies in flipped 
classroom were conducted through questionnaires. 
Questionnaires of a 5-points Likert scale –strongly 
disagree to strongly agree – were distributed to the 
participants – the 40 students and the 4 teachers. 

At the end of the investigation period, the students 
from experimental setting and control setting were 
interviewed with some questions concerning with the use 
of famous movies in flipped classroom and the use of usual 
method in the class. The four teachers who facilitated the 
two classes: experimental and control class, were also 
interviewed with the questions concerning the difference 
between the two classes and the effect of using movies and 
flipped teaching. 

VI. PRODUCRES 
Before the investigation, both of the groups of 

experimental students and control students had to take pre-
test of four skills. For the purpose of this investigation, two 
famous movies, “Interstellar” and “A rainy day in New 
York” were selected and used for the students of 
experimental setting. First of all, experimental students 
were asked to watch the movie “Interstellar” 
downloadable from the internet and were distributed some 
listening exercise: True/False question, multiple choice 
question and gap-fill question. Three days later, they had 
to discuss the characters, the language the characters used, 
the event of the movie, and the music in the movie in the 
face-to-face class. In the class, the teacher gave feedback 
of their answers to the listening questions. A face-to-face 
class period took 100 minutes and two periods were 
consumed for the discussion. After the face-to-face 
session, the students were assigned to write the summary 
of the movie and the movie review. For the other movie, 
“A rainy day in New York”, the same procedure was used. 
For the students of control setting, the usual procedure and 
activities to practise listening and speaking, were used in 
the classroom. They had to practise listening with audio 
only in the class by doing exercise True/False question, 
multiple choice question and gap-fill question. For 
speaking activities, storytelling, role-play and discussion 
were performed. For writing activities, the students of 
control setting were assigned to write summary of passage. 
After the two months of investigation period, both the 
experimental students and the control students had to do 
post-test of four skills. 

VII. FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
The findings and results of the investigation prove that 

the distinction between the students of experimental 
setting and the students of control setting is apparent 
because the scores of experimental students are better in 
the post-test of four skills than that of the students in 
control setting. It is concluded that movies factors 
associated with flipped teaching motivate students to learn 
enthusiastically and interactively, improve students’ 
language skills and enhance the effectiveness of teaching 
and learning process. 
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A. The improvement of experimental students’ language 
skills 
In the post-test, the improvement of experimental 

students’ language skills is apparent. Their results of post-
test are much better than their results of pre-test. For the 
students of control setting, they have no improvement in 
the post-test because their results of post-test are almost 
the same as their results of pre-test. 

TABLE I. THE SCORES OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST OF 
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 

 
 
 

TABLE II. THE SCORES OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TESTOF 
CONTROL SETTING 

 

B. The result of questionnaire for students 
According to the questionnaire for students, they agree 

that the use of famous movies in flipped classroom is 
effective to improve language skills and movies keep them 
interested. Most of the participants consider movies to be 
useful in learning English. Sixty-eight percent of the 
participants strongly agree that the use of movies in 
flipped teaching is interesting to learn English. The 
majority of the students accept that face-to-face class is 
more interactive after they have watched movies at home. 
More than half of the students strongly agree that their 
movie preference will affect their learning. Approximately 

75percent of the participants strongly agree to the 
statement that English subtitles are good in learning 
English. Over ninety percent of the students believe that it 
is interesting to learn English if the teachers use famous 
movies in flipped classroom. Ninety-four percent of the 
students agree that they are motivated to write summary 
and movie review after watching. Ninety-two percent of 
the participants agree that dialogues in movies are useful 
for daily life. Eighty-six percent of the participants believe 
that teachers should use more movies to teach them 
English. 

C. The students’ interview 
The interview of qualitative method strengthened the 

result of the questionnaire. Five participants were 
interviewed after using two movies in flipped classroom. 
All the students agree that the use of famous movies in 
flipped classroom motivate them to learn English language 
skills because of authentic and meaningful context in the 
movies and writing activities integrating with famous 
movies are also engaging. 
Student 1: “Flipped classroom is really helpful to learn 
English and I can watch the movies comfortably at home 
and check the dialogs again and again until I understand.” 
Student 2:  “I think movies are useful for learning 
English, especially listening and speaking. We can hear 
native speaking of English and learn how to speak in our 
daily life and learn more natural language expression.” 
Student 3: “I can learn more than ten sentences and new 
vocabularies while watching a movie.” 
Student 4: “Discussion in face-to-face classroom is 
more interactive and movies-based teaching attracts 
students to learn more than traditional teaching method.” 
Student 5:  “Movies-based teaching method can 
integrate our listening skill and speaking skill with writing 
skill. That’s why teachers should use more movies and 
flipped teaching method.” 

D. Teachers’ perceptions towards famous movies 
integrating with flipped teaching 
The general opinion of the four teachers is that famous 

movies combined with flipped teaching affect teaching 
and learning English beneficially. The following 
statements are the results of the teachers’ questionnaires 
and some points are their answers to the interviews. 
1. The teachers of participants have not received the 

training for flipped teaching and using famous movies. 
2. All the four teachers agree that flipped classroom 

engages students to learn English enthusiastically and 
interactively. 

3. They also strongly agree that famous movies should be 
used in flipped classroom. 

4. They also strongly agree that famous movies in flipped 
teaching can improve students’ language skills. 

5. They believe that using movies in flipped classroom 
provides more time to discuss in face-to-face 
classroom. 

6. Two of the teachers think that it is hard to find suitable 
movies for university students. 
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7. One of the teachers assumes that it is a little difficult to 
incorporate movies into the curriculum. 

8. All the four teachers strongly agree that movies are a 
useful resource for oral English language teaching and 
writing activities. 

9. The feedback they received from the students for the 
use of famous movies and flipped teaching has been 
positive. 

10. Two of the teachers use flipped teaching method 1-2 
times during an academic year but the other two have 
never used. 

11. All the teachers discovered that the students of 
experimental setting learn more enthusiastically and 
interactively than the students of the control setting. 

12. It is confirmed that the results of the experimental 
students are better than the results of the control 
students in the post-test of four skills. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 
The investigation shows that famous movies generally 

improve listening, speaking and writing skills. While the 
students are watching the movie at home, they can focus 
on listening practice. They can hear language expression 
in the authentic context. When they cannot clearly hear 
language expressions the actors use in the movie, they 
have the chance to watch and listen again. If the movie is 
shown in the classroom, it is not easy for individual to 
watch again and again whenever he or she does not catch 
up the expressions. They can also learn new vocabularies. 
It is interesting for students to do listening practice and to 
study new vocabularies and language expressions with the 
visuals. On the other hand, the students from control 
setting find practice on listening with audio in the class 
boring. While they are listening to the audio, they need to 
image the context in their minds and so they cannot fully 
concentrate on their listening. 

For speaking, the students in flipped classroom have 
the resource to speak energetically. They can also prepare 
what they want to discuss before face-to-face class. In 
face-to-face class, they could discuss what they learn from 
the movie, the opinion of the characters and the movie, 
what they like best and what they like least about the 
movie and why. Therefore, movies-based discussion in the 
flipped classroom can enhance communicative skill more 
than usual speaking activities in the classroom such as 
storytelling, role-play and discussion on some topics. 
Movie-based teaching really engages students to write 
summary and movie review. The resource of the movie 
they watch, what they learn and discuss in the face-to-face 
class are really helpful for them to write summary and 
movie review. It can also be discovered that movie-based 
writing activities are more engaging for students than 
usual writing activities used in the classroom. 

There is no doubt that famous movies and flipped 
teaching is an effective way of language teaching and 
learning process. It not only provides a unique opportunity 
for students to expose language in authentic context but 
also improves students’ productive skills. It is the 
communicative approach which is the most important way 
to learn English. Even though it is hard to incorporate 

movies to the curriculum for the university students, 
movies-based teaching in flipped classroom should be 
utilized at least five times in an academic year as a 
supplement to the curriculum. The choice of movies 
should be planned to suit the proficiency level of the 
students. It is also important for teachers to select suitable 
movies for their lessons. To conclude, the investigation 
indicates that famous movies can be used as pedagogical 
materials when used correctly. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
This paper aims to improve English language teaching 

and create more interactive teaching methods at 
universities of Myanmar. The results of the present 
investigation prove that famous movies and flipped 
teaching can enhance students’ language skills. The 
participants: the students and the teachers in the 
investigation have positive perspectives towards the use of 
movies in flipped classroom. The investigation also shows 
that using movies in flipped teaching can arouse the 
students’ motivation to learn English. The teachers in the 
study strongly recommend that famous movies develop 
participation and engagement of the students. The students 
believe that famous movies and flipped teaching help them 
to improve their listening skill, speaking skill and writing 
skill. In addition, teachers need to be wise to select the 
right movies and to facilitate the flipped classroom 
efficiently. It is also difficult to choose appropriate movies 
for the target language and students, and also hard to 
incorporate famous movies to the curriculum. It is hoped 
that further papers can discover the solution of such 
problems and aid teaching English through famous movies 
in flipped classroom. 
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Abstract- Vocabulary takes part in a vital aspect in 
English language learning because it is essential in every 
skill of language such as listening, speaking, reading and 
writing. For communication and acquiring knowledge, a 
useful and fundamental tool is vocabulary. So, vocabulary is 
central to language and of critical importance to the typical 
language learners. The aim of the research is to investigate 
what types of exercises enhancing vocabulary in 'English 
Result' prescribed for first year students at University of 
Computer Studies, Myanmar. In the present research, the 
data are collected using 'Vocabulary exercise types by 
Learn English Teens British Council'. The finding of the 
research shows that among eight types of vocabulary 
exercises, the most frequent exercise is 'Completing the 
gaps' and the exercise 'Odd one out' cannot be found in this 
coursebook. Vocabulary exercise types in 'English Result' 
are interesting, challenging, motivating and can support 
students to enhance their productive skills and also 
receptive skills. 

Keywords: Vocabulary, exercise types, language, learning, 
motivating  

I. INTRODUCTION 
In Learning English Language, vocabulary is 

considered to be of paramount importance to improve 
both receptive skills and productive skills. Thus, the 
keystone of English skills is vocabulary. One of the first 
steps in learning English language is learning vocabulary. 
A powerful vocabulary is directly linked to success in 
learning a new language. A sound knowledge of 
vocabulary can fulfill the learners' ultimate goals in 
learning such as being able to interpret others' ideas 
clearly, to express themselves fluently and to 
communicate with others successfully. The learners will 
face difficulties in receptive skills as well as in 
productive skills if they do not have sufficient amount of 

vocabulary in all four skills of English. So, it is very 
important for the teachers to decide what types of 
exercise should be used to promote the learners' 
vocabulary acquisition. 

II. AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
The aim of the present research is to investigate what 

types of exercises are used to enhance vocabulary in 
'English Result' prescribed for first year students at 
University of Computer Studies, Myanmar. The 
objectives of this research are: 

(1) to identify the types of exercises used to teach 
vocabulary in each unit of 'English Result' and 

(2) To observe the effect of vocabulary enhancement 
exercises in 'English Result'. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are three parts in this research. First, the 

importance of Vocabulary in Language acquisition is 
presented. Then, various definitions of vocabulary are 
described. Finally, vocabulary exercise types suggested 
by ''Learn English Teens British Council' are stated. 

A. The Importance of Vocabulary in Language 
Acquisition 
Nakata (2006) acknowledged that vocabulary 

acquisition requires continual repetition in order for 
effective vocabulary learning. Vocabulary acquisition has 
become an extremely important part of second language 
acquisition. Vocabulary, like other aspects of language 
learning, can be facilitated when done through 
cooperative learning. 
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Traditionally, vocabulary has been taught within the 
lessons of reading, writing, listening and speaking. 
During the lesson, learners apply their own vocabulary 
and are introduced to new words supplied by the teachers 
and classmate in classroom activities. Students need to be 
taught vocabulary in context so that they can retain the 
words and use them more frequently. English language 
learners need to possess enriching vocabulary. They can 
face difficulties in learning vocabulary even though the 
learners have been learning vocabulary through their 
studies. To find out why they are weak in learning 
vocabulary is necessary. So, teachers also need to 
discover effective vocabulary teaching methods, 
approaches, strategies and exercises and make them 
practice in the classroom. 

B. Definitions of Vocabulary 
According to Cambridge Advanced Learner's 

Dictionary, a noun "vocabulary" has two definitions: all 
the words known and used by a particular person and all 
the words which exist in a particular language or subject. 

In Merriam Webster dictionary, vocabulary means a 
list or collection of words or phrases usually 
alphabetically arranged and explained or lexicon.  

C. Exercise Types from 'Learn English Teens 
British Council' 
There are eight types of effective teaching exercises 

in developing students' vocabulary skill in learning 
English. They are: 

1. Completing the gaps 
2. Matching the words and the pictures 
3. Matching the words with the definitions 
4. Choosing the correct word 
5. Categories 
6. Odd one out 
7. Word building 
8. Words that go together 

Completing the gaps 
In this type of exercise, students have to put the 

correct word in the gaps. Students have to read the text 
carefully before and after the gap to be able to select the 
correct word. The words are often in a box and 
sometimes there are more words than gaps. Students 
require to read the whole text to see what it sounds like in 
order to obtain the right answer. For example: Complete 
the sentences with these words. 

daydream     basketball         railroad  

1. The ------ tracks cross the road here. 
2. I had a ------ about flying in the air. 
3. Can you throw the ------ through the hoop? 
 

Match the words and the pictures 
In this type of exercise, students have to match the 

words with the pictures. Students necessitate making sure 
the instructions. They have to draw clear lines and to 
copy the word suitably and check spelling carefully in 
order to acquire the right answer. For example: Match 
these words with pictures 1-4. 

 
Match the words with the definitions 

In this type of exercise, students have to match each 
word with a definition. Students have to read the 
definitions with awareness. Students have to establish 
with the words they know. If the words are similar, 
students will be able to match the words with the right 
definitions. For example: Match these words with the 
correct definitions. 

1. The daughter of my sister a. colleague 
2. My uncle's daughter  b. niece 
3. Someone I work with  c. cousin 

Choosing the correct word 
In this type of exercise, students have to choose the 

exact word from two or three probable answers. Students 
have to read the sentence carefully before and after the 
word. And then, students have to consider carefully about 
the meaning of the text and choose the words that are 
accurate. Some words have similar meaning but there is a 
difference. For example, the difference 'say' and 'tell'; 
'make' and 'do'. Sometimes the options are wrong because 
the spelling is wrong. Students have to check the answer 
in order to obtain the correct answer. For example: 
Underline the correct word. 

1. You can buy milk at a grocer's / green grocer's. 
2. You pay at the checkout in a market / supermarket. 
3. You don't pay to take books from a bookshop / 

library. 

Categories 
Sometimes students have to put words into different 

groups or categories. This is usually one of the easier 
types of vocabulary exercises. In this type of exercise, 
students have to read the words in the box and define the 
categories. And, they have to write the words they 
comprehend in the exact category. For example: Are 
these words 'cognates, false friends, or completely 
different' in your language? Write 1, 2, or 3. 

 apple large exit actually taxi 

Odd one out 
Students have to select the word that is different from 

three or four words. In this type of exercise, students 
have to read all the words carefully. And then, they have 
to find a connection before choosing the word which is 
different. If they do not realize a word in the group, it 
may be connected to the other words. So, they have to 
discover a connection first before choosing a word. 
Sometimes students have to explain why it is different. 
For example: Find out the word which is odd from the 
following. 

1. Mars Jupiter Singapore 
2. Tokyo Liverpool Paris 
3. Dallas Italy Frankfurt 
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Word building 
Students have to read a sentence or text and have to 

vary the form of a word from a noun to an adjective or 
from a verb to a noun. Students have to look at the word 
they have to change. The beginning of the word is often 
the same and the end of the word changes. Moreover, 
they have to consider the most appropriate form of the 
given word; whether the best answer is a verb, a noun, an 
adjective or an adverb. For example: Look at 'Dictionary 
entries' opposite. Find these words. 

1. The noun of achieve ------------- 
2. The adjective of succeed ------------- 
3. The verb of manager ------------- 

Words that go together 
 In this type of exercise, students have to match 

the two words that go together. When there are two 
groups of words, they have to put together one word from 
each group. Sometimes they have to make collections, 
e.g. verb + noun: make + friends. Sometimes they have to 
make compound nouns, e.g. snow + boarding. Sometimes 
they have to put a verb or adjective with a preposition, 
e.g. listen + to. Students have to check the answers in 
order to acquire the correct answer. For example: Match 
words in column A with words in column B to make 
meaningful sentences. 

 A B 
1. I went to restaurant a. for the main course. 
2. We looked b. with my friends. 
3. We had prawn c. at the menu. 

IV.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The present research is an investigation of exercises 

enhancing vocabulary in 'English Result' prescribed for 
first year students at University of Computer Studies, 
Myanmar. There are altogether twelve units in this 
coursebook. In this book, teaching grammar, vocabulary, 
interaction, pronunciation, reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking are incorporated. There are a lot of exercises 
relating to listening, speaking, reading, and writing in the 
materials. In this research, 'Vocabulary exercise types 
from Learn English British Council' are used to collect 
types of vocabulary exercises in 'English Result'. 

D. Data Collection and Data Analysis 
 The data on types of exercises enhancing 

vocabulary in 'English Result' are shown in table 1. 

 
TABLE I. TYPES OF VOCABULARY EXERCISES IN ‘ENGLISH RESULT’ 

Page Unit Exercise Types of 
Exercise 

7 

1(A) How to 
talk about the 
people in your 

life 

(1) Look at "The people 
in my life" opposite. Say 
if they are male, female 

or either. 

-Categories 

(2) Read the text and 
name the people in the 

photos. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

9 

1(B) How to 
talk about 
greeting 
customs 

(3) Look at "Greetings" 
opposite and match them 

with photos a-g. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

11 
1(C) How to 
explain who 
people are 

(4) Look at the phrases 
in "Position" opposite. 
Match them with the 

numbers in the diagram 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

(5) Underline the correct 
words. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

13 

1(D) How to 
correct a 

misunderstandi
ng 

(6) Match the definitions 
and examples. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(7) Are these words 
cognates and false 

friends or completely 
different in your 

language? Write 1, 2, or 
3. 

-Categories 

15 Unit 1 Review 

(8) Match these words 
with the correct 

definition. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(9) Complete the 

sentences with these 
words 

- Completing 
the gaps 

(10) Where's the 
smiley? Write sentences 

for the picture. 

-Words that go 
together 

17 
2 (A) How to 

talk about your 
background 

(1) Match these names 
with the three categories -Categories 

(2) Look at the 
information in "People 
and places" opposite. 

Which photo is it about? 

-Matching the 
words and the 

picture 

(3) Complete the 
information. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

21 2(C) How to 
describe objects 

(4) Match the sentences 
with photos a-l. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

24 
2(E) Writing 

An Intercultural 
experience 

(5) Are these words and 
phrases used to talk 

about people, places, or 
things? 

-Categories 

25 Unit 2 Review 

(6) Complete the 
sentences with these 

phrases. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(7) Complete the text 
with these words. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

29 
3(B) How to 

talk about your 
achievements 

(1) Look at "Dictionary 
entries" opposite. Find 

these words. 
-Word Building 

(2) Write a second 
sentence with the same 

meaning, using the word 
in blue. 

-Words that go 
together 

31 3(C) How to 
offer hospitality 

(3) Match the phrasal 
verbs with their 

meanings. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(4) Complete the 

examples. 
-Completing 

the gaps 
(5) Underline the correct 

words. 
-Choosing the 
correct words 

(6) Tick the correct 
sentences. 

-Choosing the 
correct words 

(7) Correct the wrong 
sentences. 

-Words that go 
together 

(8) Find phrasal verbs in 
"Teen Dream" with 

these meanings 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(9) Complete the 

sentences with phrasal 
verbs from "Teen 

Dream" 

-Completing 
the gaps 

33 

3(D) How to 
talk about your 
education and 

career 

(10) Complete the 
sentences with these 

words. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

34 3(E) Writing a 
CV 

(11) Put these words in 
the correct column -Categories 

35 3 Review (12) Complete the text -Word Building 
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with the correct form of 
these words. 

(13) Write the best word 
in each gap. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(14) Write the words for 
these definitions. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 

37 

4(A) How to 
say how you 

feel about 
things 

(1) Find –ed or –ing 
adjectives in "What's 
your idea of Fun?" to 

describe the following. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

(2) Match these words 
with pictures 1-4. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 
(3) Finish the words in 

these sentences. -Word Building 

39 
4(B) How to 

talk about 
music 

(4) Find words in the 
quiz with these 

meanings. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(5) Find words in "Are 
you into music?" to add 

to these lists. 
-Categories 

43 
4(D) How to 

explain what a 
film is about 

(6) Match the "Types of 
Film" opposite with film 
posters 1-7 in "His film 

or Her film?" 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

  

(7) What types of film 
do men and women 

usually prefer? Put them 
in order from 1-7 for 

men and women. 

-Categories 

45 4 Review 

(8) Complete the words 
in this conversation. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(9) Match the film types 
and the people. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 

47 

5(A) How to 
talk about 

Countries & 
Government 

(1) Complete the text 
with the words from 

"Politics". 

-Completing 
the gaps 

49 
5(B) How to 

talk about rules 
and laws 

(2) Write the verbs from 
the dictionary 

definitions in "Signs" in 
the box. 

-Categories 

51 

5(C) How to 
talk about 

stories in the 
news 

(3) Choose the best 
verbs to complete the 

sentences. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

55 5. Review 

(4) Write the words for 
these definitions 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(5) Complete the 

sentence for each sign in 
the passive. Use the verb 

given. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(6) Complete the 
sentences with the 

correct form of these 
verbs. 

-Word Building 

57 
6(A) How to 

express strong 
feelings 

(1) Look at "Extreme 
adjectives" opposite and 

match one adjective 
with each of these 

meanings. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 

(2) Find synonyms for 
terrible and wonderful in 

'Extreme adjectives'. 
Write them in this 

diagram. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(3) Underline the best 
word to complete the 

sentences 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

61 

6(C) How to 
talk about 

people in your 
neighbourhood 

(4) Look at "Behaviour" 
opposite. Which do you 
think are positive and 
which are negative? 

-Categories 

(5) Which of these 
complaints about 

neighbours are most 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

common? Number them 
1-7. 

63 
6(D) How to 
report what 
people said 

(6) Underline the correct 
words in these 

sentences. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

(7) Complete the text 
with 'said' or 'told'. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

64 

6(E) Writing 
Exchanging 

news in 
personal letter 

(8) Match the news and 
the responses. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

65 6. Review 

(9) Complete the 
sentences with these 

adjectives. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(10) Complete the story 
with 'said' or 'told'. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

67 
7(A) How to 

say how people 
look 

(1) Look at the example 
sentences and underline 
the correct word in the 

rules 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

(2) Complete the 
sentences with the 

correct form of 'look' or 
'look like'. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

(3) Look at 'Character, 
Looks and Age' 

opposite. Match the 
words and phrases with 

people in the photos. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

69 
7(B) How to 

talk about 
fashion 

(4) Look at 'Compound 
adjectives' opposite. 

Which ones can you use 
to describe the people in 

the photos? 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

71 
7(C) How to 

talk about plans 
and intentions 

(5) Write these words in 
the correct box. -Categories 

(6) Which words from 
exercise 1 could go in 

the gaps? Complete the 
questions. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

73 7(D) How to 
express guesses 

(7) Underline the correct 
words in the rules. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

(8) Underline the best 
adverb. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

75 7. Review 

(9) Match the two parts 
of the compound 

adjectives 
-Word Building 

(10) Label the pictures. 
-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

77 
8(A) How to 
talk on the 

phone 

(1) Look at 'Phrasal 
verbs in the dictionary' 

opposite. Find the 
phrasal verbs 'On the 

phone'. Match the 
phrasal verbs and the 

definitions. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 

(2) Complete the text 
with verbs from exercise 

7. 

-Words that go 
together 

83 
8(D) How to 

report a 
conversation 

(3) Look at reporting 
verbs opposite and 

underline examples of 
verbs in 'Vikram's Story' 

-Choosing the 
correct words 

(4) Match the reporting 
verbs with the 

definitions 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(5) Underline the best 

options in these 
sentences 

-Choosing the 
correct words 

(6) Report these 
sentences using all of 
the reporting verbs 

-Words that go 
together 

85 8.Review (7) Match 1-8 with a-h. -Words that go 
together 

(8) Complete the -Completing 
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phrases in this 
conversation 

the gaps 

(9) Complete the stories 
with the verbs in the 

correct form. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

87 9(A) How to 
make small talk 

(1) Look at the words in 
'Weather' opposite. 
Decide if they are 
nouns, verbs or 

adjectives. 

-Categories 

(2) Guess which words 
normally go together 

-Words that go 
together 

(3) Complete the 
sentences with words 

from 'Weather' 

-Completing 
the gaps 

89 
9(B) How to 

talk about your 
future 

(4) Look in paragraph 
four of 'My Body in 

Five Years'. Find 
sentences with these 

adverbs. 

-Choosing the 
correct words 

(5) Add adverbs to the 
sentences to give your 

attitude. 

-Words that go 
together 

91 9(C) How to 
give advice 

(6) Look at 'Direction of 
movement' opposite. 
Match the words and 

pictures 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

93 

9(D) How to 
talk about 

unreal 
situations 

(7) Make compound 
nouns by putting the 

words below before or 
after phone. 

-Word Building 

(8) Make compound 
nouns using the words 

in bold. 
-Word Building 

95 9. Review 

(9) Order the words to 
make sentences. 

-Words that go 
together 

(10) Match the words 
and the pictures. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 
(11) Make compound 

nouns by matching one 
word from each line 

-Word Building 

97 
10(A) How to 

exchange 
opinion 

(1) Add more words to 
the lists of shops. 

-Words that go 
together 

(2) Underline the correct 
word. 

-Choosing the 
correct word 

99 
10(B) How to 
talk about your 
shopping habits 

(3) Complete the 
phrases with some of the 
words from 'Packaging' 

-Words that go 
together 

(4) Think of other 
products which could 

complete the phrases in 
exercise 2. 

-Words that go 
together 

101 
10(C) How to 

talk about 
recent activities 

(5) Underline these 
words and phrases in 

'The Sale people'. Write 
them in the correct box. 

-Categories 

(6) Which of them can 
complete sentences 1-3. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(7) Complete these 
sentences to give true 

information about 
yourself. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

103 

10(D)How to 
ask about 

products in a 
shop 

(8) Complete the 
questions with these 
words and phrases. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

105 10.Review 

(9) Write the words for 
these definitions. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(10) Find the words for 

these items of 
packaging. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

pictures 
(11) Underline the 

correct time expression 
in these sentences. 

-Choosing the 
correct words 

(12) Complete the text 
with these words. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

107 
11(A) How to 
give and ask 

about directions 

(1) Decide how to give 
these directions. 

-Words that go 
together 

(2) Look at the map 
opposite and find these 

things. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

109 

11(B)How to 
talk about 
holiday 

accommodatio
n 

(3) Look at 
'Accommodation 

adjectives' opposite. 
What things could these 

adjectives describe? 

-Words that go 
together 

111 
11(C) How to 

give health 
advice 

(4) Find the words for 
photos 1-8. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

113 
11(D) How to 

give extra 
information 

(6) Describe the pictures 
in 'Travel problems' 

opposite. Use phrases 
from the box. 

-Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 

115 11.Review 

(8) Look at the map and 
complete the missing 

words in the directions. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

(9) Match 1-8 with a-h. -Words that go 
together 

(10) Circle the words 
that go together to make 

compound nouns. 

-Words that go 
together 

(11) Write the correct 
form of these verbs in 

the gaps. 

-Completing 
the gaps 

119 

12(B) How to 
talk about 
hopes and 

wishes 

(1)Read 'Three wishes' 
opposite. Match pictures 

a-c with texts 1-3. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

pictures 
(2) Match the blue 

words with the 
definitions. 

-Matching the 
words with the 

definitions 
(3) Make true sentences 

from the box. 
-Words that go 

together 

125 12.Review 
(4) Complete the 

sentences with these 
phrases 

-Completing 
the gaps 

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The present research investigates types of vocabulary 

exercises found in 'English Result' prescribed for first 
year students, using eight vocabulary exercise types 
suggested by Learn English Teens British Council. The 
vocabulary exercise types used in this research are 
'Completing the gaps, Matching the words and the 
pictures, Matching the words with the definitions, 
Choosing the correct word, Categories, Odd one out, 
Word Building and words that go together'. There are 
altogether twelve units in 'English Result'. Vocabulary 
exercise types from all units are investigated, identified, 
classified and analysed. The findings on vocabulary 
exercise types are described in percentage form in a 
tabular format. The data are counted and their percentage 
are calculated in order to get a holistic and accurate view 
for the finding. Percentages of types of vocabulary 
exercises found in the coursebook are shown in table 2. 

According to the table, the most frequent exercise is 
'Completing the gaps'. It is 25 out of 111 exercise types 
and its percentage is (22.52%) of all the exercises. The 
second frequent exercise is 'Choosing the correct word'. 
Its frequency is 20 out of 111 exercises and its percentage 
is (18.02%). The third frequent exercise is 'Words that go 
together'. It is 17 exercises and its percentage is (15.32%) 
of all the exercises. The exercise type 'Matching the 
words and the pictures' is the fourth frequent exercise. Its 
frequency is 16 out of 111 exercises and its percentage is 
(14.41%) of all the exercises. The fifth exercise is 
'Matching the words with the definitions'. It is 13 out of 
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111 exercises and its percentage is (11.71%) of all the 
exercises. The sixth frequent exercise is 'Categories'. It is 
12 exercises and its percentage is (10.81%). The least 
frequent exercise is 'Word Building' and its frequency is 
8 out of 111 exercises. Its percentage is (7.21%) of all the 
exercises. The exercise 'Odd one out' is not found in this 
course book 'English Result'. According to findings, it is 
found out that all the vocabulary exercise types found in 
'English Result' support students to improve their 
vocabulary skills. According to findings, it is found out 
that all the vocabulary exercise types found in this course 
book support students to enhance reading, writing, 
speaking and listening skills. Moreover, vocabulary 
exercises from this book promote not only productive 
skills for background vocabularies but also receptive 
skills for new vocabularies. So, 'English Result' 
prescribed at University of Computer Studies is very 
good for first year students at University of Computer 
Studies, Myanmar. 

TABLE II. PERCENTAGES OF TYPES OF VOCABULARY EXERCISES IN 
‘ENGLISH RESULT’ 

Sr. 
No
. 

Types of 
vocabulary 
Exercises 

Total Percentage 
(%) 

1 Completing the 
gaps 25 22.52 

2 
Matching the 
words and the 

pictures 
16 14.41 

3 
Matching the 

words with the 
definitions 

13 11.71 

4 Choosing the 
correct word 20 18.02 

5 Categories 12 10.81 

6 Odd one out - - 

7 Word Building 8 7.21 

8 Words that go 
together 17 15.32 

 Grand Total 111 100 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The present research is to investigate types of 

exercises enhancing vocabulary in the prescribed text, 
'English Result' for first year students at University of 
Computer Studies, Myanmar. Vocabulary exercises from 
this coursebook are collected and categorized by using 
vocabulary exercises types suggested by 'Learn English 
Teens British Council'. There are eight types of 
vocabulary exercise types such as 'Completing the gaps, 
Matching the words and the pictures, Matching the words 
with the definitions, Choosing the correct word, 
Categories, Odd one out, Word building and Words that 
go together'. By practicing these exercises, students can 
enhance their vocabulary knowledge. 

By practicing the exercise 'Completing the gaps', 
students can change the correct form of a given word to 
complete the sentence. Students can match the words 
with the correct pictures by doing the exercise 'Matching 

the words and the pictures'. To do the exercise 'Matching 
the words with the definitions', students have to read the 
definitions to match the given words. So, they can 
improve their reading skills. The exercise 'choosing the 
correct word' makes students be able to consider about 
the meaning of the text and to choose the exact word. The 
vocabulary exercise 'Categories' offers students to put the 
word in the correct groups or categories. By doing the 
exercise 'Odd one out', students can find out the different 
word among the given words. Moreover, students must 
cautiously read all the words. So, they can know a 
connection between words before choosing a word. By 
practicing the exercise 'Word Building', students can 
transform the correct form of the word to construct a 
sentence appropriately. Students can know how to match 
the two words that go together by learning the vocabulary 
exercise 'Words that go together'. Therefore, after 
learning vocabulary exercises in the coursebook 'English 
Result', students can get a good command of English 
Language. 

To sum up, the vocabulary exercises in 'English 
Result' are up-to-date, effective, interesting, challenging, 
sophisticated and can attract students' attention and 
motivate them in acquiring new vocabularies. Therefore, 
'English Result' is one of the fundamental and excellent 
coursebooks for every student to enhance their 
vocabulary skills. 
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Abstract- This research paper aims to investigate whether 
applying cooperative learning (Jigsaw) method can enhance 
students’ reading skill or not and also intends to find 
students’ feedbacks towards this method. Most of the 
students in all universities are not good enough to be 
mastered in reading skill. They think that learning reading 
skill is a difficult and boring thing. This makes them low 
motivation and interests in teaching learning process. 
Moreover, Grammar Translation Method (GTM) is still used 
in teaching reading passages. This tends to have low 
concentration and students were not interested in the reading 
class. In order to solve these problems, cooperative learning 
(Jigsaw) method was implied in teaching reading skill. The 
participants are 50 first year students at the University of 
Computer Studies (Meiktila).The data were obtained from 
classroom observation, giving treatments and 
questionnaires. The duration is four months (First Semester). 
In former two months, Grammar Translation Method 
(GTM) was used in teaching reading passages. In latter two 
months, cooperative Learning (Jigsaw) method was implied. 
The data obtained from pre-test and post- test were analyzed 
and compared. According to the results, it is found that 
Cooperative Learning (Jigsaw) method can help students to 
improve their reading skill and make them motivate and 
more interested in learning reading skill because this method 
is a student- centred method and group work activity. 
Moreover, students enjoy learning reading comprehension 
through the jigsaw technique and they are skillful in reading 
skill by using it.    

Keywords—cooperative learning method, Jigsaw, enhance, 
reading skill, group work 

I. INTRODUCTION  
There are four skills in English: Reading, Writing, 

Speaking and Listening. Among them, reading is one of 
the important skills to be mastered. Enhancing students' 
English reading skill plays a vital role in English 
Language. Also, reading is the basic skill to make other 
skills to be improved. After the students had read a 
passage, they can get much knowledge such as 
recognizing more vocabularies, sentence structures and 
learning new information. If the students know more 
vocabularies’ and sentence structures, other three skills 
will not be difficult for them. However, it can be seen that 
most students' reading abilities are not good enough to be 
mastered. Moreover, most of the classrooms are still 

applying Grammar Translation Method (GTM) in teaching 
reading. As GTM is a techer-centred method, the students 
don't develop the power of thinking in the target language 
(English). It doesn't help the students to learn correct 
pronunciation of English Language of the target language. 

This method emphasizes on the Rules of Grammar. 
Students try to do everything by translating. As a result, 
they consider that reading skill is a difficult and boring 
thing. This can make them low concentration and 
motivation. Moreover, students think that learning English 
subject is boring and they do not eager to participate in 
teaching learning process. The first thing which needs to 
be done is the teacher’s technique because teacher takes an 
important role in managing the class so that students will 
not feel bored and also feel excited on having a reading 
class. Next, the quality of the teaching learning process in 
the class should be changed into more cooperative 
atmosphere between teacher and students and avoided 
competitive atmosphere in order to create a beneficial 
teaching learning process during the class.  

 To solve the problems, many researchers have been 
interested in doing research to investigate the most 
effective reading strategies to help students to develop 
their reading skill. Many reading methods/ strategies are 
applied in classrooms alternatively. It is found that some 
methods are effective and some are not. It can be also seen 
that student- centred methods are more useful and 
effective than the traditional methods. Many efforts have 
been made in teaching reading skill in order to enhance 
students' skill. So, the researcher implied a cooperative 
learning method (Jigsaw) to help students to improve the 
reading skill. Cooperative learning is suitable for each 
student’s need. It is different from the traditional grammar 
translation method. In cooperative learning, students need 
to work together rather than having competition to each 
other during the teaching learning process. In this process, 
students are given structured project in a small group. 

Cooperative learning has several teachings techniques. 
According to Johnson &Johnson (1989), Slavin (1990) 
and Kagan el al (1995), jigsaw is one of them. Jigsaw is a 
cooperative learning strategy that enables each student to 
specialize in one aspect of a learning unit. Students meet 
each other members for other groups who are assigned the 
same aspect called "expert group”. After mastering of 
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material, they return to the "home group" and teach or 
explain the material to their group members. As this 
method is a student- centred method and group work 
activity, it can help students to share their knowledge and 
solve the problems to their friends in a group. By using this 
technique, students are more actively participated and get 
more motivation and interest in teaching learning process. 
The purposes of the study are- 

 to find whether Jigsaw technique can enhance 
students’ reading skill or not 

 to analyze the students’ feedbacks to this technique 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Reading is the complex cognitive process of decoding 

symbols to derive meaning. It is a variety of language 
processing. Reading comprehension is a measurement of 
success of this process. Reading is a way for language 
acquisition, communication, and sharing information and 
ideas. The symbols are typically visual (written or printed) 
but may be tangible. Like all languages, it is a complex 
interaction between text and reader, shaped by prior 
knowledge, experiences, attitude, and the language 
community—which is culturally and socially situated. 
Reading strategies to decode (to translate symbols into 
sounds or visual representations of speech) and 
comprehend are used.  Context clues may be used to 
identify the meaning of unknown words. Readers integrate 
the words they have read into their existing framework of 
knowledge or schema. (Wikipedia)  

A. The Importance of Reading Skill in Teaching 
Learning Process 
Reading is the fundamental skill of the four basic 

language skills. It is basically associated with writing. 
Writing and reading are comparable to speaking and 
listening. However, writing and reading are the palpable 
skills of communication while speaking and listening are 
the impalpable skills of communication. Every student in 
all universities has to write and read at least in one 
language. Basically, reading is the ability of understanding 
and looking at the meaning of the written words, letters, or 
symbols. However, reading as a skill is wider than that. 
Reading is a tricky process of identifying/recognizing 
written signs, comprehending the signs, and constructing 
a meaning of the signs. There are many reasons to be 
improved in the reading skill. Firstly, reading is the first 
pace towards literacy in any language. It gives credibility 
to the written form of language and brings it into action.  
Secondly, reading is the first step of education. Students 
may get much knowledge and experiences of real- life 
situations through reading. Thirdly, reading provides 
students with many sources of knowledge, information, 
feelings, ideas, content, style and language in order to 
apply them in their writing skill. Lastly, a good reading 
skill helps them in many cases like tests and exams. If the 
students are skillful in reading skill, they will not face 
difficulties in exams and tests. If they read a text 
efficiently, half of the job will be done. Improving their 
reading skill will help them think and act faster in exams 
and in real life situations also. So, many students need to 
be improved their reading skill. However, most of the 
students in all universities consider that reading is a 

difficult and boring thing. Moreover, traditional methods 
are still used in teaching learning process.(“Why Is 
Reading Important?,” n.d.) 

There are many methods and techniques in teaching 
reading skill. Some are effective and some are not. 
Moreover, it has become evident that the needs of modern 
students have outpaced teacher’s best teaching strategies. 
In this paper, cooperative learning methods (such as 
jigsaw strategy) will be implemented to promote the 
students’ reading skill and get more effectiveness for the 
students. 

B. Cooperative Learning 
Cooperative learning is defined by Johnson &Johnson 

(1989) as an instructional strategy which utilizes small 
groups so that learners work together to accomplish 
individual and shared learning goals. During cooperative 
learning activities, individual learners seek outcomes that 
are beneficial to themselves and beneficial to all other 
group members. Cooperative learning is in contrast with 
competitive learning where learners work against each 
other to achieve an academic goal that only one or few 
learners can achieve and individual learning where 
learners work by themselves to accomplish learning goals 
unrelated to those of other learners.  

 There are five basic principles of cooperative learning: 

 Positive interdependence  

In this process, every member of the group is essential 
for the success of the whole group and is assigned an equal 
share of work.  

 Individual accountability  

In this step, each student is responsible for performing 
his or her assigned tasks. All members notice that every 
individual has a role to play in carrying out the activity.   

 Face- to- face interaction  

In face to face interaction, students work in close 
physical existence, which makes them to communicate 
easily and gives chances for practicing speaking skill. 

 Social skill 

In this procedure, group work activities take a chance 
for communication and interaction, leadership, decision – 
making, and conflict management are an integral part of 
group work, and teachers should encourage students to use 
these skills in the classroom.   

 Group processing 

Throughout the procedure of an activity, group 
members are conscious of their learning on the knowledge 
and understanding of their thinking level. The process of 
group provides students an opportunity to give and receive 
feedback. This feedback enhances the students’ skills in 
each group. (Johnson, 1991) 

As well as the five original pillars of cooperative 
learning, Johnson &Johnson (1989), Slavin (1990) and 
Kagan el al (1995) discovered five broad cooperative 
learning techniques, each of which has been developed 
over the years by many scholars. The following 
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cooperative techniques utilize learners in pairs while 
others utilize small groups of four or five learners; 

 Think- pair –share  
 Student Team Learning  
 Jigsaw  
 Learning Together  
 Three –Step _ Interview  
 Roundtable  
 Numbered Heads Together  

Among these cooperative techniques, the researcher 
applied Jigsaw strategy because many previous 
researchers credited that the jigsaw approach is very 
suitable for reading comprehension. It is a cooperative 
learning strategy that helps students to become an expert 
on a certain topic. Students can communicate and discuss 
with others in reading the same text. And then they 
research the same topic or unit, and share their knowledge 
to their original “home group”. One student from each 
group has got his/her own paragraph and then they meet 
with other students from other groups who have the same 
topic. And, they collaborate to decide the most important 
parts to share back with their original or home group. This 
helps them to develop the same understanding. It is stated 
that jigsaws allow them to increase their confidences and 
emphasize cooperative learning in the classroom. By 
providing students an opportunity to actively help each 
other, it can build comprehension, social skills as well as 
helps them look at the same information differently 
(Aronson, 2015). 

C. Advantages of Using Jigsaw Method in Teaching 
Reading comprehension in Classroom 
 In jigsaw method, the teachers divide students into 
groups and give a piece of assignments. Students 
accomplished tasks collaborately. As students work 
together, the final image is done by gathering many 
separate pieces of assignments. So, reading passages are 
completed when members of the group give their best 
opinions and efforts to the group. In the Jigsaw Strategy in 
the classroom, every student's part is necessary, then every 
student is important. This fact precisely makes this 
strategy so effective. When the students worked 
independently, they are responsible strictly to themselves. 
The jigsaw method gives students a sense of responsibility 
and accountability and they feel that it is hard to 
experience when working alone. 

In addition to having shared responsibility to the group 
setting, students gain many knowledge and experiences 
from each other. A group is rewarded when each 
individual contributes their skills and knowledge to the 
whole. The jigsaw method could be used to improve 
conversations related to what makes students different 
from one another. The jigsaw approach creates a 
cooperative classroom rather than a competitive one. “In 
the cooperative classroom, the students achieved success 
as a consequence of paying attention to their peers, asking 
good questions, helping each other, teaching each other, 
and helping each other teach.” [Elliot Aronson] Students 
are not afraid against one another in competitions to earn 
the teacher’s limited time and attention. Instead, they have 

a chance to grasp the knowledge from other members all 
around them.  

The benefits of using Jigsaw for reading compression 
is it encourages students to share ideas and increased their 
learning through the communication and discussion with 
others. It teaches students cooperation, responsibility, 
teamwork, critical thinking and social skills, which are all 
skills that students need to be successful in the twenty-first 
century (Clarke, 2013). 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 
 The data were collected from 50 first year students at 

the University of Computer Studies (Meiktila). All of them 
enrolled in the first semester of 2019-2020 Academic 
Year. There are four months in one semester. In former 
two months, Traditional method (Grammar Translation 
Method) was used in teaching reading comprehension. 
After that, pretest had been conducted before applying 
jigsaw method. In this period, reading comprehension tests 
(the total score of 50) were given to the students to 
measure their abilities of reading skill. Time frame is 60 
minutes. The students were then placed in Grade A, Grade 
B, Grade C, Grade D and Grade E according to the score 
they got.  

And then, the theory of jigsaw method was collected 
and applied it to help the students in conducting this study. 
During two months, Cooperative Learning (Jigsaw) 
method was applied in teaching reading comprehension. 
After that, the students were given the same reading 
comprehension tests used by the previous months. Then, 
the students were also placed in Grade A, Grade B, Grade 
C, Grade D and Grade E according to the score they got. 
The score of Grade A ranged from 40 to 50. The score of 
Grade B is from 30 to 40. Grade C is from 20 to 30. Grade 
D ranged from 10 to 20 and Grade E is from 0 to 10 
respectively. 

The writer used four steps to collect data; 

 Reading comprehension Tests (pretest and posttest) 
were given to the students. Then, the data were 
analyzed. 

 The grades were classified based on the students’ 
score they got. 

 And then, the rate percentage of students’ score was 
calculated as a class in order to find whether Jigsaw 
strategy can enhance students’ reading skill. 

 The questionnaires were designed to analyze the 
students’ feedbacks to this technique. When 
collecting their feedbacks, quantitative value from 
Likert Scaling method (Rensis Likert) was used. 

The formula was used to compute the students’ level 
ability as a class. The formula is as follows: 

𝑋𝑋� =
∑𝑥𝑥
𝑛𝑛  

Where,  

𝑋𝑋�     = Mean/ the average of students’ score 
∑x   = The sum of every data/ total score 
n   = The sum of data/ the number of students 

(Riduwan, 2012:84) 
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IV. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
To get the information of the research , pre-test was 

carried out before the treatment and post-test was carried 
out after the treatment which intended to know there was a 
significant improvement of the students’ reading skill 
before and after using jigsaw technique. It was found that 
applying jigsaw technique in teaching reading 
comprehension  was more effective and the progress of 
students’ reading skill was more dramatic than using 
Grammar Translation Method in the First semester. After 
calculating the result of the students’ score, it can be seen 
the differences of students’ reading skill  between pre –test 
and post- test presented in table-1, table -2 and table -3. 
TABLE 1. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS’ READING SCORE IN PRE-TEST 

(WHILE USING GTM) 

No Grade  Score  No. of Ss Percentage 
1 Grade- A 40-50 0 0% 
2 Grade- B 30-40 8 16% 
3 Grade- C 20-30 10 20% 
4 Grade- D 10-20 12 24% 
5 Grade -E 0-10 20 40% 
 total  50 100% 

 
 Table- 1 shows that the rate percentage of the 50 
students’ mean score in pretest. According to the university 
standard grade, if they get 20 or 30 marks, they are 
supposed to be qualified in the subjects they have learnt.  In 
this table, none of the students have got Grade A .There are 
eight students (16%) got Grade B. Ten students (20%) got 
C, and twelve (24%) students are Grade D, and twenty 
students (40%) are Grade E.  

 After that, post-tests were conducted after applying 
jigsaw method in teaching reading passages. The 
percentage of students’ reading skill in post- test is shown 
in table-2. 

TABLE 2.THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS’ READING SCORE IN POST-
TEST (AFTER USING CL (JIGSAW)) 

No Grade Score  No. of Ss Percentage 
1 Grade -A 40-50 18 36% 
2 Grade- B 30-40 10 20% 
3 Grade-C 20-30 9 18% 
4 Grade -D 10-20 9 18% 
5 Grade-E 0-10 4 8% 
 total  50 100% 

 
 Table -2 describes the rate percentage of the 50 
students’ mean score on the post-test. According to the 
table, it can be seen that after applying jigsaw method, 
students’ score reached a high percentage. Eighteen 
students (36%) got Grade-A. There are ten students (20 %) 
got  Grade B and nine students (18%) got Grade C. Nine 
students (18 %) are Grade D. There are only four students 
(8%)got Grade E. It means that the rate of percentage of 
post-test is greater than the rate percentage in pre-test. 

TABLE 3. THE PROGRESS OF STUDENTS’ READING SKILL IN   PRE-TEST 
AND POST-TEST 

Indicators Student’s Mean Score  

 Pre-test Post-test Improvement 

 36% 74% 38% 

 According to the university grades, students who had 
got Grade C would pass the exam. As shown in table 1, 
eighteen students (36%) passed the reading comprehension 
tests before applying Jigsaw in teaching reading 
comprehension. After applying Jigsaw technique, students 
were asked to answer the same reading tests. At that time, 
thirty seven students (74%) passed these tests (as shown in 
table-2). In accordance with the data, the progress is 38% 
before and after using jigsaw technique.  It was found that 
the mean score of post-test was higher than pre- test. 

 In order to find students’ feedbacks towards jigsaw 
technique, data were collected through questionnaires. It 
can be seen in table -4. 

TABLE 4. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS’ FEEDBACKS TOWARDS 
JIGSAW TECHNIQUE 

Survey 
Questions 

SA 
(%) 

SwA 
(%) 

N 
(%) 

SwD 
(%) 

SD 
(%) 

Do you agree 
jigsaw 

technique 
(group work 
activity) that 
is applied by 
your English 

teacher in 
teaching 
reading 

passages? 

46% 44% 10% 0% 0% 

This 
technique 
makes you 
happy in 

joining the 
English class 
and actively 
participated 
in teaching 

learning 
process? 

44% 52% 4% 0%  
0% 

This 
technique 
makes you 

more 
understand 
the working 

process 
(when you 

read a 
passage in a 
group work 

form). 

26% 50% 20% 4% 0% 

This 
technique 

motivates you 
in reading a 

passage. 

34% 34% 28% 4% 0% 

This 
technique 

helps you to 
improve your 

English 
reading skill. 

52% 24% 20% 4% 0% 

The lessons 
become more 

interesting 
with this 

technique. 

38% 30% 30% 2% 0% 

This 
technique is 36% 32% 14% 14% 4% 
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better and 
more 

effective than 
traditional 
teaching 
methods 
(teacher- 
centred 

methods). 
This 

technique 
enables you 
to participate 

in sharing 
information, 

making 
decisions and 

solve the 
problems 
together. 

54% 20% 20% 6% 0 

This 
technique 

helps you to 
get 

cooperation, 
responsibility, 

teamwork, 
critical 

thinking and 
social skills. 

52% 36% 6% 6% 0% 

 
SA=Strongly Agree, SwA=Somewhat Agree, N= Neutral, 
SwD= Somewhat Disagree, SD= Strongly Disagree 

 From table-4, the percentage of students’ feedbacks is 
shown in five rating scales. According to the data, most of 
the students (46%) enjoyed Jigsaw technique although few 
students (4%) enjoyed traditional methods in teaching 
reading comprehension. Some of the students (54%) rated 
the Jigsaw technique enables them to share information and 
increase making - decision and problem solving skill. 
Twenty six students (52%) strongly agreed that this 
technique enhances their reading skill and also help them 
to get cooperation, responsibility, teamwork, critical 
thinking and social skill. It can be seen that only one 
statement was checked strongly disagree (no.7). 

 Based on the tables above, it can be concluded that 
students mastered reading skill after the teachers had taught 
them by using Jigsaw Method in teaching learning process. 
It also means that implementation of Jigsaw method makes 
students skillful in reading . As a group work activity, 
students have team work spirit, cooperative learning skill 
and knowledge from other people. So they feel comfortable 
and relax in learning and answer reading comprehension 
tests because they study together and help to each other in 
mastering them. According to the questionnaires, students 
enjoy learning reading comprehension through this 
technique and they  are competent in reading  skill by using 
jigsaw.   

V. CONCLUSION  
 Cooperative Learning (Jigsaw) method was used to 
enhance students’ reading skill in this research. In this case, 
it is found that this method is very useful and effective 
because it makes the students increase their motivation and 
interests in teaching learning process. By doing group work 
activities, students are not shy and fearful to express and 

discuss their ideas. In this method, teachers are facilitators 
or instructors and give feedback and advice for the 
grammatical errors and spelling errors. As students get 
direct feedbacks from their teachers, they have more 
enthusiasm in reading class. As it is the student- centered 
method, the students get opportunities to exchange their 
knowledge and ideas to others. As they have chances to 
contribute meaningfully to a discussion and present their 
ideas freely, they are more eager to participate in classroom 
activities. This makes them active learners and improve 
their reading skill. According to the students’ feedbacks to 
this technique, students enjoy learning reading 
comprehension through this technique. It is concluded that 
cooperative learning (Jigsaw) method can improve 
students’ reading skill. Moreover, it is very useful and 
effective for students and teachers although it has a few 
needs and requirements such as classroom settings and 
time. Furthermore, the data collection should be wider than 
this and data from the language teachers should be 
corrected and used in other research by applying this 
method. 
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Abstract— The main aim of this research is to investigate 

the foreign language speaking anxiety of students who are 

studying English as a foreign language. This research tries 

to find out whether learners of English as a foreign language 

(EFL) have anxiety in speaking English, the sources of 

foreign language speaking anxiety, as well as the relationship 

between anxiety and language proficiency levels of English. 

The study was conducted with the participation of 110 

students from University of Computer Studies, Meiktila. The 

data were collected by using the survey instrument named 

Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) which 

was adapted from [1]. Results showed that language anxiety 

actually differed across proficiency levels. In the present 

study, the findings indicated that majority of participants 

experience moderate level of speaking anxiety, and students 

with a higher level of language proficiency are less anxious 

than those with a lower level of language proficiency. 

Furthermore, the analysis of the quantitative data revealed 

that “lack of preparation” was the main source which caused 

anxiety among students. The findings of this research help 

foreign language teachers to understand the nature of 

students having anxiety in learning a foreign language and 

thus, they can support students to overcome their anxiety. 

Consequently, an enjoyable and effective language learning 

environment can be developed. 

Keywords— Language learning, English as a foreign 

language, speaking anxiety, Foreign Language Classroom 

Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Language learning is a perplexing procedure where 
the components of the full of feeling area that is related with the 
sentiments or feelings of people are as vital as the components 
of the cognitive domain [2]. According to [3], personality traits 
or qualities such as confidence, sympathy and introspection are 
included in the affective domain. One such quality is anxiety, 
which is an important feature of the affective domain. [1] 
identified the term “anxiety in the foreign language” according 
to the relationship between language learning and anxiety. 
Foreign Language Anxiety (FLA) is one such unique type of 
anxiety which can be observed at every stage of the learning 
process [4]. Foreign language learners often express sentiments 
of stress, apprehension or nervousness attempting to 
communicate in the objective language [5]. Foreign Language 

Anxiety (FLA) affects many people of all ages and levels. FLA 
is totally different from other types of anxieties.  

These days, English is considered as the most predominant 
language and is otherwise called the most widely used language 
of the world. Besides, the significance of learning English is 
clearly expanding step by step. As anyone might expect, today 
individuals and students of Myanmar study English seriously for 
specific targets. Be that as it may, the greater part of them have 
uneasiness in contemplating English, particularly 
communicating in the objective language since they are not the 
local speaker but rather are required to learn or utilize the 
language. This tension is probably going to effect on EFL 
students' learning in the language classroom. Many factors can 
arouse students’ foreign language anxiety. Thus, finding out the 
causes and sources of foreign language anxiety is significant in 
the language classroom. 

A. Aim and Objectives 

In response to the research gap mentioned in the introduction 
section, the present research aims to investigate the foreign 
language speaking anxiety of EFL students, who are studying 
English as a foreign language, at University of Computer 
Studies, Meiktila. It investigates how foreign language is 
experienced by foreign language learners from the perspective 
of Myanmar learners studying English as a foreign language. 
The specific objectives of the research are: 

(i) to investigate the experience of EFL students in foreign 
language speaking anxiety 

(ii) to examine the significant difference in terms of FLCA 
among the students according to their proficiency level, and 

(iii) to explore sources of foreign language speaking anxiety of 
EFL students. 

B. Research Questions 

To achieve the objectives, the present study seeks answers 
for the following research questions. 

(1) What is the level of speaking anxiety experienced by 
EFL students? 

(2) What is the significant difference in terms of FLCA 
among the students according to their proficiency level? 

(3) What are the sources of foreign language speaking 
anxiety of EFL students? 
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II. LITEERATURE REVIEW 

Language anxiety has been defined as '' the 
apprehension experienced when a situation requires the 
use of a second language with which the individual is not 
fully proficient'' [6].  In fact, language anxiety has been 
identified through two different approaches. The first one 
indicates that language anxiety is considered as a 
fundamental affect, which occurs in any situation, such as 
social conditions in life, for example, interviewing for a 
job. This kind of anxiety shows that humans feel 
embarrassed, frightened and angry in any situation in their 
lives not only in learning situations. The second method 
shows that anxiety is limited to language learning 
conditions such as classrooms. This kind of anxiety, as [1] 
called, is “specific anxiety”. In other words, this kind of 
anxiety is about the problem that students face in language 
learning, for instance, inability of students to understand 
what the teacher is saying. This disability is synonymous 
with anxiety in the classroom, which is considered as a 
major barrier to language learning. 

As an illustration, [1] defined Foreign Language 
Anxiety (FLA) as ''a distinct complex of self-perceptions, 
feelings, and behaviors related to classroom language 
learning arising from the uniqueness of the language 
learning process''. The present research is based on 
Horwitz et al.'s notion of anxiety, since learning a foreign 
language could be perceived as a stressful experience that 
involves complicated feelings of apprehension and 
discomfort which could hinder the students' whole 
learning process. 

 

A. Theoretical Background  

[1] mentioned that language anxiety is “a distinctive 
complex of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings and 
behaviors related to classroom language learning arising 
from the uniqueness of the language learning process”. 
They stated that foreign language anxiety is a specific 
syndrome that may be related to three components of 
anxiety namely: communication apprehension, fear of 
negative evaluation, and test anxiety. They argued that 
these three forms of anxiety are fundamental to the 
concept of Foreign Language Anxiety (FLA) and that they 
are closely related to each other and together caused 
language learning to be a terrifying task for a learner. With 
the aim of measuring the students’ anxiety level in the 
language classrooms, Horwitz and her colleagues 
developed an instrument called the Foreign Language 
Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS). The finalized version 
of FLCAS included 33 statements which employs 5-point 
Likert scales, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly 
disagree”. A higher score obtained by the instrument 
would indicate a higher level of FLA. To examine their 
theory, [1] conducted a research at the University of Texas 
with 75 college students who enrolled in introductory 
Spanish classes. The study revealed that significant 
anxiety was experienced by many students in foreign 
language learning which affected their performance in 
that language. Thus, Foreign Language Classroom 
Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) has been administered in a 
number of studies in order to show the anxiety score of a 
particular group of language learners and it has been 
shown to be very reliable [1], [7] [8]. 

In this study, 10 of the original FLCAS items are not 
applied, such as the ones asking about concern over 
grades, discomfort in a language classroom and anxiety 
over tests. Thus, the questionnaire applied in this research 
contains 23 items all related to the foreign language 
speaking anxiety as well as possible sources attributed to 
it. It can be said to be a modified version of the original 
FLCAS developed by [1]. The current study is to 
investigate the levels and sources of foreign language 
speaking anxiety exhibited by the EFL students at 
University of Computer Studies, Meiktila. As the whole 
FLCAS is meant to measure foreign language anxiety 
experienced by the learners in the language classroom, 
only 23 items which focus on speaking anxiety are 
adopted to assess the degree to which participants feel 
nervous during speaking practice in class [9].  

B. Related Research 

A number of studies have been carried out in relation 
to foreign language anxiety and sources of speaking 
anxiety in foreign language classrooms. [3] designed a 
study to investigate the effects of language anxiety on 
course achievement in three foreign language proficiency 
levels of Spanish. Results showed that language anxiety 
actually differed across proficiency levels. In their study, 
advanced learners showed higher levels of anxiety than 
beginners and intermediate learners. However, students 
with high levels of anxiety did not exhibit lower course 
achievement in comparison to students with low levels of 
language anxiety. Furthermore, there was a medium level 
of language anxiety among most participants, with no 
significant effect on course achievement. 

[10]  investigated the level and sources of the anxiety 
of Saudi EFL university students by using the Foreign 
Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) through a 
period of three years. A quantitative method was 
employed and the number of participants of his study was 
1,389 Saudi students. The research findings showed that 
the main cause of anxiety among participants was their 
communication apprehension due to lack of preparation 
before the English class. In addition, students' limited 
participation in EFL classrooms was considered to be 
another cause for students' low proficiency in speaking, 
which then caused their anxiety. 

[11] did a research with the title of “The Sources of 
Foreign Language Speaking Anxiety of Iranian English 
Language Learners”. According to the researchers, 
foreign language learning anxiety is one of the affective 
factors which influence language learning negatively.  
Their study aimed at investigating the sources of foreign 
language speaking anxiety of Iranian EFL learners. The 
instrument used in this study was a revised version of the 
Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) by 
[1]. 23 items of questionnaire with possible causes of 
foreign language speaking anxiety were contributed to 
154 students. The results of the study indicated that “fear 
of making mistakes”, “fear of negative evaluation”, and 
“lack of vocabulary knowledge” were the main factors 
which caused anxiety among students. 
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III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The focus of this research is on investigating students’ 
anxiety level in foreign language speaking and sources of 
foreign language anxiety of Myanmar students. This 
section is concerned with the research procedures, the 
collection of data and data interpretation. The data was 
analyzed quantitatively. The participants in the study were 
110 undergraduate students (Third Year Computer 
Science and Technology Students) who are studying 
English as a foreign language at University of Computer 
Studies, Meiktila. Out of the 121 students who originally 
participated in the study, 11 had to be eliminated because 
they failed to complete either of the instruments. All 
names and results were kept confidential. 

 

A. Participants 

110 undergraduate third year students who are 
studying English as a foreign language at University of 
Computer Studies, Meiktila participated in the current 
study. 

B. Data Collection 

In this study, data were collected through a 
questionnaire designed by [1] to measure anxiety level 
and sources of foreign language speaking anxiety among 
the students in the classroom. It consists of 33 items 
measuring language anxiety related to foreign language 
learning. The questionnaire has two parts. In the first part, 
personal questions, such as name, gender, roll number and 
language proficiency, were asked. In the second part, 23 
statements on a 5-point Likert Scale were used. Each item 
on the FLCAS is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging 
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5(strongly agree). The items 
are divided into five sources of speaking anxiety under 
three components: Low self-esteem and lack of 
confidence (test anxiety), Lack of preparation (test 
anxiety), and fear of communication (communication 
apprehension), Language proficiency (communicative 
apprehension) and Fear of making mistakes (fear of 
negative evaluation). 

C. Data Analysis 

As aforementioned, the levels and sources of foreign 
language speaking anxiety were analyzed by applying the 
Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale, proposed by 
[1]. The questionnaire (FLCAS) which includes 23 items 
was used to measure the students’ level of speaking 
anxiety. The questionnaire was distributed to 110 students 
by using the google survey form. In the questionnaire, 
nineteen of the items are negatively worded, and four of 
the items (item no. 2, 10, 20, 22) are positively worded. 
When statements are positively worded, responses were 
reversed and recorded. The higher their total score, the 
more anxious they are in speaking English.  

Table 1 below shows the detail responses of students 
on the speaking anxiety factors. For positive statements, 
the responses “strongly disagree” and “disagree” showed 
that the students have anxiety on the statements. For 
negative statements, the responses “strongly agree” and 
“agree” revealed that they have anxiety on these 
statements. 

TABLE I. RESPONSES OF STUDENTS TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
CLASSROOM ANXIETY SCALE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE II: AVERAGE PROPORTION OF STUDENTS WHO 
EXPERIENCED FOREIGN LANGUAGE SPEAKING ANXIETY 

Sources of Foreign Language Speaking 

Anxiety 

SD/

D 

SA/

A 

Lack of confidence and low self-

esteem 
27% 39% 

Lack of preparation 17% 60% 

Fear of communication 22% 43% 

Language proficiency 30% 40% 

Fear of making mistakes 50% 27% 

SD/D = strongly disagree and disagree, SA/A = 
strongly agree and agree 

According to the participants’ responses, Table 2 
shows that the capacity of students (60%) attributes 
foreign language speaking anxiety to “Lack of 
Preparation”. Therefore, among these five anxiety-
provoking sources, lack of preparation was the most 
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significant cause of speaking anxiety. The second most 
important one was fear of communication. The third most 
important source of speaking anxiety was language 
proficiency; and the fourth, lack of confidence. The least 
anxious factor was fear of making mistakes. 

D. Data Interpretation 

In this section, results from data collection and data 
analysis were interpreted. The following pie-chart shows 
the data interpretation of students’ anxiety levels in 
foreign language speaking. 

 

Fig.1. Students’ Anxiety Levels in Foreign Language Speaking 

Out of the 110 students surveyed in the study, 25% of 
the students have high anxiety in foreign language 
speaking; and 60% of them experience medium level of 
speaking anxiety. It is the largest percentage of all. 
Another 16% feel least anxious in speaking in English. 
Thus, Figure 1 reveals that students generally have 
moderate level of speaking anxiety among the participants 
in the study. 

The sources of foreign language speaking anxiety 
from students’ perspectives are interpreted as follow. 

 

Fig. 2.  Sources of Foreign Language Speaking Anxiety 

Obviously, the students’ responses show that they 
experienced FLA when they had to speak without 
preparation. From the chart, 60% of the participants agree 
about lack of preparation while only 17% of them 
disagree. The students feel most anxious in speaking when 
they do not prepare well. 43% of students agree that fear 
of communication disturbs them to speak in a foreign 
language in front of class whereas, 22% opposed the idea. 
About 40% of respondents agreed that their low level of 
language proficiency make anxious when speaking in 
English. On the other hand, 30% of them did not think that 

poor language proficiency develops speaking anxiety. 
According to the data, students had anxiety for their lack 
of confidence but the least anxiety was due to fear of 
making mistakes in speaking. A quarter of the respondents 
agree that lack of confidence and low self-esteem make 
them more nervous and tense while speaking in the target 
language. By contrast, another 27% of students revealed 
that lack of confidence is not one of the elements that 
trigger speaking anxiety in class. 27% of them feel 
uncomfortable when the instructor is ready to correct their 
errors in speaking. However, most of the students (50%) 
responded that they do not worry about making mistakes 
in an oral class and they want to be corrected by the 
instructor. It is clear that “fear of making mistakes” is not 
considered to be the major cause of speaking anxiety 
among EFL students in this research. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings of the research indicate that speaking is a 
tension inciting factor in the foreign language learning 
process. As already mentioned, the responses of 110 
participants to the foreign language classroom anxiety 
scale (FLCAS) revealed that the participants generally 
had a moderate level of foreign language speaking anxiety 
in this sample. 

Secondly, when analyzing whether language 
proficiency level has an influence on their foreign 
language anxiety while speaking in the target language, 
the data showed that the students with the higher level of 
language proficiency students appeared less anxious than 
lower level of students. This could possibly happen 
because students at a higher proficiency level seem to be 
more confident when speaking in class whereas students 
with lower proficiency feel less confident when 
performing in English due to the fact that they are not 
fluent in English, and that they are afraid of making 
mistakes; thus perhaps they are more anxious. In this 
study, therefore, the students’ proficiency and their 
speaking anxiety level in speaking in foreign language are 
positively correlated. 

Several factors can bring about foreign language 
speaking anxiety in the classroom. The impact of these 
factors usually leads to the learners’ avoidance of 
speaking the target language. Thus, teachers are expected 
to help their students to reduce such undesired feelings. 
The first step toward reducing students’ anxiety is to 
identify the sources of their anxiety. According to data 
analysis and data interpretation, “lack of preparation” was 
the most significant cause of anxiety. A great number of 
participants feel highly anxious, tense, confused and 
nervous when they had to speak without preparation. The 
result may show how important it is for the students to be 
well-prepared to speak in the target language, especially 
for those who do not have sufficient language proficiency; 
they probably need to think what to say first before 
speaking up. The students also said that they felt less 
anxious if they prepared themselves in advance; probably 
this contributes to a feeling of pressure to prepare well. 
Fear of communication was the second sources of 
speaking anxiety; and language proficiency came as a 
third source of foreign language anxiety to EFL students. 
Students’ lack of confidence also played as one of the 
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anxiety factors in foreign language speaking. 
Unexpectedly, only a few of students had anxiety making 
mistakes in speaking. This fear is somehow related to the 
students’ fear of being negatively evaluated. The findings 
imply that students who took park in this study preferred 
to be corrected by the teacher when they made a mistake 
while speaking. The students believed that immediate 
corrective feedback would help them improve their oral 
proficiency. 

According to the findings of this study, the correction 
of students’ errors is necessary and positive. However,  
sometimes it may have a negative effect; the most typical 
way of correcting is by interrupting the student before he 
has finished speaking, which could have a negative effect, 
especially among anxious students as they normally loose 
the track, forget what they were talking about and their 
anxiety levels can increase. Before doing an activity, 
therefore, language instructors should bear in mind 
whether they are focusing on accuracy or fluency. For a 
class discussion, for example, fluency would be 
appropriate. Being corrected constantly by the teacher can 
be a really demotivation and hinder the flow of words and 
sentences when students are expressing themselves in the 
foreign language. Probably, correcting the student’ 
mistakes after his performance may be a good way to 
avoid high anxiety levels. 

It is extremely important for English teachers to 
recognize that anxiety can be a major cause of students 
not being successful in speaking English, and also to assist 
them to overcome their anxiety. When most students 
experience a certain degree of anxiety in foreign language 
learning, language teachers are, to a great extent, 
responsible to create a less threatening environment in 
teaching process. Moreover, teachers should support and 
encourage students to participate in in-class activities and 
to speak English either in or outside the classroom and 
interact with their peers. Finally, teachers must reassure 
students that mistakes are a part of a learning process and 
give positive feedback and rewards to enhance their self-
confidence. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The present study examines foreign language 

classroom anxiety experienced by students from 
University of Computer Studies, Meiktila. The findings 
show that all students who participated in the survey feel 
anxious while speaking in front of the teacher as well as 
their peers. Generally, it indicated that most students 
experienced moderate level of speaking anxiety in 
English. Moreover, it can be seen that there is a significant 
difference between and speaking anxiety and students’ 
level of language proficiency. As expected, anxiety 
decreased when proficiency increased; in the present 
study, advanced learners showed lower levels of anxiety 
than intermediate learners. 

The responses to the items in the questionnaire reveal 
that the students attributed foreign language speaking 
anxiety to lack of confidence and low of self-esteem, lack 
of preparation, fear of communication, language 
proficiency and fear of making mistakes. Among these 
sources that make students anxious in speaking, lack of 
preparation was the most significant one. Indeed, 

investigating the major sources of students’ foreign 
language anxiety plays as an important role in creating a 
better teaching-learning situation. The findings of the 
current study can be beneficial to language teachers to be 
aware of possible sources which make students anxious in 
speaking English. Hence, teachers are expected to help 
students overcome this feeling of uneasiness and 
nervousness in certain ways, as well as encourage them to 
develop their oral skill. However, the findings of this 
study may not be enough for both students and teachers to 
create a positive classroom environment. It is necessary to 
conduct follow-up studies, both qualitative and 
quantitative with a large number of participants. Future 
researches are recommended to explore how the students 
cope with their speaking anxiety in their foreign language 
classroom by producing some solutions for teachers and 
curriculum designers. It is suggested that investigating the 
causes of foreign language anxiety in using other language 
skills, such as writing skill, reading skill and listening skill 
are also worth-doing.   
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'မင်�လက��်' ဟ��သ� ဘ��က�� ရသည။် ထ���န�က် စလင်�မ�ပ�က် 

၍စစ်က��င်�တ�င်သကရ�ဇ ် (၉၀၇) ခ��စ်၌ စလင်�စညသ်��က��်ထင် 

မင်��ပရ� မင်�လက��်လ��က်ပ� ခစ��ရ�ပန်၍ �ထ�င်သင်�က�� 

မ��ရသည။် ထ��အခ� '�ထ�င်သင်�မ��' ဟ�တ�င်�ပန်သည။် သကရ�ဇ် 

(၉၂၈)ခ��စ် ဟ�သ�ဝတ�ဆင်�ဖမ���ရ�င်လက်ထက် တ�ဝန်�သ����ထ�င်� 

�လ�ရ�ရ���သ� ဟ�သ�ဝတ��န �ပည�်တ�်က�� တည�်ထ�င်ပ�� 

�န�က် 'ရ�ဇဌ�န��ပည်က��ပ�၍ တ�သ�တ�မ� ဘ��လင်က�သ��' 

အစခ� ��သ� ရတ�ပ��ဒစ်��က�� စပ်ဆ��၍ဆင်�ဖရ�င်မင်� တရ��က��အ�� 

ဆက်သ�င်�ခ��၏။ မင်�တရ��က��လည�်အ��ရ�တ�် မ�လ�န်�၍ 

�ထ�င်သင်�မ��အ�� 'နဝ�ဒ�' ဟ��သ� ဘ��ထ���ဖင်� ခ� ��က�� 

mailto:drthidaaye536@gmail.com
mailto:myint2hlaing.mmh@gmail.com
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��မ�က်စ���တ�် မ��လသည။် ဤသ��အ���ဖင်� '�ပည ် နဝ�ဒ�က��' 

သည ် ဘ��မညရ်ညသ်���ပ���ဖင်� �က��်က���သ� စ�ဆ���တ�် 

�ဖစ်�လသည။် စလင်�မ�တ�င်�နခ��က် 'မင်�လက��'၊ စစ်က��င်�မ�တ�င် 

ရ��ခ��က် '�ထ�င်သင်�မ��'၊ �ပည်မ�တ�င် တ�ဝန် ထမ�်ခ��က် 'နဝ�ဒ�' 

ဟ�တ�င်�လသည။် ထ���က�င်� လည�် 'စစ်က��င်��ထ�င်သင်�၊ 

စလင်�လက��၊ �ပညမ်��နဝ�ဒ�' ဟ� �မန်မ� စ��ပတ�င် ယ�န�တ��င် 

ဆ��က�ခင်� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် စ�ဆ�� နဝ�ဒ� သည ် အသက် (၁၀)�စ် 

ကတည�်ကပင် ကဗ��၊ လက�မ���က�� လ��က်စ��၍ရတ�စပဆ်��သည်။ 

နဝ�ဒ�က��စပဆ်��ခ���သ� ရတ��ပ�င်� (၃၀ဝ) �က��် (၄၀ဝ) ခန်�ရ��သည။် 

ဟ�သ�ဝတ�မ�အရ (၂၃၆)ပ�ဒ ် သ��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 'နဝ�ဒ�'၏ 

ရတ�မ��� သည ် ပ�ဒ�်ရမ��� သ�လ�က် အမ� ��အစ��လည်� 

က���ပ���ခ��န�� လ�ပ�သည။် 'ဘ�ရ�� တ��င်ရတ�၊ သ�က��တ��င်ရတ�၊ 

�တ�လ��ရတ�၊ �ရလ�� ရတ�၊ မ����တ�ရတ�၊ သ�ဝမပ�ရတ�၊ 

သ�လ�က� �စရတ�' စ�သ� �သ�င်���ပ�င်�ရတ� အစ�စ�တ��က�� 

တစ်ခ��င်� တစ်ခ� မထပ�်စဘ� အကန်�အကန်� သ��သန်� �ရ�ခ�� ပ�သည်။ 

အဆန်�တ�င်�သ� ရတ�အ�ဖစ် ဥ�ဒ�င်�ဖ��မ အ�မ�အ��ဖ၊ 

ဝမ�်ဘ�ဖ��မအ�မ�အ��ဖ၊ အခ�အလ��က် အပ�င်ရတ�မ���လည်� 

ပ�ဝင်သည။် ထ��အ�ပင် '�ပည ် နဝ�ဒ�က��' �ရ�သ���ပစ�ခ���သ� 

စ�မ���မ�� 'မ�န�်ဟရ�ပ� � မင်�တရ��မယ်�တ�်ဧခ�င်�၊ ယ���ဒယ�� 

မ�ဖ�ရ��ဧခ�င်�၊ ရ�ဇဗ�ဟ� ပ� �' �င်� ရတ�ပ�ဒ�်ရ မ���စ��က�� �ရ�ဖ��ခ�� 

�လသည။် စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ� ၏ ဘဝက�� ထင်ဟပ�်ပခ���သ� 

စ��ပရ�ပမ်���သည ်�မန်မ�စ��ပ သမ��င်�တ�င် စ�တင်�လ�က်ပ�သည။် 

ထ���က�င်� 'နဝ�ဒ�' ၏ စ�မ���က စ�ဆ��၏ ဘဝက�� 

ထင်ဟပသ်ည�်အတ�က် 'နဝ�ဒ�' အ�� �ဒ�က်တ� လ��ဖက 

'နယ်လ�ည�်စစ်သ��စ�ဆ���တ�်'၊ ဟ�သ�ဝတ� ဦ�ဘရင်က 

'စစ်ထ�က်စ�ဆ��'၊ မင်�သ�ဝဏက် 'ခရ��သည် နဝ�ဒ�'၊ 

�မ�င်�နလက'စ�ဆ��စစ်သည'်ဟ�၍အမ� ��မ� ��တင်စ��က�ဂ�ဏ်�ပ 

မ�တတ်မ�်တင် ထ��ခ��ကသညက်�� �လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရ �ပသည။် 

၂။ ရတ�ကဗ��၏ သ�ဘ�သဘ�၀ 

�မန်မ�စ��ပသမ��င်�စ�အ�ပတ်�င် ရတ�ကဗ��က�� "တစ်ပ��ဒတ်ည်� 

ဖ��စပလ်င် ဧကပ��ဒ၊် �စ်ပ��ဒဖ်�� စပ်လင်အ�ဖည�်ခ�၊ သ���ပ��ဒဖ်��စပ်လင် 

ပ��ဒစ်��ဟ�၍ �ခဆ��သည။် သ���ပ��ဒထ်က် ပ��မ��၍မဖ����က�ခ�။ တစ်ပ��ဒ် 

တစ်ပ��ဒ ်တ�င်လည�် ပဒအ�ရအတ�က် အ���ဖင�် (၁၀၈) ပဒထက် ပ��မ��၍ 

မဖ����က�ခ�။ အဖ���ခ�မ���တ�င် လည�်ခ��င်�န�် ခက်�ဖ� (၇)လ���၊ 

မဏ�ဆ�က�င်(၉) လ��� အ�သ�ဝတ� ဝတ်ဆ� (၁၁)လ���၊ မဏ�����ပည�် 

(၁၅)လ���၊ �ဇ�် တစ်ခ��င်လ��� (၁၉) လ��� စသည�်ဖင�် အဖ���စ�လ��� 

အ�ရအတ�က် သ��သန�်ထ��လ�က် ရ��သည။်" (စ�-၄၈၊ ၄၉) 

က�ရန်ယ�ရ� တ�င် သက်�စ��က်သ���ခ�က်ည�၊ ဘ�လ�� ရယ်���တ��က် 

စသည�်ဖင�် လက�စပန်ည�် (၆)မ� �� အတ��င်�ဖ�� ဆ�� �လ�ရ��ကသည်။ 

ရတ�အခ� တ�င် အနည�်ဆ���အကရ� (၇)လ���မ� အမ���ဆ��� 

(၃၅)လ���အထ� ခ�နည�် �ပ�င်�(၂၈)မ� ��ရ��ပ�သည်။ 

ထ���ပင်ရတ�ခ� �နည�်ခ�နည�် �င�်ပတ်သက် ၍ ပည�ရ�င်အသ��သ�� တ��က 

ကဗ��စ�ယ်စ��က�မ�်တ�င်(၂၅)မ� ��(စ�၂၄၁၊၂၄၂)၊ ကဝ�ဘ�ရတ� 

က�မ�်တ�င် (၂၈)မ� �� (စ�-၄၁၀၊ ၄၁၁) ကဗ��သ�ရတသဂ�လ် (၄၁)မ� �� 

(စ�-၁၅၄)။ ကဝ�လကဏသ���က�မ�်တ��တ�င် (၆၀)မ� �� (စ�-၁၁၄) 

ရ��သညဟ်� ဖ�င�်ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ရတ�ကဗ�� မ���က�� ဘ�ရ��တ��င်၊ 

မ����တ�၊ မ���တ��င်၊ စစ်ခ� �၊�က���စ၊ သစ�တ��င်၊ �မ�င်ဘ��၊ မယ်ဘ�� 

စသည�်ဖင�်အ�က�င်�အရ�အလ��က် ခ���ခ�� ထ��ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် 

အ�က�င်�အရ�ပ��င်�တ�င် လ�တ်လပ ် စ��ဖ��ဆ����င်�သ�်လည်� 

အဖ��အ��ပ��သဏ�န်ပ��င်�တ�င် သတ်မ�တ် ထ���သ� ရတ�ဖ��နည်� 

စည�်ကမ�်မ����င�်အည� ဖ��ဆ��ရ�ခင်�သည ် ပင် ရတ�ကဗ��၏ 

သ�ဘ�သဘ�၀�ဖစ်သညဟ်� ဆ����င်ပ�သည။် 

၂၊၁။ သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��ဟ�သည ်

အ�က�င်�အရ�တစ်ရပ၊် အ�ဖစ်အပ�က်တစ်ခ�၊ ခ�စ��မအမ� ��မ� �� 

က��စ�သ� စ�တ်မ�က်စ�ဝယ် �မင်�ယ�င်၊ က���ယ�င်လ��အ�င် 

�ရ�ဖ��မသည ် "သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��" �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�သ�� 

�ခင်��င�်ပတ်သက်၍ စ��ပပည�ရ�င်အသ��သ��တ��က အနက် အဓ�ပ�ယ် 

အမ� ��မ� ��ဖ�င်�ဆ��ကပ�သည။် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဟ��သ� �ဝ�ဟ�ရက�� 

�မန်မ�အဘ�ဓ�န်တ�င်- 

"သ�ပ�်ဖ�်-က�-စ��က်၊ လကဏ�၊ သဘ�ဝတ��က�� 

�ပလ�င်�အ�င်�ပသည"် (စ�-၃၆၉)  

ဟ�၍ ဖ�င်�ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ထ��အဆ��အရ သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��ဟ�သည် 

အ�က�င်�အရ�အ�ဖစ်အပ�က်၊ လ�သဘ�ဝတ��က�� �ပလ�င်�အ�င် 

�ဖ�်�ပထ��သည�်အဖ���ဖစ်သညဟ်� ဆ����င်ပ�သည။် 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အ�ရ�အဖ��သညစ်�ဆ��မ���အသ����ပ�လ�ရ���သ� 

စ��ပလက်နက်�က�င်�တစ်မ� ���ဖစ်ပ�သည။် စ�ဆ��မ��� စ�ဖ�� 

�လ�ရ���သ� စ��ပအမ� ��မ� ��တ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အ�ရ�အဖ��သည် 

အနည�်�င�်အမ��� ပ�ဝင်တတ်ပ�သည။် စ�ဖ��သညဟ်��သ� 

သ�ဘ�ကပင်စ�ဆ��သည ် မ�မ�ခ�စ��၊ သ��မင်က��ရသညမ်���က�� 

စ�ဖတ်ပရ�တ်သတ်ထ� က��စက်သ����အ�င် �ဆ�င်ရ�က်�ခင်�ပင် 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် စ�ဆ��မ���သည ် မ�မ�တ���မင်ခ��သညမ်��� က�� 

စ�ဖတ်ပရ�တ်သတ် ထပတ်��မင်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�် �ရ�ဖ��က၏။ 

မ�မ�က��ခ��သညမ်���က�� စ�ဖတ်သ�မ���ထပတ်� က��လ�ရ�အ�င် 

အသ�က��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��က၏။မ�မ�အဇတသဏ�န်ခ�စ��ခ�က်အ�တ��

က��လည�် စ�သ�မ��� က��စက်ခ�စ�� လ�ရ�အ�င် အ�တ��စ�တ်က�� 

သ�ပ�်ပ�အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��က၏။ ထ���က�င�် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အ�ရ�အဖ��တ�င် 

အ�မင်က�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ခင်�၊ အက��က��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ခင်��င�် အ�တ��က�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ခင်�ဟ�၍ �ယဘ�ယ�အ���ဖင�် သ���မ� �� �တ���င်ပ�သည။် 

၃။ �ပည်-နဝ�ဒ�၏ မ����တ�ရတ�မ���မ� သ�ပ်�ဖ�အ်ဖ��မ��� 

�လ�လ�ခ�က်  

မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ��မ���သညသ်ဘ�ဝအတ��င်��ဖစ်�ပ��ပ�င်�လ� 

�န�သ� မ���ရ�သ�တ��၏ အ��ခအ�န၊ မ���တ�မ်တ��၏ အ��ခအ�န၊ 

လပပ်န်�လပ်�ယ်တ��၏ အ��ခအ�န၊ မ���ရ�သ� သဘ�ဝက�� အ��ခ�ပ၍ 

အခ�စ်၊ အလ�မ�်၊ ခ�စ��ခ�က်တ��က�� �လ�လ���စပလ်က��ဖင�် 
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�ရ�စပသ်�က���တတ်က�သ� ကဗ��မ� �� ပင်�ဖစ်�ပသည။် စ�ဆ�� 

"နဝ�ဒ�"၏မ����တ�ရတ�မ���တ�င်မ�မ� 

�တ��မင်�က�က�က်ရသညမ်���က�� စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏စ�တ်အ���တ�င် 

�မင်�ယ�င်၊က���ယ�င်�တ���တ�လ��အ�င်သ�ပ်�ဖ�် �ရ�သ�� 

��င်စ�မ�်ရ��သညက်�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 

၃၊၁။ 'အက��' သ�ပ�်ဖ�အ်ဖ��  

�မ�င်ခင်မင် (ဓ��ဖ)က 'အက��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��' �င်� 

ပတသ်က်၍ စက����ပသ�ဘ�တရ��၊ စက����ပအတတ်ပည� 

စ�အ�ပတ်�င်- 

"သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��တ�င် �ပဆ်င်�သ�င်�ပင်သ�မက အသ� (ဝ�) 

အက��၊ အန��၊ အရသ�အထ�အ�တ�ဟ�သည�် အ���က��လည်� 

ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ���ခင်�မ� �� ရ��တတ်ပ�သည"် (စ�-၁၈၈)  

ဟ�၍ ဖ�င်�ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် 

စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�သည် မ���ရ��မည�်သဘ�ဝ အ��ခအ�နမ��� တစ်နည်� 

အ���ဖင်� မ���မရ��ခင်�ဖစ်�ပ �န�သ� မ���သ��တ�မတ်��က် တ��၏ 

သဘ�ဝအ��ခအ�နတ��က�� စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏ စ�တ်အ���၊ စ�တ်န��တ��၌ 

က���ယ�င်လ��အ�င် ဖ��ဆ��ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရ��ရ ပ�သည်။ 

ထ��သ��ဖ��ဆ��ရ�၌ အ�ဒ�ကပက�မ�်တ�င်- 

"�မင်�မ��ရ်�တ�င်က��ဝန်�ရ��သ� ယ�ဂ�ရ်�တ�င်သညက်�� �ရမ� 

�ပ�သ�အ�မင်� ယ�ဇန� �လ��သ�င်� �စ်�ထ�င်ရ��၏။ �အ�က်သ�� 

အ�စ�က်ယ�ဇန�လည�် �လ��သ�င်��စ်�ထ�င် ရ��၏" (စ�-၃၁၊ ၃၂) 

ထ��ယ�ဂ�ရ်�တ�င်ထ�ပဆ်�မ� မ���ခ�မ�်သ�မ��� ထစ်ခ�န်��မည်ဟ�� 

သ�မ��� က���နရ�က�င်�က�� စ�ဆ��က 'မည�်�လစ��လ' မ����တ� 

ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"တ�မ�်ဖမထင်၊ �မ��င်တ�ပင်လင်၊ တပင်��ပ�သ���၊ က�မ�်ဝ�� သ�ပ၊ 

ယ�ဂန်ဝ၀ယ်" (စ�-၁၄၇) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� မ����က�င်�ကင် ပတ်ဝန်�က�င်တစ်ခ�လ��� 

မ���ခ�မ�်သ�မ��� က���နရပ��မ���သညလ်ည�်မစ�ဘ�ရ���န�က�င်�က�� 

'ထစ်�မည ်��က်၍' မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"ထစ်�မည်��က်၍၊ တ�မတ်��က်ဝန်�က�င်၊ ပတ်က���ဆင်လက်၊ 

�က�င်�ကင်တရ�ည�်၊ စက်သ����ပည�်မ�၊ ခ�မ�်တည�်မည�၊ ပ� �လည�်မစ�" 

(စ� -၁၃၂) ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� 

'ရတ��ည�င်�ရ' မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်စ�ဆ��က- 

"လပပ်န်�ဆက်၍၊ သန်လ�က်က��င်မ���၊ အ�ရ�ည��သ��၊ ဖ��ဖ�� 

�ရ�ပ�က်၊ သ�န်�က���မ�က်�သ�်" (စ�-၁၃၉)  

ဟ�၍ လည�်�က�င်� �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် ဤအ�က�င်��ခင်� အရ� တ��က�� 

�လ�လ� ကည�်�ခင်�အ���ဖင်� မစ�ဘ� ရ���န�သ� မ���၊ မ���ရ�� 

သ�န်�ရ�တ�င် �က�င်�ကင်မ� က�လ��သ� မ���စက်မ����ပ�က် 

က�လ�မ���၏ အသ��င်� မ���ခ�မ�်သ�တ��သည ် စ�တ်အ���တ�င် 

က���ယ�င် လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ�� ��င်သည် 

က��လည�်�လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�သည် ထ�ထ�မ�မ� �င်� 

မ���ရ�သ�သဘ�ဝအ��ခအ�နမ���က�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ထ�� 

�သ��က�င်� �ဖ�်�ပလ���သ� အ�က�င်�အရ�တ��မ�� ပ��မ��ထင်ရ��� 

ပ��ပင် လ�ခ��ပ�သည။် ထ��က��သ�� မ����တ�ရတ�သ�ဘ� သဘ�ဝ မ����င်� 

လ��က်�လ��ည�စ�� ဖ��ဆ��ထ���သ��က�င်� နဝ�ဒ�၏ မ���ဘ��မ���သည် 

မ����တ�ရတ�ပ�သလ�သညဟ်� ဆ����င်ပ�သည။် 

၃၊၂။ 'အ�မင်' သ�ပ�်ဖ�အ်ဖ��  

�မ�င်ခင်မင် (ဓ��ဖ)က 'အ�မင်သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��' �င်� ပတ်သက်၍ 

စက����ပသ�ဘ�တရ��၊ စက����ပအတတ်ပည� စ�အ�ပတ်�င်- 

"သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��သည ် မ�က်စ��ဖင်� �မင်��င်�သ� �ပဆ်င်� 

သ�င်�ပင်မ���က�� အဓ�ကထ��၍ ဖ���သ� အဖ��မ� ���ဖစ်ပ�သည်။ 

သက်ရ��သက်မ�� အ�က�င်အထည်တ��၏ ပ��သဏ�န်က�� စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ 

စ�တ်ထ�တ�င် �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် �ဖ�်�ပရ �ခင်�သည် 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��၏ အဓ�ကတ�ဝန် �ဖစ်သည်" (စ�-၂၁၄) 

ဟ�ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် 

စ�ဆ��သည ် သဘ�ဝအတ��င်��ဖစ်�ပ�န�သ� မ���တ�မ်တ��၏ 

သဘ�ဝက�� စ�တ်က����ဏ်ဆန်�ကယ်စ���ဖင်� �ရ�ဖ���ပခ��ပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� 

�ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် �က�င်�ကင်�ပင်တ�င် စ�မ�်တလ��၊ �ဖတခ�၊ 

ည�တဖ��န�သလ�� အ�ရ�င်အဝ�မ���သန်�ပ�� ဟန်�ရ��ပလက် 

အရပက်���မ�က်��လ���တ�င် တ�မ�်တ�င်တ�မလ်�ပတ်��သည ် လည်� 

�က�င်�၊ လပ်ပန်�လပ်�ယ်တ��သည ် လည�်�က�င်�၊ �ခ�ပန်� 

�ခ��ယ်မ��� က��သ�� လ�ပစ�� ယ�က်သန်��နပ�သည။် ထ��အ�က�င်� က�� 

'ထစ်ရင်�ဖ��ဝ�န်' မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"စ�မ�်�ပ��ဖည�၊ ဝ�လ��န�ကန်၊ ကင်�ဟန်င��ပ�င်�၊ န�မ�်�မင်�လ�မ်ရ�က်၊ 

ပန်�ခ� �ဖက်သ��၊ က���မ�က်��လ���၊ က���ဘ�ရန်�ရန်၊ တ�မပ်န်��ခ� �န်�၊ 

�ဖတ်�ခည�်�ဖန်�က၊ လန်�စနည�်သ�၊ �ပက်လပဝ်��င်�" (စ�-၁၃၄)  

ဟ�၍ ပန်�ခ� ��က��်တ��၏ စ�တ်တ�ကစ��ဘ�သက��သ�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်က� 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ထ��သ���ရ�ဖ��ထ���ခင်��က�င်� �က�င်�ကင်ယ� 

၌တစ်��ပ�င်��ပ�င်တလက်လက်�င်� �တ်တရက်�ဖန်�က�ထင်�န 

�တ��သ�ဖင်� ပန်�ခ� �က��ခ�ပ်က��ပမ� အသက်ဝင်�န�တ��သည်။ 

လပပ်န်�လပ်�ယ်�င်� မ����က�င်�ကင်တ�င် �ဖစ်�ပ�န�သ� 

မ���တမတ်��၏ အ�ရ�င်တ��က��လည်��မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ ်�ဖ�် 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 

ထ���ပင်မ���မရ��မ� �ဖစ်�ပ�န�သ� မ����က�င်�ကင်၏အ��ခအ�န 

က��လည�် ထည�်သ�င်�ဖ��ဆ�� ခ��ပ�သည။် '�ပ�သ�� ဟ�သည'် ရတ� 

ကဗ��တ�င် စ�ဆ��က- 

"မင်�လ�င်မထ��၊ တ�မဦ်�မ��က်မ��က်၊ ပ�က်ပ�က်�ရ�်က�၊ မ�မ 

လ�န်��သ�၊ရက်က���သ��၍၊ န���ဝ��တ���ခ၊ မင်�မင်� �ဝသည်"  (စ�-

၁၃၅၊ ၁၃၆) 
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ဟ�၍�တ��တ�င်တစ်ခ�င်တ�င် တ�မမ်���ဖ���လမ�်�န�သ��က�င�် 

အလင်��ရ�င်ကင်�မ��က� အ��မင်��နသညဟ်� မ���မရ��မ� အ��ခ အ�နက�� 

�မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��သညက်��လည�် �တ�ရ�� ရ�ပသည်။ 

၎င်�အ�ပင် စ�ဆ��က မ���မ���ရ��သ�န်�ပ��က��လည�် 'ည�ည��ပ��ပ�' 

မ����တ� ရတ�တ�င် 

"တ�မ�်ပ�ကက�က်၊ တ�မန်က်မည�်မ���၊ တ�မ�်�ခည��င်�၊ ထပဖ်�� မစ��၊ 

ရ��သ�န်�က�က" (စ�-၁၄၄)  

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ တဖန် 'ထစ်အ��ပ�သည'် မ����တ�ရတ�တ�င်- 

"စ�မ�်ဝ�တန်�လက်၊ တ�မ်�န်�သညလ်ည�်၊ မညသ်��ခ�ည�်လင်၊ 

သ��ဖည�်�သ�ဖ���၊ ပ����ပ�က်က�၍" (စ�-၁၃၁) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� မ���တ�မတ်��၏ အ�ရ�င်�င်�အတ� မ���ရ��သ�န်� 

ပ��က��လည�် �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ခ���ပန်ပ�သည။် 

ထ���န�က်စ�ဆ�� နဝ�ဒ�သည ် မ���ရ��ပ�� အ��ခအ�နက��လည်� 

ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ��ခ���က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� �ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် 

မ���တ�မတ်��သည ် န�မ�်ဆင်�လ�က� မ���ခ�မ�်သ�တ���ဖင်� မ���မ��� 

တစ်ရစပရ်��သ�န်��သ�အခ� �မစ်�ခ��င်�အင်�အ��င်တ��သည ် �ရမ��� 

�ပည�်�က်လ�ပ�သည။် မ���မ���လ�န်�၍ လည�်ဆည်��မ�င်�၊ ကန်၊ 

�ခ��င်�၊ လယ်ယ�က��င်�ကန်�မ��� ပ�က်ဆ��က� �ရ�အ�က် 

နစ်�မပက်�န်ကသည။် ထ��အ�က�င်�က�� စ�ဆ��က 'မ�စ�မရ��' 

မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"တ�မသ်�လမ�်န�မ�်၊ ခ�မ�်ခ�မ�်ကဧ�၊ တလည�်��ပ�၍၊ 

�မစ်�က��၊အင်�၊�ခ��င်�၊ ထ����လ�င်��ရဝင်၊ လယ်�ပင်၊ ကန်�ထ�င်�၊ 

ဆည်၊��မ�င်�၊က��င်�ကန်�၊ �မ�မ�န်�နစ်�မပ"် (စ�-၁၄၁) 

ဟ�၍ မ���ရ�� ပ���သ�အခ� မ���မ���လ�န်�၍ လယ်ယ�က��င်�ကန်�မ��� 

ပ�က်စ��သ���တတ်�က�င်�က��လည�် သ�ပ�်ဖ�် �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည်။ 

�လ�ကက��တ�င် ပ�ထ�ဇ်မ�န်သမ ခ�စ်�ခင်��မတ��င်� မကင်���င် 

ကသညမ်��ဓမတ�ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�သည် 'အခ�စ်ဘ�� 

မ���' က�� �ရ�ဖ��ရ�၌ 'ရတ��ည�င်�ရ-ခ� �' မ����တ�ရတ�တ�င် ခ�စ်သ� 

မ�န်�က�လ�အ�� စတင်�တ�ရ��ခ� �န်က�� ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည်။ 

ထ��သ���ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် ��ရ�သ�အခ�သမယ ကဆ�န်လ�ပည�်�န�၊ 

ည�နခင်� �ပည�်ရ�ဆ��တ�်ဘ�ရ��တ�င် �ပညရ်��အဝ�မ�်�ည�င်�ရ 

သ�န်�ရန် �ရ�က်ရ��လ�ကပ�သည။် န��သ�ရညအ်�ပည�်�င်� 

ပန်��ပ�င်�စ��ထည�်ထ���သ� �မတ�အ���မ��� �ခ�င်�တ�င်ရ�က်၍ 

လ��မပ� ��လ�မ���သည ် �ည�င်�ရသ�န်��လ�င်��ခင်�၊ ဘ�ရ��ရ��ခ��� 

ပ��ဇ�်�ခင်�မ��� �ပလ�ပ်ကပ�သည။် ထ��အခ� �န်တ�င် စ�ဆ��သည် 

ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�က�� စတင်�တ�ရ���က�င်�က��- 

"ရတ��ည�င်�ရ၊ ခ�လ��က်��ဝယ်၊ ည�နခ�မ�်ခ�၊ သင်��မတ� �င်�၊ 

န��သ�ဖ���ပည�်၊ ပန်�စ��ထည�်မ�၊ ပတ်လ�ည�်လက်ယ�၊ �မတ် စ��ဝယ်" 

(စ�-၁၃၉)  

ဟ�၍�ည�င်�ရသ�န်��လ�င်��နကပ��တ��က�� �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည်က��လည�် �တ�ရ��ရမည�်ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

  တဖန်စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�က��သည် 'မ�န်�ယ�မ�်ကလ�င်-ခ� �' မ����တ� 

ရတ�တ�င် မ���နတ်သ��၏ အဆင်တန်ဆ��င်� တ�ယင်ဝတ်��လ�က�� 

လည�် စ�တ်အ���တ�င်�မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်က� 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ���ပန်ပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် မ���နတ် 

သ��သည ် စည�်မ�င်�စလ�ယ်၊ လက်�က�က်တ���ဖင်� မင်�တ��၏ 

ဝတ်စ��တန်ဆ�အတ��င်� ဝတ်ဆင်ထ���က�င်�က��- 

"ဦ�စ��က်ပန်ပန်�၊ နရန်�န��သန်၊ ရညမ်�န်သ�ယ်�ပ��င်�၊ 

စည�်ဗ�င်�လညဝ်ယ်၊ စလ�ယ်လက်�က�က်၊ စ�ပယ်�ထ�က် ၍" (စ�-

၁၃၆)  

ဟ��မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်၍ �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် ထ���ပင် 

မ���နတ်သ��၏ တ�ယင်အက�က��လည�် အလ�်�သင်�သည�် အ�လ��က် 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်၍ �ရ�ဖ��ခ���ပန်ပ�သည။် မ���နတ်သ��၏ အက�မ�� �ပစ်���ဖင်� 

�ဖ�်�ပထ���သ� ခ��င်ခ��စ��ယက်လ�ပထ်��သည�် တ�ယင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည်။ 

�အ�က်ကစ�မရ��ပ၊် ဇ�န��ပ၊် တ����ပ၊် ဆင်�ပ၊် နဂ���ပ၊် ဂဠန်�င်� 

အသ�ရ�နတ်မင်�တ�� ရင်ဆ��င်စစ်ခင်� ထ���သ� အ�ပ်တ��က�� 

အမ�က်ရတန�က���ပ���င်�စ��ခယ်ထ��ပ� သည။် ထ��တ�ယင်က�� �ဖန်�၍ 

မ���နတ်သ��သည ် တန်ခ���လတ်က� 

မ���တ��သည�်ထန်စ��ရ��သ�န်��စခ��ပ�သည။် ထ��အ�က�င်�က��စ�ဆ��က 

'စက်ဝန်�ရ��ခ�-ခ� �' ရတ�တ�င်- 

"�အ�က်ကစ�မရ�၊ ဇ�န��င်�ထ���၊ ဆင်မ� ��ဆယ်ပ��၊ နဂ���ခ�ရ�က်၊ 

အတက်�ရ�င်လ �၊ ဂဠန်ပ� ��င်�၊ သ�ရ�နတ်သ��၊ 

ရင်ဆ��င်တ��မ�၊က���ပ��မ�က်ရ�င်၊စ��မ�မ�်ဆင်၍၊ တ�ယင်�င်�ခ�ည်�၊ 

ဝ�န်သည�်လ�ည�်ပတ်၊ တန်ခ���လတ်လ�က်" (စ�-၁၄၉) 

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် မ���နတ်သ��၏ တ�ယင် (အက�) ဝတ်��က�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ရင်� မ���နတ်သ��သည ် တန်ခ���လတ်က� မ���ရ���စသည် 

က��လည�် စ�တ်အ���တ�င် �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ�� 

ခ��ပ�သည။် 

ဤသ���ဖင်�စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�သည ်မ����က�င်�ကင်၌ �ဖစ်�ပ �န�သ� 

မ���တ�မတ်��၏ သဘ�ဝ၊ မ���မရ��သ�န်�မ� အ��ခအ�နမ���၊ 

လပပ်န်�လပ�်ရ�င် မ���ခ�မ�်သ�မ����င်� မ���ရ��သ�န်�မအ��ခအ�န မ���၊ 

မ���ရ��သ�န်�ပ���သ� အ��ခအ�နမ���၊ မ���နတ်သ��၏ အဆင် 

တန်ဆ�မ���အ�ပင် အခ�စ်ဘ��မ���က��လည�် စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏ 

စ�တ်အ���တ�င် �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ�� 

�က�င်�က��လည�် �လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရ�ပသည။် အခ�စ်ဘ��မ���က�� 

�ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် နဝ�ဒ�က��သည ် ခ�စ်သ�မယ်က�လ�အ�� ကဆ�န် 

�ည�င်�ရသ�န်�ပ���တ�်တ�င် စတင်�တ�ရ��ပ��၊ �မန်မ�တ��၏ 

���ရ�ဓ�လ��ည�င်�ရသ�န်��လ�င်�ပ��တ��က��လည�် မ�မ��လ���စ�� 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည�်အ�ပင် မ���မ���လ�န်��သ��က�င်� လယ်ယ� 

က��င်�ကန်�မ���ပ�က်စ��တတ်ပ��က�� �ပညသ်��ထ�င်�မ� ခ�စ��က� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ��သညက်��လည�် ထ���ခ��စ���တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 

၃၊၃။ 'အ�တ��' သ�ပ�်ဖ�အ်ဖ��  
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ဆရ��မ�င်ထင်က 'အ�တ��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��' �င်�ပတ်သက်၍ 

ဝတရ�ညစ်�တမ�်မ��� ဒ�တ�ယတ��တ�င်- 

 "သဘ�ဝက��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်�၊ �ပဆ်င်�သဏ�န်တ��က�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်�၊ လ�စ��က်က��သ�ပ်�ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်�၊ 

အ�တ��အ�ခ သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်�၊ �ဝဒန�ခ�စ��မက�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်�၊ လ�မ�ရ� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�က�င်��ခင်� စသည�် 

အဂ�ရပ�်�ခ�က်ပ�� အနက်တစ်ပ��ပ���င်� �ပည�်စ��လင် ပင် 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ���က�င်�သညဟ်� ဆ����င်ပ�သည။်" (စ�-၂၁၀။ 

၂၁၁)ဟ�၍ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် 

မ����တ�ရတ�၏ သဘ�ဝအတ��င်� မ���ရ�သ�သဘ�ဝအ��ခအ�န 

မ���က�� �န�က်ခ�ထ��က� �မ�င်�င်�မယ်တ��၏ အခ�စ်၊ အလ�မ�်၊ 

ခ�စ��ခ�က်မ���က��လည�် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်က� �ရ�ဖ��ခ���က�င်� �တ�ရ��ရ 

ပ�သည်။ ထ��သ�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် စ�ဆ��သည ် မ�မ�ခ�စ်သ� 

မ�န်�က�လ�၏ အလ�က�� �ဖ�်က��က�ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည်။ 

ခ�စ်သ�မ�န်�က�လ�၏ အလ�က�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် ခ�စ်သ� 

မ�န်�က�လ�၏ 'အသ��အ�ရ' �က�င်��ခင်�က��လည�် ကင်�မက�န် 

ရ�အ�င်�ရ�ဖ��တင်�ပထ��ပ�သည။်ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�သညရ်��ရ��တ�် 

သ���ပ��အလယ်တ�င် လ�ယ်ဝင်���ပ�င်ပ�� ည�ညက်က� ရ�ှ င်��� 

လ�ပ�သ� လ�မ�န်ကင်��လ��ဖစ်�က�င်�က�� 'သ�န်��မ�စ�ထန်' 

မ����တ�ရတ�တ�င်- 

"သ����ဘ�င်�ရ�လယ်၊ လ�ယ်ဝင်���ပ�င်၊ ည��ရ�င်��ရ�င်�၊ 

လ�မ�န်ကင်�" (စ�-၁၅၁) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ မယ်�လ�၏ အသ���ရမ�� �ရ��ရ�င်က��သ�� 

ဝင်�ဝ�လတဆ်တ်�နပ�� �ပအ်ဆင်�မ�� �������င်����င်��လ� 

�င်�အ�ပစ်��ပ� စရ�မရ���အ�င် လ�ရက်သ��လ��ဖစ်�က�င်�က�� 

'သ�န်�မ��စ�ထန်' ရတ�တ�င်- 

"မ�ရင်��ရ��ရ�င်၊ ဝင်���ပ�င်�ပ�လ�� 

�����ပသ်�င်၊ �လ�ပင်င�မသ်က် 

�ပစ်စက်မစ�န်�၊ �ရ�နန်�ဘ��လယ် 

ဖ��ကယ်ဘ�န်�အင်၊ လ�မ���ရ�င်"   (စ� ၁၅၁)  

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ 

"�ရ�စင်အသ��၊ လ�ထ�တ်ထ��" (စ� ၁၅၁) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ တဖန်'ထစ်ခ�န်�ရင�်၍' ရတ�တ�င် စ�ဆ��က- 

"စ�ပ�င်��ရ��စ်၊ ဇမရစ်သ�� 

ပ� �မ�စ်�ပ�ဝင်�၊ သ�ယ်��ရ�င်�မ� 

တင်�တင်�မစက်၊ မ�တ်မ�တ်ညက်သ��" (စ� ၁၃၀) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သညက်�� �တ�ရပ�သည။် ခ�စ်သ� 

မ�န်�က�လ�၏အသ��အ�ရမ���ရ�က��သ��ဝင်�ဝ��က�င်�၊�ရ��ရ�င် 

အသ���င်�ပင် လ�ပ�န�က�င်� �ရ��င်�င်�က� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်၍ 

ပင်က��ယ်အလ�က���ပလ�င်�အ�င်�ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် 

ထ��သ��အသ��အ�ရ၏ လ�ပမက��ဖ��ဆ����သ�မက "ဆ��ကသ� 

အလ�" က��လည်� ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ��ထ���ပန်ပ�သည။် ဆ��ကသ� 

�လ�ထ���က�စ၊ လက်သင်ဆ�ထ����လ�ထ���က�စ�ဖစ်�က�င်�က�� 

'သ�န်��မ��စ�ထန်' ရတ�တ�င်- 

"ရ�က်သ�ယ်�ကသ�၊ ထ���က�စစ 

ရ�ရ� လက်သင်" (စ� ၁၅၁)   

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ 'ထစ်အ��ပ�သည'် ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"မ�တ်လ�တ်ရ�က်သ�င်၊ �ကသင်ရစ်ဆင်� 

ဆင်တ��င်�သင်�သ��"   (စ� ၁၃၁) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� ခ�စ်သ�မ�န်�က�လ�၏ ဆ�ပင်ဆ�ထ���အလ�က�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်က� �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် အမ�တ်လ�တ်��က�လ� နက် �မ��င် 

ရ�င်သန်�နသည�် ဆ�ပင် က�လ�က�� အဆင်�ဆင်�ရစ်က� ပတ်က� 

ဆင်�ပင်ထ��သညမ်�� ကည�်၍ လ�ပတင်�တယ် 

�န�က�င်�ခ�စ်သ�မ�န်�က�လ�၏ အလ�က�� အ�တ���ဖင်� သ�ပ် 

�ဖ�်က��ရ�ဖ���ပခ��ပ�သည။် 

  ထ���ပင် စ�ဆ�� 'နဝ�ဒ�' သည ် ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�၏ အသက် 

ရ�ယ်က��လည�် �ပလ�င်�အ�င် ဖ��ဆ��ထ���က�င်��တ�ရ��ရပ� သည်။ 

ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�မ��အသက်အရ�ယ်အ���ဖင်� ဆယ်�စ်သ� 

ရ���က�င်�က�� ' ည�ည��ပ��ပ� ' ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"ဆင်��ပင်လ��မ�၊ �ပစ်မ��မစက် 

ဆယ်�စ်သက်"  (စ� ၁၃၅) 

ဟ�၍ ခ�စ်သ�မ�န်�က�လ�၏ ငယ်ရ�ယ်�ပ� �ပ��က�� သ�ပ်�ဖ�်က� 

�ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည။် 

စ�ဆ��"နဝ�ဒ�က��"သည ်ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�၏ အသ�� အ�ရအလ�၊ 

ဆ�ပင်အလ� အသက်အရ�ယ်�ပ� �မအလ�တ��က�� ဖ��ဆ�� ပ���န�က် 

ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ�သည ် နတ်သမ��တမလ�ပ�က�င်� 

က��လည�်ဖ��ဆ��ခ���ပန်ပ�သည။် ထ��သ��ဖ��ဆ��ရ�တ�င် ကန်အင်င���ဖ� �င်� 

�ပည�်စ���သ� မယ်�လ�၏ သ�ပသ်ဏ�န်သည ် နတ်သမ�� 

တ��၏အဆင်�အသ�င်သဖ�ယ်�ဖစ်�က�င်�က��လည်� 'ထစ်ရင်�ဖ��ဝ�န်'  

ရတ�တ�င်- 

"ထ���ပ��ထ��ဟန်၊ င်�သင်�ရန်သ�� 

င��ကန်ဆင်��ပင်၊ မ�သခင်မ� 

အဆင်တန်ဆ�၊ အတ��င်�သ��င်� 

�ဖ��ဖ�င�မ�်ကညထ်င်ဘ�သည။်" (စ�-၁၃၅)   

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သညက်�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 
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စ�ဆ��'နဝ�ဒ�'သည ် စစ်သည�်တ�်တစ်ဦ��ဖစ်သည်�င်� အည� 

အရ�င်သခင်�င်�အတ� စစ်ခ� �ရ�သ�� လ��က်ပ�ရမ��ဖစ်ပ�သည်။ 

မက�ခဏစစ်ခ� �သ���ရ�သ� ခ�စ်သ��မ�င်အ��လ�မ�်ဆ�တ်တမ်�  

�နမည�် မယ်�လ�၏ အလ�မ�်သ�ပ်က��လည�် �မင်�ယ�င် လ��အ�င် 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် မယ်�လ�၏ အလ�မ်�က�� �ဖ�်�ပရ�တ�င် 

တစ်နယ်တစ်�က��ခရ���ဝ�သ�� သ���၍ တ�ဝန် ထမ�်�ဆ�င်�နရ�သ� 

ခ�စ်သ��မ�င်အ��လ�မ�်ဆ�တ်တသ သတ� ရ�ခင်��က�င်� 

သန��ဖ�ယ်�ဖစ်�နပ��က�� ' ထစ်အ��ပ�သည ်' ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င် - 

'����ယ�မ�်ယ�မ�်၊ လညတ်�မ�်အ���ဝယ် 

သန��ဘ�ယ်လင်'    (စ� ၁၃၁) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ ' ထစ်�မည်��က်၍' ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"အ����ဖင်�မ��မ�၊ ��လည�်မတတ် 

�ပ��င်��တ်�ခ��ခ�၊ ��ဖ၍မရ�င် 

လက်ငင်�ည��ငယ်၊ ����သ�ယ်" (စ� ၁၃၂) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� မယ်�လ�၏အလ�မ�်က�� သဘ�ဝက�က� 

�ဖ�်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် စ�ဆ��စစ်သည�်မ�င်သည ် ��င်င�၏ တ�ဝန် 

ထမ�်�ဆ�င်ရန်အတ�က် တစ်နယ်တစ်�က�� ရပ�်ဝ�သ�� ခ��ခ�� 

သ���ရ�ခင်��က�င်�ပ�ပင်�သ�က �ဖစ်�နရသည�် ခ�စ်သ�မယ်�လ� ၏ 

ခ�စ��ခ�က်က�� အ�တ���ဖင်� �ရ�ဖ���ပခ��ပ�သည။် 

စစ်သည�်တ�်တ��သည ် စစ်��မ�ပင်တ�င်အ�နက�လ�သည် 

�င်�အမ ခ�စ်ခင်သ�မ����င်� တက�အ�မက်��တမ�်တလ�က၏။ ဤသ�� 

အ�မက်�� တမ�်တ�နခ� �န်တ�င် ပတ်ဝန်�က�င်င�က်�မ�င်�� တ��၏ 

တ�စ���ပ��်ရ�င်�နက ပ��က���မင်ရ�သ�အခ� မ�မ�တ��၏ မလ�တ်လပ ်�သ� 

ဘဝက�� အ��မလ��အ��မရ�ဖစ်လ�ရသက��သ�� င�က်က�လ� မ���၏ 

လ�တ်လပ�်သ�ဘဝက�� အ��က�လ�မ�၏။ ထ��အခ� င�က် 

က�လ�မ���သ� �ဖစ်လ��က်ပ�က ယခ�ခ�က်ခ�င်�ပင် ခ�စ်သ�ထ� ပ� �သန်�၍ 

သ����ရ�က်ခ�င်လ�သည ် ဟ� စ�တ်ခ�စ��ခ�က် �င်� ဆ မ���က�� ' 

မည�်�လစ��လ' ရတ�ကဗ��တ�င်- 

"သ�ဘ�င�က်တ�၊ ပ� �တက်မ�က�� 

�တ��ယ�မခ�၊ �ရ�က်ခ�င်လ�၏" (စ� ၁၄၈)  

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ထ��သ��ဖ��ဆ��ထ���သ��က�င်� မ�မ�ဇ�တ� 

ဌ�နသ�� �ပန်�ရ�က်လ�� လ��သ�စ�တ်၏ �ပင်�ထန်စ��လပ်ရ��� 

ခ�စ��မအသ�င်မ�� သ�ပ�်ပလ�င်လ�ရပ�သည။် 

ဤသ��အ���ဖင်� စ�ဆ��နဝ�ဒ�က��၏ မ����တ�ရတ�မ���တ�င် 

မ���အ�ပထ��ရ��သည�်သ�ဘ�ထ��အ�မင်တ��က��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ရ� 

တ�င် မ���ရ�သ�သဘ�ဝ�င်�အတ� �မ�င်မယ်တ��၏ အခ�စ်၊ အလ�မ်� 

ခ�စ��ခ�က်မ���က�� စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏ စ�တ်အ���၊ စ�တ်မ�က်�စ�၊ 

စ�တန်��တ��တ�င် �မင်�ယ�င်၊ က���ယ�င်၊�တ���တ�လ��အ�င် 

�ဝ�ဝဆ�ဆ��ဖင်� �ရ�ဖ��ထ����င်�က�င်� ရ��သညက်��လည်� 

�တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� မ���ရ�သ� သဘ�ဝအ��ခအ�န အမ� ��မ� �� တ��က�� 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ��ရ� သ�မ�န်လ�တ��အတ�က်ပင် လ�မ�်�ဆ��သလ�� �ဖစ်က� 

ခ�စ��ခ�က်က�� ပ���စပ�သည။် ထ���က�င်� ဇ�တ�ဌ��န�င်� 

ခ�စ်သ�က��ခ��ခ��ကရ�သ� စ�ဆ���င်�စစ်သညမ်���အတ�က် မ���သည် 

အခ�မ�်ဒဏ်�င်�အတ� အလ�မ�်ဒဏ်က��ပ� ပ��တ��ခ�စ��ရ�က�င်� 

�ပလ�င်က� စ�န�စ�တ်အ�တ��မ���က��လည�် �ဖစ်�ပ�စ�က�င်� 

�လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 

၄။ �ခ�င��သ���သပ်ခ�က် 

စ�ဆ�� 'နဝ�ဒ�' ၏ မ����တ�ရတ�မ���တ�င် �တ�ရ��ရ�သ� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��မ���က���လ�လ�ကည�်�သ�အခ� အ�မင်က�� သ�ပ် 

�ဖ�်�ခင်�၊ အက��က��သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ခင်�၊အ�တ��က�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ခင်� ဟ�၍ 

�လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ဤသ��သ�ပ�်ဖ�် �ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် လည်� 

သဘ�ဝအတ��င်��ဖစ်�ပ�န�သ� မ���တ�မတ်��၏သဘ�ဝ၊ ရ�သ� 

အလ��က်��ပ�င်�လ��န�သ� �က�င်�ကင်တ��၏ သဘ�ဝ တ��က�� 

ထည�်သ�င်��ဖ�်�ပထ��၍ �က�င်�ကင်၏သဘ�ဝမ��ပ��၍ 

�ပလ်���ကလ�ပလ�ရပ�သည။် မ���ရ��သ�န်�မက�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ�� 

ရ�တ�င် လည�်မ���မရ��မ�အ��ခအ�န၊ မ���ရ��သ�န်�ပ��အမ� ��မ� ��၊ 

မ���ရ��သ�န်�ပ�� အ��ခအ�နတ��က��လည�် �မင်�ယ�င်က���ယ�င် 

လ��အ�င်ထည�်သ�င်��ရ�ဖ��က�သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရ��ရ 

ပ�သည်။ ထ��အ�ပင် မ���နတ်သ��၏ တ�ယင် (အက�) ဝတ်��လ��င�် 

မ���နတ်သ���က�င�်မ���ရ��သ�န်��စတတ်ပ��တ��က��လည�် စ�တ်က���င�် 

�ဖ�်က��က� သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ခ���ပန်ပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� မ���ရ�သ� 

သဘ�ဝ၏ အ��ခအ�န အမ� ��မ� ��တ��က�� �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ရ� သ�မ�န် 

လ�တ��အတ�က်ပင် လ�မ�်�ဆ��သလ���ဖစ်က� ခ�စ��ခ�က်က��ပ���စပ� သည်။ 

တဖန် မ���သည ် ခ��ခ���နရ�သ� ခ�စ်သ� �မ�င်မယ်တ�� အတ�က် 

အလ�မ�်က�� ပ��မ��ပ��ပ����ပ���င် သည�်ဖစ်ရ� စ�ဆ��က 

မ���အ�ပထ��ရ���သ� သ�ဘ�ထ��က�� ခ�စ်သ��စ်���၏ ခ�စ��ခ�က် 

အ�မင်�ဖင�် ဖ��ဆ��ထ�� သည်က��လည�် �လ�လ��တ�ရ�� ရမည် 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် စစ်သည ်စ�ဆ���င်�ခ�စ်သ� မယ်�လ�တ��၏ အ�ပန်အလ�န် 

အခ�စ်၊ အလ�မ�်၊ ခ�စ��ခ�က်မ���က��လည�် အထင် အရ����တ��မင် 

ရသက��သ�� အ�တ���ဖင်� သ�ပ�်ပလ�င်�အ�င် 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်�က��လည�် �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် �ပင်ဆင်မ ကင်�မ�� 

�သ� ခ�စ်သ�မ�န်�က�လ�၏ ပင်က��ယ် အလ�က��လည�် က�က်က�က် 

က�င်�က�င်� �မင်�ယ�င် လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�် �ရ�ဖ��ခ��ပ�သည်။ 

မညသ်��ပင်ဆ���စက�မ� စ�ဆ�� 'နဝ�ဒ�'၏ မ����တ�ရတ�တ�င် ပ�ဝင်�သ� 

'သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��မ���' �က�င�် စ�ဆ���ဖ�်�ပလ���သ� 

အ�က�င်�အရ�က�� ပ��ပင် �စသည�်အ�ပင် သဘ�ဝပတ်ဝန်�က�င်က�� 

ခ�စ်ခင်�မတ်���စ�တ်၊ စ�န�စ�တ်မ����ဖစ်�ပ လ��စပ�သည။် 

၅။ န�ဂ���  

ဤစ�တမ�်သည ် �ပညန်ဝ�ဒ�၏ မ����တ�ရတ�ကဗ�� (၁၁) ပ�ဒမ်� 

စ�ဆ��၏ သ�ပ�်ဖ�် အဖ��ပ��င်��င်ကမ�်က�င်ပ��မ���က�� �လ�လ� 

�ဖ�်ထ�တ်တင်�ပခ���ခင်� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် သ��တသ�မ��� အ�န�ဖင်� �ပည-်
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နဝ�ဒ�၏ ရတ�မ���မ� ဘ�ရ��တ��င်၊ စစ်ခ� �၊ မယ်ဘ��၊ �မ�င်ဘ��၊ မ�ဘ��၊ 

�ရလ��၊ �တ�လ��၊ ဥ�ဒ�င်�ဖ��, မ အ�မ�အ��ဖ၊ ဝမ�်ဘ� ဖ��, မ 

အ�မ�အ��ဖ၊ ပန်�ဘ��အ�ဖည�်ခ�...ရတ�မ���က��လည်� ဆက်လက် 

သ��တသန�ပ��င်ပ�သည။် 

က�မ�်က���စ�ရင်�  

၁။ �က��်ရင်၊ ဦ�။ (၁၉၄၁) ။ ကဝ�ဘ�ရတ�က�မ်� (ပထမဘ��) မ�လ�၊ 

သ�ခဝတ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၂။ ခင်မင်၊ �မ�င်။ (ဓ��ဖ)။ (၁၉၉၄) ။ စက����ပသ�ဘ�တရ�� စက����ပ 

အတတ်ပည�၊ ရန်က�န၊် စ��ပ�လ�ကပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၃။ ထင်၊�မ�င်။ (၁၉၈၁) ။ ဝတရ�ည်စ�တမ်�မ��� (ဒ�တ�ယတ��)။ ရန်က�န၊် 

စ��ပဗ�မ�န ်ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၄။ ထ�န�်�ရ�၊ ဦ�။ ဓမစရ�ယ။ (၁၉၆၇) ။ ကဗ��စ�ယစ်��က�မ်�က��။ ရန်က�န်၊ 

�အ�င်မ�တ်ဆက်ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၅။ နဝ�ဒ�၊ �ပည်။ (၁၉၆၆) ။ နဝ�ဒ�ရတ��ပ�င�်ခ�ပ် (စတ�တအက�မ်)။ ရန်က�န်၊ 

ဟ�သ�ဝတ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၆။ �ဖ�မ�င်တင်၊ ဦ�။ (၁၉၈၇) ။ �မန်မ�စ��ပသမ��င�် (ပထမအက�မ်)။ 

ရနက်�န၊် �ခတရ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၇။ �ရ��န�်၊ �မ�င။် (၁၉၅၈) ။ အ�ဒ�ကပက�မ်�၊ ရန်က�န၊် (စစ်က��တ�် 

က��မင်�) ၊ ဟ�သ�၀တ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၈။ လ�မ်�၊ ဆရ�။ (၁၉၅၅) ။ ကဗ��သ�ရတသဂ�လ်။ ရနက်�န၊် ရန�်အ�င် 

မဂလ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၉။ သ၊ ဦ�။ (၁၉၆၀) ။ ကဝ�လကဏသ���က�မ်�တ��။ ရန်က�န၊် �မ�ဇ�်ပ����ပ် တ��က် 
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စ�တမ်�အက��်- ဤစ�တမ�်သည ် �မန်မ�စ��ပနယ်ပယ်၊ 

�ခတ်ကဗ��ကတ�င် ပ�ဝင်�သ� �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��(၃)ပ�ဒမ်� 

အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ�က�� �လ�လ�တင်�ပထ���ခင်� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ရည်ရ�ယ် 

ခ�က်မ��  ကဗ��ဆရ�၏အ�တ��စ�တ်က���င�် �စတန�အ�ရ�အဖ��တ��က��  

�ဖ�ထ်�တတ်င်�ပလ���ခင်� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။်  ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ�� 

(၃)ပ�ဒက်�� အ�လ�လ�ခ�အ�ဖစ် �ရ��ခ�ယ် တင်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် ထ��သ�� 

�လ�လ�တင်�ပရ�တ�င် ဆရ��ဇ�ဂ်� �၏ ရသစ��ပအဖ�င�်က�� အ��ခခ� 

က� အ�တ��စ�တ်က��က��ပ���ပ�စ�သ� �ရ�ဖ��နည�်�ဖင�် တင်�ပထ�� 

ပ�သည။် လ�သ��အ��မ�န်၊ စ�တ်ဓ�တ်�က��ခ��င်မမ����င�် သ�ပ�်ဖ�် 

စက��သ���မ���က�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် �ခတ်ကဗ��က�� �လ�လ�လ��သ�မ��� 

အတ�က် အ�ထ�က်အက� �ပ��င်ပ�သည။် 

�သ��ခ�က်�ဝ�ဟ�ရ- အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ�၊ ကဗ��၊ စ�တ်က��၊ 

�ခတ်ကဗ��၊ သ�ပ�်ဖ�။် 

၁။ န�ဒ�န�်  

�မန်မ�စ��ပ�လ�ကတ�င် အ��ခခ�အ���ဖင�် ကဗ�� �င�် 

စက����ပဟ�၍ ပ��သဏ�န်�စ်မ� �� ရ��ပ�သည။် ထ��ပ��သဏ�န် 

�စ်မ� ��သည် �လ�ကလ�သ��တ��က�� ခ�စ��မရသ �ပ�စ�မ�်��င် သည�် 

အ�ပည�ပစည�်မ��� �ဖစ်ကပ�သည။်  

ကဗ��ဆရ�တ��သည ် မ�မ� �က��တ�ခ��ရ�သ� အ�တ�အ�က�တ��က�� 

မ�မ�တ��၏ခ�စ��ခ�က်�င�် �ပ�င်�စပ်က� ကဗ��မ��� ဖ��သ�ခ��ကသည။် 

ထ��အထ�တ�င် ဆရ� �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�လည�် ပ�ဝင်ခ��သည။် 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ� သည ် ၁၉၄၈-ခ��စ် လ�တ်လပ�်ရ��ခတ်၌ 

ထ�က်�ပ ထ�န်�က��လ��သ� ကဗ��ဆရ�ထ�တ�င် ထင်ရ��� 

�က��်က��သ��ဖစ်ပ�� ကဗ��ပ�ဒ�်ရ �ပ�င်� “၁ဝဝဝ” �က��်က�� 

�ရ�ဖ��ခ��သ�လည�် �ဖစ်သည။် ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��မ���က�� 

သ��တသနစ�တမ�်�ပစ�ထ��သည�် စ�တမ�် မ��� မ���စ�� မ�တ�ရ�ပ။ 

‘မ�န်’ ဝတဟ� ထင်ရ���သည�် ကဗ��ရ�ည်က��က�� ပ�ရဂ�ဘ��က� 

စ�တမ�်ငယ်အ�ဖစ် �ဒစပယ်ဖတ်ခ��ဖ��သညက်��သ� �တ�ခ��ရပ�သည်။ 

ထ���က�င�် ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ကဗ��မ���က�� 

သ��တသန�ပစ�ရ�ခင်� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ထ��ကဗ��မ���ထ�မ� မ�န်တ��င်��င�် 

အ�ပ�်ပ��် �န�သ�ပန်�(၁၉၅၉)၊ မ�န်တ��င်�က�� ရင်ဆ��င်�လ�� (၁၉၆၆)၊ 

မ�နလ�န်ပ��က�လ၏ �မတ��စ�င်�ခ�င်�သစ် (၁၉၈၅) ဟ��သ� 

ကဗ��(၃)ပ�ဒက်�� ထ�တ်�တ်၍ ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ အ�တ���င�် အ�ရ�က�� 

�လ�လ��ဖ�်ထ�တ် တင်�ပသ���ပ�မည။် 

ထ��သ��တင်�ပရ�တ�င် �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ အတပတ� 

အက�်�၊ကဗ���ဝ�ဟ�ရအဖ�င�် �င�် �ခတ်ကဗ�� သ�ဘ�သဘ�ဝ၊ 

�ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ�� (၃) ပ�ဒမ်� အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ� �လ�လ�ခ�က် 

ဟ�၍ အပ��င်� (၃) ပ��င်� ခ��က� �ဖ�်ထ�တ်တင်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် 

၂။ �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏အတပတ�အက�်� 

ကဗ��ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�က�� ၁၉၃၁-ခ��စ်၊ ဇဝ�ရ�လ ၁၆ရက် 

�သ�က��န�တ�င် ပ�သ�မခ်��င်၊ သ��ပ�င်�မ�တ�င် အဖ 

ရ�ဇဝတ်ဝန်�ထ�က် ဦ�ဘထ�န်၊ အမ� �ဒဖ�န်ရ�န် တ��မ� ဖ����မင်ခ��သည်။ 

�မ��ခ�င်�သ����ယ�က်တ�င် အက��ဆ����ဖစ် သည။် 

ဗဟ��အစ���ရအထက်တန်��က��င်�တ�င် �နစ်ကပင် 

လက်�ရ�စ��စ�င် မ���မ�� “�ဒ�င်�ဒင်” ဟ��သ� က�လ�င် 

အမည�်ဖင�် ကဗ��မ��� စ�ရ�ခ��သည။် ၁၉၄၈-ခ��စ်တ�င် ဟ�သ�ဝတ� 

သတင်�စ�၌ “�ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�” အမည�်ဖင�် ကဗ�� မ����ရ�ခ��သည်။ 

၁၉၅၃-ခ��စ်တ�င် ကမ��င�မ�်ခ�မ�်�ရ� ည�လ�ခ�ကဗ��ပ�င်ပ��၌ 

‘စစ်�င�်�ပညသ်�’ ကဗ���ဖင�် ဆရ�က�� သခင်က��ယ်�တ�်မင်� 

ခ� ���မင�်သည�်ဆ�က�� ရရ��ခ��သည။် 

စ��ရ�သ� �ရ�သ���ပစ�ခ���သ� စ�အ�ပမ်���မ�� ကဗ���ပ�လ�က���၊ 

ပ�လ�န�ဒ�န်�၊ �လ�ကမ�က်ကန်�၊ မ����သ�က် လက�ပန်�၊ 

မ�န်ကဗ��ရ�ည်က��၊ ခ�စ်သ�မ�က်�� ကဗ�� စက်ဝ��င်�၊ �လ�ကသစ�က�� 

ရ���ဖ��ခင်��င�် ကဗ��ဝတ �လ�ပ�ဒ၊် ကလ��မ�မ�မ�န်�၊ မ���ဆန်�သ�မ���၊ 

အသည�်�င�် ထပ်တ�၊ ကဗ��လ�တ်အနမ�်၊ မလ�မ်�သ� ကမ����င်� 

စ�သ� စ�အ�ပ�်ပ�င်� (၅၅) အ�ပ် �ရ�သ��ထ�တ်�ဝခ��ပ� သည။် 

ထ���ပင် စ��ရ�သ�သည ် ရ�င်ရ�င်�လ�ကသ��လည�် ဝင်�ရ�က်ခ��သ� 

�ဖစ်သည။် ‘�ရ�ရင်သ�မ�်သစ်’၊ ‘လ�လင် ငယ်�သ��’၊ ‘အပယ်ရတန�

’၊ ‘�ခ�က�လ�စ��စ��’ ဇ�တ် က��မ���တ�င် 

ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်တစ်ဦ�အ�ဖစ် ပ�ဝင်ခ��သည။် ‘�ပညဟ်�န်��က��်’ 

အမည�်ဖင�် �ဗဒင်လည�် �ဟ�ခ��သ� �ဖစ်သည်။ 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် ၁၉၅၈-ခ��စ် မတ်လ ၂၂ ရက်၊ န�နက် ၂ 
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န�ရ� အခ� �န် တ�င် ကင်ဆ��ရ�ဂ��ဖင�် ဘဝတစ်ပ��သ�� 

��ပ�င်�သ���က�ယ်လ�န်ခ��သည။် 

၃။ ကဗ���ဝ�ဟ�ရအဖ�င�်�င�် �ခတ်ကဗ��သ�ဘ�သဘ�ဝ  

ကဗ��ဟ��သ� �ဝ�ဟ�ရ�င�်စပလ်�်�၍ ပည�ရ�င် အသ��သ�� က 

အဓ�ပ�ယ် အမ� ��မ� �� ဖ�င�်ဆ��ခ��ကပ�သည။် 

ပ�ဂ�ဝန်�ထ�က်မင်�ဦ�တင်က ကဗ��ဗသ�ရက�မ�်တ�င် - 

“ကဗ��ဆ��သညမ်�� သကဋဘ�သ�ကဗ�, က�ဗ� မ��� က���သ�်၎င်�၊ 
မ�ဂဓဘ�သ� က��ဝယ�, ကဗ�, ကဗမ��� က���သ�်၎င်� 

�မန်မ�ဘ�သ� ကဗ��ဟ�၍ �ပန်ဆ���ခ�ဝ ကသည။် ဖ��သည…် 

ပည�ရ��တ��စ�က��� �သ�စ�” [၂] (စ�-၅) 

ဟ�၍ ဖ�င�်ဆ��ပ�သည။် �မန်မ�စ�အဖ��က ထ�တ်�ဝ�သ� 

�မန်မ�အဘ�ဓ�န်တ�င်-  

“ကဗ�� /ဂဗ��/ န- စည�် မ��်မ����င�်အည� စ�လ���၊ 

စ�ပ��ဒအ်�ရအတ�က်၊ က�ရန်အခ� �တ်အဆက်၊ အသ�အ�န အထ�� 

စသည�်ဖင�် စ�က���ထ���သ�အဖ��အ��” [၈] (စ�-၄) 

ဟ�၍ ရ�င်�လင်�ဖ�င�်ဆ��ထ��သညက်�� �တ�ရပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��ဟ�သည် လ�တ��၏ လပရ်���မ၊ ခ�စ��မ၊ စ�တ်က�� 

အ�တ��တ���င�် တ�ည��သ� စက��နယ်မ� အဖ��အစည�် တစ်ခ��ဖစ်သည်။ 
�မန်မ�စ�ဆ��တ��သည ် လပရ်���၊ ခ�စ��၊ စ�တ်က��၊ �တ���တ�မတ��က�� 

ဖ��စည�်တင်�ပရ�၌ ရသ ��မ�က်�သ�ကဗ��မ���က�� 

ဖန်တ����င်�က�င်� �တ�ရသည။် 

ထ���က�င�် ကဗ��သည ် မ�မ�ဆ��လ��သည�် အဓ�ပ�ယ် က�� 

က�စ်လ�စ်ထ�မ��သ� စက��လ���မ����ဖင�် ဖ����ရ�သ� 
စ��ပအမ� ��အစ���ဖစ်သည။် ကဗ��သမ��င်��က�င်�က�� �လ�လ� 

ကည�်လင် ကဗ��က�� ပ�ဂ��ခတ်မ�စ၍ မ�က်�မ��က် �ခတ်အထ� 

�ခတ်အဆက်ဆက် စ�ဆ��အသ��သ��တ��က ပ��စ�အမ� ��မ� ���ဖင�် 
ဖ����ခ��သညက်�� �လ�လ�အက�ခတ် ��င်ပ�သည။် က��လ��န��ခတ် 

���င်�ပ��င်�တ�င် ကဗ�� လမ�်�က�င်� ��ပ�င်�လ�သ���က� 
�ခတ်စမ�်ကဗ��ဟ�သည�် �ခတ်ကဗ��မ����ပထ�က်လ�ခ��သည်။ 

�ခတ်ကဗ��မ��� သည ် လ�သ��တ��၏သတ�၊ အ��မ�န်၊ ခ�စ��မတ��က�� 

�ပလ�င်�အ�င်ဖ��လ�ကသည။် လ�အမ��� န��လညလ်�ယ်သည�် 

အဖ��ပ��စ�မ���က�� ������ရ�င်�ရ�င်� ဖ��ဆ��လ�ကသညက်�� �တ���င်ပ�သည။် 

၄။ �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ကဗ��(၃)ပ�ဒမ်� အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ� 

အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ�ဟ��သ� �ဝ�ဟ�ရတ��က�� �မန်မ�အဘ�ဓ�န် 

အက�်�ခ�ပတ်�င်- 

အ�တ��- စ်�စ��ဆင်�ခင်မ၊ �တ���တ��က�စညမ် [၇] (စ�-၆၂) 

အ�ရ�- အကရ�စ�လ���က���ရ�သ���ခင်�၊ အ�က�င်�အရ� 
တစ��တရ�က�� စ�က���ဖ����မ [၇] (စ�-၁၁၆) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊   

�မန်မ�အဂလ�ပအ်ဘ�ဓ�န်တ�င်-  

အ�တ��က�� thought, idea [၉] (စ�-၅၆၃) အ�ရ�က�� writing [၉] 

(စ�-၅၈၆)  

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊  

ဆရ��ဇ�်ဂ� �၏ ‘ရသစ��ပ အဖ�င�်’တ�င်- 

ဖ����ပ���င�် စ�တ်က����ဏ်တ��သည ် ခ��၍မရစ�က�င်��သ� 

အရ��စ်ခ��ဖစ်သည ်[၁] (စ�-၉၃) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ 

ဆရ��မဇင်က ‘ကဗ���နရ��င�်နမ�တ်ပ��’ တ�င်- 

ကဗ��တစ်ပ�ဒသ်ည ် �တ���ခခ�စ��မတရပ�်ဖစ်သည။် ထ�� 
�တ���ခခ�စ��မက�� �ဖစ်�ပ�စသည�် ‘အဆ�’က�� ကဗ��� 

ပရ�ယ�ယ်�ဖင�်�ဖ�်က��ရင်� ‘ပ��’�ပလ�သည။် ကဗ��တ�င် အသ�၊ 
နရ�၊ နမ�တ်ပ��၊ ဖ��ထ���၊ အနက်တ��၏ဓ�တ်�ပ�င်�သည�် ‘ပ��’ �ဖစ်သည် [၆] 

(စ�-၄ဝ) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� အ�တ���င�်အ�ရ�၏ အနက် 
အဓ�ပ�ယ်က��ယ�ဆခ�က် အမ� ��မ� ���ဖင�် ဖ�င�်ဆ��ထ��ကသည် က�� 

�လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် အ�တ�� �င�် အ�ရ� ဟ�သည် 
စ�တ်က��စ်�စ��မ�သညမ်���က�� လ�အမ���သ�ရ�� ခ�စ����င်�စရန် 

ပ���ဖ�်�ရ�သ��စ�က����ခင်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��ဆရ�တ��သည ် �လ�ကသ���ပ��မ� မက�န် ��င်�သ� 
အ�က�င်�အရ�မ���က�� စ�တ်ဝင်စ��စ�� ကည�်၍ မ�မ�အ�မင်၊ 

မ�မ�အသ�၊ မ�မ�အက��တ��က�� စ�တ်က��အ�တ���င�် ပ���ဖ�်က� 

စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��က�� ရသခ�စ��မ �ဖစ်�ပလ��စရန် 
�ရ�ဖ���လ�ရ��ကပ�သည။် ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် မ�မ� �တ�ခ��၊ �က�ခ��၊ 

ခ�စ��ခ��ရ�သ� �တ��က�ခ�စ��မအသ�တ��က�� ကဗ��ဖ��သ�၍ 

စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��က�� အ�တ��အ�ခ ခ�စ��မ ရသ �ပ�စ�မ�်ထ��သည။် 

၄၊၁။ မ�န်တ��င်��င�်အ�ပ�်ပ���်န�သ�ပန်� 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် “မ�န်တ��င်��င�် အ�ပ�်ပ��်�န�သ� ပန်�
” ကဗ��တ�င် က�ကမ�မ�န်တ��င်�က တ��က်မ�တ��င်� တ��က် �သ�်လည်� 

လ�သ��တ��၏အ��မ�န် ပန်�ဖ��က ရ�င်သန် �န�က�င်� 

�မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ�� သည။် 

ဤကဗ��တ�င် ညကမ�န်တ��င်�တ��က်�သ��က�င�် ပန်�ပ�င�်မ��� 

အ�ပ�်ပ��်ကရပ��၊ ကဗ��ဆရ�မ�� အ�ပ�်ပ��်�န �သ�ပန်�ပ�င�်မ���က�� 

ကည�်၍ ဝမ�်နည�်�ကက��ရပ��၊ ထ��သ�� ဝမ�်နည�်�နစ်တ�င် �ပ�လ���သ� 
�က�င်�ကင်မ� န�ရ��သ� �နလ���က���ဖင�် အ�ဏ်တက်လ�ပ��၊ ထ��အခ� 

ပန်�ဖ��မ��� အ�ပ�်ပ��်ရ�မ� လ��လ�ထလ�ပ��၊ အ��သစ်မ�န်သစ်�ဖင�် 

ပန်�မ��� ပ�င�်လန်�လ�ကပ��က�� - 

         “ညကမ�န်တ��င်�၊ သ�အ�ပခ်��င်�၍ 

         ပန်�တ��င်�င��က�၊ မပ�င�်ရ��ဟ�” [၃] (စ�-၁၄ဝ) 

ဟ�၍ လည�်�က�င်�၊ 

        “င�မ���ကက��၊ ဝမ�်ပမ�်နည�်စ် 
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         ရ�ရ�န��ဖ�၊ အ�ဏလ်�၍၊ 

        တ�မ�်ပ�က���ဖ�က်၊ တမ����သ�က်မ�၊ 

       �င်��သ�က်ဆ�တ်လ��၊ ပန်�ဖ��ဖ��လင်၊ 

       လ��လ�၍ထ၊ ပ�င�်လ��ကသည၊် 

       ရ�န်��မင��လ�စ်… သစ်သစ်တက��”[၃] (စ�-၁၄ဝ) 

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� ပ���ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် အဆ��� �လ�ကဓ�က�� 
‘မ�န်တ��င်�’၊ လ�သ��က�� ‘ပန်�’ �င�် တင်စ�� ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည်။ 

မ�န်တ��င်��င�်ပန်�က�� “အ�ပခ်��င်�” ဟ��သ� သက်ရ��လ�သ��မ���က��သ�� 

သ���န်�လ��က်�သ�အခ� ပ��မ�� �ပလ�င်လ�ပ�သည။် အဆ����လ�ကဓ� 
�က�င�် က��စ��မ အ��မ�န်မ�� စ�တ်ရ��တ��င်� မပ�င�်လန်���င်ဘ� 

အ�ပ�်ပ��်�နရပ�� က�� ‘မပ�င�်ရ��’ ဟ� ‘ရ��’ ဟ��သ� 
သန��က�ဏ�သက်ဖ�ယ် စက��လ����လ��ဖင�်သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ထ��ပ�သည်။ 

အ�ဏ်တက် လ��သ��နလ���က��၏ အ�နအထ��က�� “ရ�ရ�န��ဖ�၊ 

အ�ဏ် လ�” ဟ��သ� အ�ရ�င်သ�ကတ�ဖင�် န်�ဆ��ထ��သည်။ 
ပန်�ဖ��ပန်�ပ�င�်တ��၏ လပရ်���မ အမ�အရ�က��လည�် “လ��လ�၍ထ” 

ဟ�သည�် သက်ရ��တ�င် သ����သ� စက��သ��� �က�င်��ဖင�် 
�ဖ�်က��ထ��သညမ်�� ပန်�ဖ��၊ ပန်�ပ�င�်တ��၏ အ��မ�န်က�� 

�ပလ�င်�စသည။် စ��ရ�သ�၏အ�တ�� �င�်အ�ရ��က�င�် 

မ�န်တ��င်�၏ဒဏ်က�� မညမ် ခ�ရ�စက�မ� �ပန်လညရ်�င်သန်မ��ဖစ်�သ� 
ပန်�ပ�င�်တ��၏အ��မ�န်က�� လ�သ��အ��မ�န်အ�ဖစ် �ပလ�င် 

ထင်ရ���လ��စပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��၏ဂယက်အနက်တ��သည ်စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��အ�� ��က်ခတ်မ�ပင် 
�ဖစ်သည။် ဤကဗ��သည် ဆရ��ဇ�်ဂ� �၏ “ပန်�ပန်လ�က်ပ�” 

ကဗ��က��သ�� �လ�ကဓ�က�� �က���က��ခ���င် သည�် လ�သ��တ��၏ 
အ��မ�န်က�� �ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် လ�သ��အ��မ�န် ပန်�ဖ��ကလည်� 

ထ�ဝရ ရ�င်သန်ဆ�ပင် �ဖစ်�က�င်� �ပလ�င်လ�ရသည�် 

ကဗ���က�င်� တစ်ပ�ဒ ်ဟ� ဆ��ရမည�်ဖစ်သည။် 

၄၊၂။ မ�န်တ��င်�က��ရင်ဆ��င်�လ�� 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် “မ�န်တ��င်�က��ရင်ဆ��င်�လ��” 
ကဗ��တ�င် မညသ်���သ� အခက်အခ�မ� ���င�်�က��တ�ရပ��စ 

ရညမ်�န်�ခ�က်ပန်�တ��င် �ရ�က်�အ�င် ရင်ဆ��င်သ���မည ် �ဖစ် �က�င်� 

�မ�င်မယ်�စ်ဦ�၏ ဇ�တ်လမ�်�ဖင�် ဖန်တ��ဖ��ဆ�� ထ��သည။် 

ဤကဗ��တ�င် ညဉ�်နက်နက် �မ��င်က�� မ�က�� ထ�တ�င် 
မယ်�င�်�မ�င် တ�စ���လ�က်လ�မ�်ကပ��၊ လမ�်ခရ�� တ�င် အဆင်�၊ 

အတက်၊ အခ� ��၊ အ�က�မ����ဖင�် ��ပ�ပစ် �ခ���မ��ခင်� မရ��ပ��၊ 
တစ်�ယ�က်က�� တစ်�ယ�က် အ�ဖ�်�ပ ၍ �က�က်ရ��စ�တ်က�� 
��ဖ�ဖ��က်ကပ��၊ ညဉ�်နက်ခရ��တ�င် (ဝ�ည�်) 
စ�တအ်��မ�န်က��အ�ဖ�်�ပ၍ ခရ��ဆက်ကပ��တ��က�� 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် 

မယ်�င�်�မ�င်တ�� ခရ��လမ�်တ�င် မ�မ�တမ်� 

�လ�က်လ�မ�်ကသည�် �မင်က�င်�က��- 

      “လက်ခ�င်�တ��၍၊ �မ��င်ထ�ညဉ�်လမ�်၊ 

      တ���တ���စမ�်က�၊ လ�မ�်ကမည�်မ�င်၊     

      လ�င်�ခ�င်တ��တ��၊ ခရ����ခက�န်၊ 

      ရင်တ�န်ပ��လ�၊ မ�မ�ပ�ရ�င်” [၄] (စ�-၁ဝ၃) 

ဟ�၍ ဇ�တ်လမ�်ဖန်တ�� ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် မယ်�င�် �မ�င် သည် 

ကမ�်တမ�်�သ� ခ�ရ�င်�လမ�်က�� �လ�က်လ�မ�် �တ��မည် 

�ဖစ်�သ��က�င�် ညဉ�်နက်ခ� �န်က�� �ရ��ခ�ယ် သ���န်�ထ��သည်။ 
စ��ရ�သ�၏ အ�တ�� �င�် အ�ရ� သည် ခ� ��က��ဖ�ယ်ပင်တည်�။ 

“တ���တ���စမ�်က�” ဟ��သ� စက��သ���သည ် ညဉ�်နက်ခ� �န် 

�ဖစ်�သ��က�င�် �ဖည�်�ဖည�် ခ�င်� စမ�်က� သ����နရသည်က�� 
�ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် “မ�မ�ပ�ရ�င်” ဟ��သ�အသ���မ�� 

မယ်က�လ�၏ အမ�အရ�က�� ထင်�ကန� �မင်�ယ�င်�စသည်။ 
ဤအသ���၏ �န�က်က�ယ်တ�င် မ�မ�ရညမ်�န်�ထ��သည�် ပန်�တ��င်က�� 

အ�ရ�က်လ�မ�်မည�် မယ်က�လ�အ�� က��စ���စလ���သ�၊  

မ�မ�ပမ�်�စလ���သ� စ��ရ�သ�၏ �စတန�ဆက�� 

�တ��မင်��င်သည။် 

ဆက်လက်၍ မယ်�င�်�မ�င် �လ�က်လ�မ�်ရ�သ� ခရ��လမ်�မ�� 

��ပ�ပစ်�ခ���မ��ခင်�မရ��ပ��က��- 

      “လမ�်ဆစ်�က�ခ� ��၊ �မဝ���ဝ���မ�၊ 

      ပမ�်ရ�စ�လည�်၊ ဖ�ဖ��ဖ��နင်�၊ 

      အဆင်��လ���လ��၊ အထက်�မ��ပ��၊ 

      ခရ���သ���လ�က်၊ တ�င်တ�င်�ပ�က်မ�၊ 

      မ����သ�က်မ�န်���ခ�ရ�က်�ပမည်” [၄] (စ�-၁ဝ၃) 

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် လမ�်ခရ��၏ကမ�်တမ�်ပ��၊ ��ပ�ပစ် 

�ခ���မ��ခင်�မရ��ပ��က�� သ��ပင်�တစ်လ�ည�်၊ သ�တင်�တစ်လ�ည�် ၄-၃-၂ 
က�ရန်မ����ဖင�် ခ� �တ်ဆက်ထ��သညမ်�� �စ်သက် ဖ�ယ်ပင် �ဖစ်သည်။ 

ဘဝအ�မ�က�� အသ�က�ရန်�ဖင�် သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် မယ်�င�် 

�မ�င်တ��၏ ခ�ရ�င်� လမ�်က�� �လ�က်လ�မ�်ရ�ခင်�မ��လည်� 

�ပလ�င်ထင်ရ��� �စ ပ�သည်။ 

ထ���န�က် ကဗ��ပ� မယ်�င�်�မ�င်တ�� သည် တစ်�ယ�က်က�� 
တစ်�ယ�က် အ���ပ�ရင်� မ��မ��င်�န�သ� အ�မ��င်ထ�က�� 

ရင်ဆ��င်�နကရပ���မင်က�င်�က��- 

      “အ��….တ�ယ်ရ�မ��ကင်�၊  

      �စ်�ယ�က်ခ�င်�မ��၊ အ��တင်�ရသည၊်  

      �မ��င်�ခညည်စ်သမ�်၊ 

      လ�ခမ�်မ�မင်၊ တ�မ�်ပင်မည�်မည�်” [၄] (စ�-၁ဝ၃)  

ဟ�၍ သ�ပ�်ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည။် “�မ��င်�ခည ် ညစ်ညမ်�၊ 
လ�ခမ�်မ�မင်၊ တ�မ�်ပင်မည�်မည�်” ဟ��သ� အဖ��အ��သည် 
အ�မ��င်ထ�က��စ����န�က�င်� �ပလ�င်လ�သည။် လ�သ�� �စ်ဦ�အ�� 

အခက်အခ�က�� ရင်ဆ��င်�နရ�သ� အခ� �န်အခ� အ�ဖစ် �မ��င်မ��က်ည က�� 

�န�က်ခ�ယ�၍ �ရ�ဖ���ခင်��ဖစ်သည။် 
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ထ���ပင် �မ��င်မ��က်�သ�ည�င�် (ဝ�ည�်) စ�တ်အ��မ�န်က�� 
မ�တ�်ဆ�က��သ�� သ�ဘ�ထ��က� ဘဝမ�န်တ��င်�က�� 

ရင်ဆ��င်�နကရ�သ� မယ်�င�်�မ�င်တ��၏ �ဖစ်�ထ�က��- 

      “�မကတ��၊    �မ�င်တလ�ည�်လင်၊ 

      �ရ�တ�င်မ�န်တ��င်�၊ �ပင်��ပင်�ခ��င်�၍၊ 

      သစ်က��င်�က� ���က၊ ပင်��ခလ�င�်ဆ�၊ 

      လ�မ�်မ��မ�င်�င�်၊ ခရ��ဆင�်မည၊် 

      ည�င�်ဝ�ည�် မ�တ်�ဆ�တက��” [၄] (စ�-၁ဝ၃)  

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည။် ထ��အဖ��၏ �န�က်က�ယ်တ�င် 
မယ်�င�်�မ�င်တ��က�� အ��မ�လ��ဘ� ခရ��ဆက်�စလ���သ� 

စ��ရ�သ�၏ �စတန�အ�တ��က�� �တ��မင်ရသည။် လ�သ�� တ��သည် 
ဘဝမ�န်တ��င်�က�� �က��တ�ရမ��ဖစ်သည။် ထ��သ�� �က��တ�ရ�တ�င် 

စ�တပ်�က်အ���လ���၍ အ���ပ�သ��� ကသညလ်ည�်ရ��၏။ 

ဤကဗ��သည် ဘဝမ�န်တ��င်�က�� အ�� မ�ပ�ဘ� 
ရင်ဆ��င်��ဖရ�င်�သ���ရမညဟ်��သ� ဘဝအ��မ�န် သတ�အ�တ��က�� 

�ပ�စ�မ�်��င်သည�် ကဗ���က�င်�တစ်ပ�ဒ ်ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

၄၊၃။ မ�နလ�န်ပ��က�လ၏�မတ��စ�င်�ခ�င်�သစ် 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် “မ�နလ�န်ပ��က�လ၏ �မတ� 

�စ�င်�ခ�င်�သစ်” ကဗ��တ�င် မ�မ�ငယ်ရ�ယ် �နယ်စ်က 

�ဒ�သအမ�က်က��ခ��ပ��၊ မ�န်မ�နထ��ခ��ပ��တ��က�� �ပန်လည် 
ဆင်�ခင်မ�က� မ�နတရ��က�� ခဝ�ခ�ခ���က�င်� သ��ဝဂယ�ရန် 

အ�တ���ဖင�် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��ဆရ�သည် ငယ်�စ်က အမ�က်�ဒ�သ �ပင်�ထန်သည�် 

နဂ���င�် ဂဠန်ထက်ပင် �ဒ�သပ���က�င်�၊ ရ�ရ��တ�က်�နသည�် 

မ���တ�င်ထက်ပင် မ�နပ��က���က�င်� က��- 

      “ငယ်�စက် 

      �ဒ�သမ�န်ဟ�န်၊ သ�မ�်သ�မ�်တ�န်လ�က်၊ 

      ဂဠန်�ခ�င်��ဖတ်၊ နဂ��သတ်က�၊ 

      မ�နမ���တ�င်၊ ရ�ရ��လ�င်၍၊ 

      အ�ခ�င်�မင�်က��၊ �တ�င်ထ�တ်ဦ�က��” [၅] (စ�-၃) 

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ�� ဝန်ခ�ထ��သည။် ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ စ�တ်က�� အ�တ��၌ 

အမ�က်�ဒ�သက�� နဂ���င�် ဂဠန်၊ မ�နက�� မ���တ�င်တ���င�် 
န�မ�တပ်��ယ�လ��က်သည။် ထ��အမ�က်�ဒ�သ၊ မ�နတရ��တ��မ�� �တ�င်က�� 
ဒ���င�်တ��က်၊ နဖ�� �င�်��က် သက��သ�� မ�မ�သ�နစ်န�ရ�က�င်�၊ 

အခ�ည�်����ဖစ်�က�င်� က��- 

      “နဖ���င�်��က်၊ ဒ���င�်တ��က်လ�က်၊ 

      ��မ��က်�သ��သ�မ�်ခ��ဖ��သည”် [၅] (စ�-၃)  

ဟ��သ�အဖ���ဖင�် ပ���ဖ�်ခ��ပ�သည။် 

တစ်ဖန် အသက်အရ�ယ်ရလ��သ�အခ� �န်၊ ဘဝ 
�ရယ်�က�တ�င် က��ခတ်ရ�မ� လက်ပန်�က��သ�အခ� �န်၊ 

ဘဝသစ်သ��မ�ည�်၍ �ကကခ�န��အခ� �န်တ��တ�င် မ�မ�၌ အဆ��ပ� 

�ဒ�သမ�နတရ�� တ��သည ်ရ���ဖ�၍ မ�တ���င် �က�င်�က��- 

      “ယခ�အခ�၊ ဇရ�လမ�်ခ��၊ 

      လက်ပန်�က�၍၊ ဘဝသစ်သ��၊ 

      မ�ည�်ခ� �န်န��က�၊ �ကလ�ပ��သ�်၊ 

      မ�န�ဖ�ရ��၊ မ�တ�ပ�ပ�” [၅] (စ�-၃)  

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် ဤကဗ��သည ် ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ� 
က�ယ်လ�န်ခ�န��အခ� �န်တ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ခ���ခင်��ဖစ်သည။် က�ယ်လ�န် 

ခ�န��အခ� �န်က�� ‘ဘဝသစ်သ��၊ မ�ည�်ခ�န��က�၊ �ကလ�ပ��သ�်’ 
ဟ�ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည်။ စ�ဆ��၏အ�တ��၌ က�ယ်လ�န်ခ�န��က�� 

�ကလ�သစ်သ��မ�ည�်အ�ဖစ် ပ��ရ�ပထ်င်လ��ပမည။် သ� အ�တ��က�� 

စ�တ်က���ဖင�် �ရ�ဖ��လ��က်�သ�အခ� သ��ဝဂ ယ�ဖ�ယ် �က�င်�လ�သည်။ 
ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ အ�တ���င�် အ�ရ� မ�� ��ပ�င်��မ�က်လ�သည်ဟ� 

ဆ��ရ�ပ�တ��မည။် 

၅။ �ခ�င��သ���သပ်ခ�က် 

ကဗ��ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��မ���မ� အ�တ�� �င�်အ�ရ�က�� 

�လ�လ�ကည�်�သ�အခ� အ�တ��စ�တ်က��မ��� �င�်အတ� 
�စတန�ဆမ���က�� �ပလ�င်�အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ�� သည်က�� 

�တ�ရသည။် ကဗ��ပ��သဏ�န်မ�� �လ�လ���စပ် လက�က�� 

အမ���ဆ���သ���၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��သည။် က�ရန်ယ� ပ��မ��လည�် ၄-၃-၂ 
က�ရန်က�� ခ� �တ်ဆက်၍ အမ���ဆ��� သ���န်�ဖ��ဆ��ထ���က�င်� 

�တ�ရသည။် 

မ�န်တ��င်��င�် အ�ပ်�ပ��်�န�သ�ပန်�ကဗ�� သည ် တ��က်မ�တ��င်� 

တ��က်�န�သ� က�ကမ�မ�န်တ��င်� က�� လ�သ�� တ��၏ 

မ�လ����သ�အ��မ�န်�ဖင�် အ��င်ယ�ရ�င်သန်�နရ မညဟ်��သ� 

ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ �စတန�အ�တ�� �ပလ�င်�စ ပ�သည်။ 

မ�န်တ��င်�က��ရင်ဆ��င်�လ�� ကဗ��သည ် လ�တ��င်� 
�က��တ��နရသည�် ဘဝအခက်အခ�မ���က�� စ�တ်ဓ�တ် ခ��င်မ�စ���ဖင�် 

လက်တ����ဖရ�င်�ကရမည�်အ�က�င်�၊ ဇ��သတ� 
ရ��ရမည�်အ�က�င်�မ���က�� �မ�င်မယ်�စ်ဦ�၏ ဇ�တ်လမ�် �ဖင�် 
ဖန်တ���ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည။် �စတန�အ�တ�� �ပလ�င် �သ� 

ကဗ���က�င်�တစ်ပ�ဒ�်ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

မ�နလ�န်ပ��က�လ၏ �မတ��စ�င်�ခ�င်�သစ် ကဗ��သည် 
ငယ်ရ�ယ်စ်အခ�က �ဒ�သ၊ မ�နမ��� �ပင်�ထန် ခ��သညဟ်��သ� 
ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ အ�တ��စ�တ်က�� �င�် ထ���ဒ�သ၊ မ�နတ��သည် 
အသက်အရ�ယ်က��ရင�် လ��သ� အခ� �န�င်တ တရ��မ���က�� 

�ဖစ်�ပ�စသည ် ဟ��သ� သ��ဝဂယ�စရ� ကဗ��တစ်ပ�ဒ် 

�ဖစ်လ�ပ�သည။် ‘မ�န လ�န်ပ��က�လ၏ �မတ��စ�င်�ခ�င်�သစ်’ 
ကဗ�� �ခ�င်�စ်ကပင် စ�ဆ��၏ �စတန�အ�တ���င�် စ�တ်က����ဏ် 
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က�� �ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် ကဗ�� (၃) ပ�ဒလ်��� သည ် လ�သဘ�ဝ 

ပတဝ်န်�က�င်၌ စ�တ်ဓ�တ်အ��မ�န်မ���က�� �ဖ�်န်��နပ�သည။် 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��မ���သည် အဆင် တန်ဆ� 
လက�မ���စ�� မပ�ဘ� စ�တ်က�� အ�တ�� ခ�စ��ခ�က် တ��က�� 

စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏ရင်ထ�သ�� အတ��ဆ���၊ အရ�င်�ဆ��� 

န��လညခ်�စ��သ�ရ����င်�စရန် �ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်��တ�ရပ� သည။် 

ဆရ��ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည် န�မ�တ်ပ���ဖင�် တင်စ�� ဖ��ဆ���လ�ရ���သ� 

�ခတ်သစ်ကဗ��ဆရ�တစ်ဦ� �ဖစ်သည�် အ���လ��်စ�� 

စက��လ���မ���က�� လ�ပ�အ�င် တင်စ��၍ ��ပ�င်��မ�က်စ�� 
ဖ��ဆ��သ�����င်သညက်�� သ�၏ကဗ��မ��� တ�င် �တ���င်ပ�သည်။ 

ထ��ကဗ��မ���သည ် စ�ဖတ်သ�တ��၏ စ�တ်အစ်တ�င် တက်က�ခင်� 
အရ��န်အဟ�န်�င�် အင်အ��သစ် မ��� �ဖစ်�ပ�စပ�သည။် ခ�ယ�ခ�က် 

က��လ���စက�မ� ဆရ� �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�သည ် အ�တ��သစ်၊ 

အ�မင်သစ်မ���က�� ဖတ်သ� ထ� �ရ�က်�အ�င် 

ထင်ဟပ�်ရ�ဖ����င်သညဟ်� �က�က်ခ�က် ခ�ရမည် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။်  

၆။ န�ဂ���  

ဤစ�တမ�်သည ် �မန်မ�စ��ပနယ်ပယ်ရ�� �ခတ်သစ် 
ကဗ��ကလ� �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��မ���စ��ထ�မ� (၃) ပ�ဒ်၏ 

အ�တ���င�် အ�ရ�က��သ� �လ�လ�တင်�ပထ��ပ� သည်။ 

�ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�၏ ကဗ��မ���မ� န�မ�တ်ပ��အဖ��မ���၊ အလက�အဖ��မ���၊ 
သ�ပ�်ဖ�်အဖ��မ��� စသည�်ဖင�် ကမ���စ�� ပ��င်��ခ��၍ 

သ��တသန�ပ��င်ပ��သ�သည။် ဤစ�တမ်�က�� 
ဖတ်�လ�လ��ခင်��ဖင�် �လ�ကအ�မင်သစ် တစ်ခ� ရရ����င်မည်ဟ� 

�မ�်လင�်မ�ပ�သည။် 

က�မ်�က���စ�ရင်�  

၁။ �ဇ�်ဂ� �။ (၁၉၆၆)။ ရသစ��ပအဖ�င�်။ ရနက်�န၊် 
�အ�င်မ�တ်ဆက်စ�ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၂။ တင်၊ ဦ�၊ ပ�ဂ�ဝန်�ထ�က်မင်�။ (၁၉၆၉)။ ကဗ�� ဗသ�ရက�မ်�။ ရန်က�န်၊ 
လယတ်�မ�င်ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၃။ �ဒ�င်��ယ�်ဆ�။ (၁၉၅၉)။ ကဗ��ပ�လ�က���။ ရန်က�န၊် မဝတ��က်။ 

၄။ �ဒ�င်��ယ�်ဆ�။ (၁၉၆၆)။မ����သ�က်လက�ပန်�။ ရန်က�န်၊ 
�ပည်�တ�်က�က်သ�ရပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၅။ �ဒ�င်��ယ်�ဆ�။  (၁၉၉၆)။ ကမ်�သစသ်�� �င�် အ�ခ��ကဗ��မ���။ ရန်က�န်၊ 

သ�ရ�ဝစစ��ပတ��က်။ 
၆။ �မဇင်။ (၁၉၇၃)။ ကဗ���နရ��င�်န�မ�တ်ပ��။ ရန်က�န်၊ 

မ����က��်�အ�င်ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၇။ �မနမ်�စ�အဖ��။ (၁၉၈ဝ)။ �မနမ်�အဘ�ဓ�န် အက�်�ခ�ပ်။ ရန်က�န်၊ 
စ��ပဗ�မ�နပ်����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၈။ �မန်မ�စ�အဖ��။ (၁၉၉၁)။ �မန်မ�အဘ�ဓ�န။် ရနက်�န်၊ 

ဖ��တ��လစသ်��ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 
၉။ �မန်မ�စ�အဖ��။ (၂ဝ၁၉)။ �မန်မ�-အဂလ�ပ် အဘ�ဓ�န။် ရန်က�န်၊ 

စရဏပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 
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ကဗ��ကလ� မင်�သ�ဝဏ၏် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ကဗ��(၂)ပ�ဒက်�� 

�လ�လ�တင်�ပ ထ���သ� စ�တမ�်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ထ��ကဗ��(၂)ပ�ဒတ်�င် 
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စ��က်သ�ပ�်ဖ�မ် အ�ရ� အဖ��မ���က�� သ��စလ���ခင်��ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ထ��သ���လ�လ�ရ�တ�င် မင်�သ�ဝဏ ် ၏ကဗ���ပ�င်�ခ�ပမ်� ဇ�တ်လမ်� 

ပ��သ�ကဗ��(၂)ပ�ဒက်�� အ�လ�လ�ခ� အ�ဖစ် သတ်မ�တ်ပ�သည။် 

ထ��သ���လ�လ�ရ�တ�င် ဇ�တ်လမ�်အဂ�ရပမ်���၊ ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်သ�ပ် 

�ဖ�အ်ဖ��မ��� ဖ��နည�်မ����ဖင�် �လ�လ�တင်�ပထ��ပ� သည။် ထ��သ�� 

�လ�လ��ခင်��ဖင�် ဆရ�က��၏ထ���ခ���သ� ဇ�တ်လမ�် ပ�ဝင်သည�် 

ကဗ��အ�က�င်�အရ��င�် စ�ဆ��၏စ�တ်က����ဏ�်စတန�၊ အ�ရ� 

အဖ��တ��က�� �လ�လ�သ�ရ����င်ပ�သည။် ဇ�တလ်မ�်ပ�ကဗ��မ���က�� 

�လ�လ�လ��သ�မ���အတ�က် အ�ထ�က်အက� �ပ��င်ပ�သည။် 

�သ��ခ�က်စက��လ���—ဇ�တ်လမ�်၊ �ခတ်ကဗ��၊ ဘ�လက်ကဗ��၊ 

သ�ပ�်ဖ�၊် ဇ�တ်ပ� ��၊ ဇ�တ်�၊ ဇ�တ်တက်၊ ဇ�တ်ထ�တ်၊ ဇ�တ်ဆင်�၊ 

ဇ�တသ်�မ�်။ 

၁။ န�ဒ�န�်  

ဆရ�က��မင်�သ�ဝဏသ်ည ် အမ��မန်မ���င်င�က�� ခ�စ်�မတ်���သည�် 

အ�ပင် ပတဝ်န်�က�င်က��လည�် အ�လ�ထ��ခ�စ��ပ�� စ�န�တတ်သ� 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် �မန်မ�တ��၏ ဇ�တ�ခ�စ်စ�တ်၊ ��င်င�ခ�စ်စ�တ် 

မ���က�� ဇ�တလ်မ�်ဖန်တ��က�  ခ�စ���ရ�ဖ��ထ���သ� ကဗ��မ���စ�� 

က���တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ဆရ�က��၏ ကဗ��မ���မ� ဇ�တ�မ�န်အဖ��မ���၊ 

န�မ�တပ်��အဖ�� မ���ဟ�၍ �လ�လ�ထ���သ� စ�တမ�်မ��� ရ��ပ�သည်။ 

သ���သ�် တစ်ခ��င�်တစ်ခ� �ထ�င�် တ�ည�မမရ���ပ။ စ�တမ်�တ�င် 

�လ�လ�ထ���သ� ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ကဗ�� (၂)ပ�ဒမ်�� ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ��င�် 

သ�မ��တမ�်ကဗ��တ�� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ထ��ကဗ��မ���မ� �မန်မ��ဓ�လ�၊ 

�မန်မ��ယ်�က��မ၊ �မန်မ���က��လက်သဘ�ဝမ���၊ ဇ�တ်လမ်�၊ 

ဇ�တ�်ဆ�င်�င�် စ�ဆ��၏ စ�တ်က����ဏ�်စတန�၊ အ�ရ�အဖ��တ��က�� 

�လ�လ�တင်�ပမည ်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။်     ဤသ�� တင်�ပရ�တ�င် မင်�သ�ဝဏ် 

၏အတပတ�အက��်၊ ကဗ���ဝ�ဟ�ရအဖ�င�်�င�်�ခတ် ကဗ��သ�ဘ� 

သဘ�ဝ၊ မင်�သ�ဝဏ်၏ ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ� ကဗ��(၂)ပ�ဒ ် �လ�လ�ခ�က် 

ဟ�၍ အခန်�(၃)ခန်�ခ��၍ တင်�ပထ��ပ� သည။် 

၂။ စ�ဆ��၏အတပတ�အက�်� 

ဆရ�က��က�� ၁၉၀၉ခ��စ် �ဖ�ဖ�်ဝ�ရ�လ (၁၀)ရက်�န�တ�င် 

ဟ�သ�ဝတ�ခ��င်၊ က�မ�်�ခ�က�န်�မ�၌ က�န်သညမ်����ဖစ်�သ� အဖ 

ဦ�လ�န်�ပင်�င�် မ�ခင်�ဒမ�တ��မ� �မ��ဖ���သည။် �မ��ခ�င်� (၇)�ယ�က် 

တ�င်ဒ�တ�ယ��မ�က်သ���ဖစ်သည။် အ�ထ��ဆ����မမ�� ကဗ��ဆရ�မ 

�ယ် (�ဒ�ယ်) �ဖစ်သည။် ငယ်မည ် �မ�င်လ��မ�င်�ဖစ်ပ�� 

အမညတ်�ရ��သ�ဖင�် “�မ�င်လ�ဝ�” ဟ� အမည�်�ပ�င်�သည။် �န�င်တ�င် 

�မ�င်လ�ဝ�ဟ�သ� တ�င်၍ မ�မ�စ�တ်က�က် ‘ဝ’က�� နသတ်ပ�� 

“�မ�င်လ�ဝန်”ဟ��ပင်သည။် ၁၉၂၉ ဒ�ဇင်ဘ�တ�င် ဆယ်တန်�စ��မ� 

ပ��က�� စ�န်ဂန်��က��င်�မ� ပထဝ�ဘ�သ�ဂ�ဏ်ထ���ဖင�် �အ�င်သည်။ 

၁၉၂၉ ဒ�ဇင်ဘ�လထ�တ် တကသ��လ်�စ်လညမ်ဂဇင်�တ�င် ကဗ�� 

(၅)ပ�ဒ် စတင်�ဖ�်�ပခ�ရသည။် မင်�သ�ဝဏ် က�လ�င်အမညက်�� စတင် 

သ���စ��သည။် ၁၉၃၃တ�င် ဝ�ဇ�ဂ�ဏ်ထ��(�မန်မ�စ�)က�� ပထမအဆင�် �ဖင�် 

�အ�င်�မင်သည။် ထ���န�က် အ�ရ�တ��င်�ပည�ရပမ်��� ဌ�န၌ အခ� �န် 

ပ��င်�နည�်�ပ လ�ပသ်ည။် ၁၉၄၂ တ�င် �ည�င်တ�န်�မ� တရ��ဘက် 

တ�ဝန်ခ�အရ�ရ�� ဦ��ဒ��၊ �ဒစ�ယ�တ��၏သမ�� �ဒကည်ကည်�င�် 

လက်ထပသ်ည။် ၁၉၆၂တ�င် သ�ရ�ပ� �ခ� �ဘ�� ခ� ���မင�်�ခင်�ခ�ရသည။် �မ 

(၁၃)တ�င် �မန်မ�စ�ပ��မ�ကရ�ထ��က�� စ�န�်လတ်ပ�� ဘ�သ��ပန်�င�် 

စ�အ�ပထ်�တ်�ဝ�ရ�ဌ�နတ�င် စ�တည�်မ��တ�ဝန်က�� �ပန်လည်ထမ်� 

�ဆ�င်သည။် ၁၉၆၆တ�င် �မန်မ���င်င�စ�မတတ်သ�မ��� ပ�ပ��က်�ရ� 

အတ�က် သက်က��စ�သင်နည�် “ဝ၊ထ၊က၊လ၊သ”က��တ�ထ�င်ခ�� သည်။ 

၁၉၈၄ တ�င် ရ��တ်စပ��ယ��၏ လ�ယ�မင်�က��(King Lear)�ပဇ�တ် 

စ�အ�ပအ်တ�က် အမ� ��သ��ဘ�သ��ပန်စ�အ�ပ် (ရသ)ဆ� ရရ��ခ��သည်။ 

ဆရ�က��သည် က�ယ်လ�န်ခ� �န်ထ� က�လ�င်အမည်က�� (၃၀) ခန�်တ�င် 

ကဗ��၊ �ဆ�င်�ပ��၊ ပ���ပင်၊ ဝတ၊ စ�တမ�်မ��� �ရ�သ��ခ��သည။် 

၃။ ကဗ���ဝ�ဟ�ရအဖ�င�်�င�် �ခတ်ကဗ��သ�ဘ�သဘ�ဝ 

ရသစ��ပ�ဖစ်�သ� ကဗ���ဝ�ဟ�ရ�င�် ပတ်သက်၍ �မန်မ� 

အဘ�ဓ�န်တ�င်- 
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ကဗ��/ဂဗ��/န-စည�်မ�်�မ����င�်အည� စ�လ���၊ စ�ပ��ဒ ် အ�ရ 

အတ�က်၊ က�ရန်အခ� �တ်အဆက်၊ အသ�အ�နအထ�� စသည�်ဖင�် 

စ�က���ထ���သ� အဖ��အ��။ [၄] (စ�-၄)  

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်�၊ ဆရ��ဇ�်ဂ� �၏ ရသစ��ပ �င�် အဖ�င�်န�ဒ�န်� 

စ�အ�ပ ်တ�င်- 

ကဗ��သ�ဘ�တ�င် အပ��င်��စ်ပ��င်� ရ��ပ�သည။် တစ်ပ��င်�သည် 

အ�က�င်�အရ�ပ��င်��ဖစ်၍ က�န်တစ်ပ��င်�သည ် ပ��သဏ�န်ပ��င်� 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် အ�က�င်�အရ�ဟ�ဆ��ရ�၌ ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ �စတန� 

အ�လ��က်၊ ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ စ�တ်က����ဏ ် (ပဋ�ဘ�န်��ဏ်) 

အစ�မ�်�ဖင�် သ��မင်�ခင်�ရ��လ��သ� ပတ်ဝန်�က�င် �လ�ကအမ�အရ� 

မ���က�� ဆ��လ��ပ�သည။် ပ��သဏ�န်ဟ�ဆ��ရ�၌ ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ �စတန� 

အ�လ��က်၊ ကဗ��ဆရ�၏ စ�တ်က����ဏ်စ�မ�်�ဖင�် သ��မင်လ��သ� 

အ�က�င်�အရ�က�� ထ���စတန�အ�လ��က် ထ��စ�တ်က�� ��ဏ်စ�မ်� 

�ဖင�်ပင် ဖ��စည�်�ရ�သ����င်�သ� ဖ��ပ���ရ�ပ��က�� ဆ��လ��ပ�သည။် [၁] 

(စ�-၂၁၈)  

ဟ�၍လည�်�က�င်� ဖ�င�်ဆ��ထ��သည။် ထ���က�င�် ကဗ��ဟ�သည် 

စ�ဆ��၏ စ�တ်က����ဏ်စ�မ�်ရည�်ဖင�် သ��မင်လ��သ� အ�က�င်� 

အရ�မ���က�� က�ရန်အခ� �တ်အဆက်�ဖင�် စ�က����ရ�ဖ��ထ���သ� အဖ�� 

အ��မ����ဖစ်ပ�သည။် �ခတ်က�လအ�လ��က် ကဗ�� ပ��သဏ�န်မ��� 

သည ် အမ� ��မ� ���ပ�ပ�က်လ�ကသည။် �မန်မ� ကဗ��သမ��င်�တ�င် 

ဆန်�သစ်�သ� ကဗ���လ�ကသစ်သည် ၁၉၂၈ ဝန်�က�င်တ�င် အစ 

�ပခ��ကသည။် ဆန်�သစ်�သ� ကဗ���လ�ကသစ် သည ် �ခတ်စမ်� 

ကဗ�� �လ�ကသစ် သ��မဟ�တ် �ခတ်ကဗ�� �လ�ကသစ် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

�ခတ်စမ�်ကဗ���င�် ပတ်သက်၍ �ခတ်စမ�်ကဗ�� ပထမတ��န�ဒ�န်� 

တ�င် ဆရ�က�� ဦ��ဖ�မ�င်တင်က- 

“ဆန်�သစ်သညဆ်��ရ�၌ အဖ��အ�� အမ� ��အစ�� ဆန်�သစ် 

သညက်�� မဆ��လ��၊ စ�တ်က��ဆန်�သစ်သညက်�� ဆ��လ��ပ�သည”် 

[၅] (စ�-န�ဒ�န်�)  

ဟ�၍�ဖ�်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် ဆန်�သစ်�သ� �ခတ်ကဗ�� 

မ���တ�င် အရ�ခပသ်�မ�်တ��အ�ပ၌ ထ��ရ���သ� �မတ��စတန�၊ 

က�ဏ��စတန�တ��က�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။်  

၄။ မင်�သ�ဝဏ၏် ဇ�တ်လမ်�ပ�ကဗ�� (၂) ပ�ဒ�်လ�လ�ခ�က် 

�ခတ်ကဗ��မ���တ�င် ဘ�လက်�ခ ဇ�တလ်မ�်ပ�ကဗ��မ��� ပ�ဝင် 

သည။် ဘ�လက်ကဗ��က�� Longman Dictionary တ�င်- 

Bal-lad/b æ l ∂ d/ noun 

1) a slow song 

2) a short story in the form of a poem or song [၆]   

ဟ�၍ �ဖ�်�ပထ��သည။် ဇ�တ်လမ�်�င�် ပတ်သက်၍ �မန်မ� အဘ�ဓ�န် 

တ�င်- 

ဇ�တ်လမ�်၊ န- �ပရ်�င်၊ �ပဇ�တ်၊ ဝတ စသညတ်��တ�င် ပ�ဝင်�သ� 

အ�ဖစ်အပ�က်၊ အ�က�င်�အရ� အစအဆ���။ [၄] (စ�-၁၃၁)  

ဟ�၍ �ဖ�်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ဆ��သည်မ�� 

ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်တ��၏အ�ဖစ်အပ�က်၊ အခ� �တ်အဆက်၊ ဆက်စပ်မက�� 

တင်�ပထ���ခင်�ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဇ�တ်လမ�်တ�င် က�လ�ဒသ 

�န�က်ခ�ဝန်�က�င်မ��� ပ�ဝင်သက��သ�� အဓ�ကဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်�င�် အရန် 

ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်မ���လည�် ပ�ဝင်ပ�သည။် ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်�င�် ပတ်သက်၍ 

ဝတရ�ညစ်�တမ�်မ��� ပထမတ��ပ� “ဝတရ�ညဟ်�သညမ်��” စ�တမ်� 

တ�င် ဆရ�က�� တကသ��လ်ဘ�န်���င်က- 

“ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်ဆ��သညမ်�� ဇ�တ်�က�င်��ဖစ်လ�ရန် လ�ပ�်ပ၊ 

�တ���ပ၊ ခ�စ���ပ�သ� ဝတရ�ညအ်တ�င်�မ� လ�မ���က�� ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်ဟ� 

�ခသည်" [၂] (စ�-၂၈) 

ဟ�၍ ဖ�င�်ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ထ���က�င�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ကဗ�� ဟ�သည်မ�� 

ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်ပ�ဝင်�သ� ဇ�တ်လမ�်၊ အ�ဖစ်အပ�က် အစမ� 

အဆ���ထ�ပ�ဝင်�သ� ကဗ��မ� ��က�� �ခဆ���ခင်�ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဇ�တ် 

လမ�်တစ်ပ�ဒတ်�င် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က�� အစပ� ��သည�် ဇ�တ်ပ� ��ပ��င်�၊ 

စ�ဖတ်သ� ၏သ�လ��စ�တ်က�� ���က���စသည�် ဇ�တ်�ပ��င်�၊ ဇ�တ်ရ��န် 

�မင�်တက်�စသည�် ဇ�တ်တက်ပ��င်�၊ သ�လ��စ�တ် အ�မင�်ဆ���သ�� �ရ�က်ရ�� 

�စသည�် ဇ�တ်ထ�တ်ပ��င်�၊ ဇ�တ်ရ��န် �လ���က�သ���သည�် ဇ�တ်ဆင်� 

ပ��င်��င�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်အဆ����ဖစ်သည�် ဇ�တ်သ�မ�်ပ��င်�တ�� ပ�ဝင် ပ�သည။်   

၄၊၁။ ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ� 

ဆရ�က��မင်�သ�ဝဏ်သည ်ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ�ကဗ��တ�င် အ�ရ��က� 

လ��သ�အခ� မ�မ�အသက်က�� ပဓ�နမထ��ဘ� ရပရ်��အက� ��အတ�က် 

အသက်စ�န�်ရ��သ� �က��လက်ရ��သ��တ�င�သညတ်စ်ဦ�်၏ စ�တ်ဓ�တ် 

က���ဖ�်က��ထ��ပ�သည။် ကဗ��အစဇ�တ်ပ� ��ပ��င်�၌ မင်�ည��န�သ� 

ညဉ�်က�လလ���ခတ�တ်ခ� �န်တ�င် �ရဆ�ပအ်န��ရ��တ�ခ��မ� က�ယ်က�ယ် 

�လ�င်�လ�င်�င�် �ခ���ဟ�င်သ� က��ရတ��င်� ဖ����မ�င်အ�က�င်� 

��ပ�ကပ���င�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က�� အစပ� ��ထ��သည။် ဤသညက်�� ကဗ��၌- 

“မင်�ည�ညဉ�်ရ�ပ၊် လ���ခတ�တ်၍ 

�ရဆ�ပအ်န��၊ ရ��တ�ခ��မ� 

ဂ�တ်က���က�ယ်�လ�င်၊ ဆ��က��ဟ�င်�သ�် 

ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ�၊ ဆ��ကသည”် [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍ ဇ�တ်ပ� ��ပ��င်�က�� �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် တ�တ်ဆ�တ်�သ�  သ�ဘ� 

က���ပလ�င်�စရန် ‘မင်�ည�ညဉ�်ရ�ပ၊် လ���ခတ�တ်’ ဟ��သ� စက�� 

လ����ဖင�်ပ���ဖ�်ထ��သညမ်�� က�လ�ဒသ �န�က်ခ�သ�ပ�်ပလ�င်လ� 

သည။် ‘�ရဆ�ပအ်န��၊ ရ��တ�ခ��မ�’ ဟ��သ�အဖ���ဖင�် �ဒသ 

�န�က်ခ�က�� �ပလ�င်�စပ�သည်။ ‘ဂ�တ်က���က�ယ်�လ�င်၊ ဆ��က� 

�ဟ�င်�သ�်’ ဟ��သ�အဖ��သညလ်ည�် ရပရ်��ထ�ရ���ခ��က လ�တစ် 

�ယ�က်က�� ဆ��က��ဟ�င်လ��က်သညမ်�� ရန်သ�က���တ�၍ �ဟ�င် 

�ခင်�မ� ��မဟ�တ်ဘ� ရင်����ပ���သ� လ�တစ်�ယ�က်က�� �ဟ�င်�ခင်� 
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မ� ��က�� �ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် ကဗ��၏န�ဒ�န်� ဇ�တ်ပ� ��ပ��င်�တ�င် �ခ�� 

�ဟ�င်သ��င�်ဖ����မ�င် မညသ်��ဆက်စပမ်ညက်�� သ�လ��သည�် စ�ဖတ် 

သ�၏ သ�လ��စ�တ်က�� ဆ���ဆ�င်၍  �ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။်  

ဖ����မ�င်သည ်ရ��သ��တစ်ဦ��ဖစ်၍ မညသ်ည�်လ�ပင်န်� လ�ပ်က��င် 

�က�င်�က�� ကဗ��တ�င်- 

“ညခ�င���ထ�င်၊ �မ�င်ဖ����မ�င်သည ်

ရ���တ�င်�ခ��င်�က �ပန်ခ��ပ�” [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ဖ�်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် က�ရ����၍��ပ��သ� အ��ပ�အဖ��သည် 

ဇ�တလ်မ�်ပ� ကဗ��မ���၏ သ�ဘ�သဘ�ဝပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င် 

သည ်ရ��တ�ခ��မ�ကင်��စ�င�်သမ��က�� ��ပ�လ��က်�သ� ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င် 

၏အ��ပ�သည ် ဇ�တ်ဝင်ခန်�ဇ�တ်တက်ပ��င်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ကင်� 

�စ�င�်သမ�� ဖ�င�်�ပ��သ�တ�ခ��မ� ဖ����မ�င် ဝင်လ�ပ��က��- 

“ယ�တ�င်အ�ပ�်ဆ�င်�၊ ဝ�တက်�ခ��င်��င�် 

ခ���စ�င်�က��ယ်က��င်�၊ င��ပလ��င်�က�� 

လ�ယ်သ��င်�ပ��လင်၊ ရ��က��ဝင်သည ်

လ�ပင်�လလ��၊ တ�စလ��” [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍ သ�ပ�်ဖ�်ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် လက်ယ�လက်တ�င် မ��အ�ပ် 

�ဆ�င်�က��က��င်၍ လက်ဝ�လက်တ�င် �လ��်တက်က��င်က� င��ပလ��င်�က�� 

�က��တ�င် ပ���ထ��သည�် ဖ����မ�င်၏ ဟန်ပန်အမ�အရ�၊ လပရ်��� 

ပ��တ��က�� �ပလ�င်�စ�သ� အ�ရ�အဖ��ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် “လ�ပင် 

�လလ��၊ တ�စလ��” ဟ��သ� အ��ပ�သည် �မန်မ�တ�� ��ပ��လ� 

��ပ�ထရ���သ� အ��ပ�စက��ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င်�ပန်လ�သည�် 

အခ� �န်�င�် ဟန်ပန်အမ�အရ�မ���သည် ဖ����မ�င်၏သ�ပက်�� ပ��မ���ပ 

လ�င်�စသည�်အ�ပင် ဇ�တ်ရ��န်က��ပ��မ���မင�်တက်�စသည�် ဇ�တ်တက် 

ပ��င်�ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ထ���ပင် ဇ�တ်ရ��န် �မင�်တက်�စသည�် ဇ�တ်တက်ပ��င်� တ�င်- 

“တ�စမ�က�က်၊ �မမ�က�က်ဘ� 

တစ်�ယ�က်တည�်ပင်၊ ညဉ�်�မ��င်တ�င်�၌ 

သ�လင်င��ရ��၊ မ�က�ပ�က 

ထ��ရ��သ�သ��၊ လ�အမ���တ�� 

င��စ��င��စ�မ�်၊ ငတ်�ပလ�မ�်” [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍ ညအခ� င��ရ��ထ�က်�သ� ဖ����မ�င်က�� တစ်ရ��လ���က အ��ထ�� 

က�က�င်�၊ ဖ����မ�င်ရ��မ�က�ပ�က ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ��� င��စ��၊ င��စ�မ်� 

စ��ရမညမ်ဟ�တ်�က�င်� �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ရ� ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ���၏ အ�လ� 

ထ���ခင်�ခ�ရသည�် ဖ����မ�င်၏တန်ဖ���သ�ပမ်�� ပ��မ���ပလ�င်လ��လ 

သည။် �ဆ�င်�ရ�သ� ညတစ်ည၏ ဖ����မ�င်�ပန်လ�ခ� �န်တ�င် ရ�� 

န��ဘ� စပ��က� �ပ�က်အန��၌ ထ���ခ���သ� ဇ��က�က်�အ�်သ�၊ 

�တ�က်တ���အ�်သ�မ��� က��ရသည။် ထ���ပင် ဆ��က� �ဟ�င်�နက� 

ဂ�တ်က���၏�ဟ�င်သ�မ��လည�် တစ်မ�ထ���ခ�� �နသည။် ထ���န�က် 

ဆက်လက်�ဖစ်ပ����သ� အ�ဖစ်အပ�က်က��- 

“�မ�င်�က��ထ�ပ�၊ လ�စ�ပ��ဟ� 

ရ��က���ဘ�မ�၊ က�က�ယ်က�လ�� 

ဓ���ပင�အ��၊ ဖမ�်၍ထ��ဟ� 

စက��မဆ���၊ ဟစ်�အ�်တ�န်�တ�င် 

ဒ��င်ဒ�န်�ဒ�န်�သ�၊ ရ��လ���ည�သည”် [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င်သည ် ရ��တ�ခ��အန��သ�� �ရ�က် 

�သ�အခ� ရ��တ�ခ��က��မဖ�င�်ခ��င်�ဘ� ရပရ်��က��က�က�ယ် �သ�အ�န�ဖင�် 

မ�မ�အသက်က�� ပဓ�နမထ��ဘ� �အ�်ဟစ် သတ��ပ�လ��က်သည။် ထ��သ�� 

ဖ����မ�င်၏သတ��ပ�သ��က�င�် ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ����င�် ဓ���ပမ��� 

အခ�င်�ခ�င်� �ပန်လ�န်ပစ်ခတ် တ��က်ခ��က်ကသ�မ��� ဆ�ည�သ���ပ��က�� 

စ�ဖတ်သ�မ��� စ�တ်မ�က်စ�၊ စ�တ်န��ထ�တ�င် က���ယ�င် �မင်�ယ�င် 

လ��အ�င် “�မ�င်�က��ထ�ပ�၊ လ�စ�ပ��ဟ�၊ ရ��က���ဘ�မ�၊ က�က�ယ် 

က�လ��၊ ဓ���ပင�အ��၊ ဖမ�်၍ထ��” ဟ��သ� ဖ����မ�င်၏ အ��ပ� 

စက��မ����ဖင�် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ သ�လ��စ�တ်က�� အ�မင�် 

ဆ���ဆ���ဆ�င်�ရ�ဖ��ထ���သ� ဇ�တ်ရ��န်အ�မင�်ဆ����ဖစ်သည�် ဇ�တ် 

ထ�တ်ပ��င်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��၏န�ဂ��� ဇ�တ်သ�မ�်ပ��င်�တ�င် ဖ����မ�င်၏ �ကက��ဖ�ယ် အ�ဖစ် 

ဆ����င�် ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ���၏ စ�တ်ခ�စ��မမ���က��- 

“ဖ����မ�င်န�ဂ���၊ ဤတ�င်ဆ���လည်� 

ရ��လ���စ�တ်တ�င်၊ ဖ����မ�င်ဝင်၍ 

ပ��တင်ထပက်�၊ ဟည�်လ�က်ပ�တည�် 

ဘယ်ခ�မဆ��၊ ဆ��လင�်က�သ�� 

မင်�ည�ညဉ�်ရ�ပ၊် လ���ခတ�တ်၌ 

�ရဆ�ပအ်န��၊ ရ��တ�ခ��မ� 

ဂ�တ်က���က�ယ်�လ�င်၊ ဆ��က��ဟ�င်�သ�် 

ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ�၊ ဆ��ဆ�ပင်” [၃] (စ�-၉၇) 

ဟ�၍�ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င်၏အ�က�င်�က�� တသသ �ဖစ် 

�အ�င် ဖ��ဆ��ထ���သ� အဖ��ပင်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် မ�မ�အသက်က�� ပဓ�န 

မထ��ဘ� ရပရ်��အက� ��အတ�က် အသက်စ�န�်ရ��သ� စ�တ်ဓ�တ်ပ��င်ရ�င် 

ဖ����မ�င်က�� ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ���သည ် အမ�သတ�ရဆ��က��န�က�င်� 

က�� “ဆ��လင�်က�” “ဆ��က��ဟ�င်” ဟ��သ� အသ����ဖင�်ထင်ရ��� 

�စပ�သည။် မညသ်ည�် အခ� �န်အခ�မ� �မ���င်ကမညမ်ဟ�တ်�ပ။ 

ညအခ� �ခ���ဟ�င်သ� က��ရတ��င်� ဖ����မ�င်�ပန်လ�ပ�ဟ� ��ပ�စမ�တ် 

�ပကမ� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င်၏ ဘဝန�ဂ���သည ် ကဗ��န�ဂ���ပင် 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က�� �ကက��ဖ�ယ်အ�က�င်�အရ��င�် န�ဂ��� 

ခ�ပထ်��သည။် ဖ����မ�င်က��သ���သ� မ�မ�ရပရ်��က�� ခ�စ်ခင်သည�်၊ 
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အသက်�ပ�က�က�ယ် �စ�င�်�ရ��က်သည�် လ�မ���သည ် လ�သ� 

�သ�သ�်လည�် မညသ်ည�်အခ�မ န�မည�်သမည ် မဟ�တ်�ပ။ 

လ�တ��င်�၏ရင်ထ�တ�င် အစ်သတ�ရ�နမည ် တမ�်တ �နမည်မ�� 

မလ��ဧကန်ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ဆရ�က�� မင်�သ�ဝဏ်သည ် ဖ����မ�င် 

က��ယ်စ���ပ တ��င်�ခ�စ်�ပညခ်�စ် �မန်မ�လ�ငယ်မ��� �ပထ�န်� လ��စ 

လ���သ� အ�တ��စ�တ်က���ဖင�် �ရ�ဖ��ထ���ခင်�ပင် �ဖစ်�ပမည။် စ�ဆ�� 

၏�စတန� အ�တ��ပ��ရ�ပက်�� စ�ဖတသ်�မ���၏ စ�တ်မ�က်စ�၊ စ�တ်န�� 

ထ�တ�င် �မင်�ယ�င် က���ယ�င်လ��အ�င် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ဆင်က� 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ���သ� ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ� ကဗ���က�င်�တစ်ပ�ဒ ်�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

၄၊၂။ 'အ�မင်' သ�ပ�်ဖ�အ်ဖ��  

သ�မ��တမ�်ကဗ��သည ် ဖက်ဆစ်�တ�်လ�န်�ရ� က�လက�� 

�န�က်ခ�ထ��က� ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�၏ မ� ��ခ�စ် စ�တ်ဓ�တ် 

က�� �ဖ�်�ပလ��၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ���သ�ကဗ�� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် ကဗ�� န�ဒ�န်�တ�င် 

��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�သည ် ဖက်ဆစ်ဂ�ပန်တ�� ဆ�တ်ခ��ရင်� 

�မပခ်���သ� ဗ���င�တ်က�� တ��က်မ��သ��က�င�် ယမ�်�င�တလ�လ� 

က��တ�င် �သအ��မ��မ���ဝဒန�ခ�စ���နရပ���ဖင�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က�� အစပ� �� 

ထ��သည။် �ပ�က်က��သ��က�င�် အန��အန��မ� ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ���သည် 

��ပ�က်က��� စစ်သည�်လ�က�� �မ��မန်�ကပ��က��- 

“သ�တ��အဆ�တ်၊ ထ��ခ���မပသ်ည�် 

ဗ���င�တ်တ��က်မ���၊ �မ�င်��ပ�က်က���က�� 

ရ��သ��ရ��သ�၊ �မ�က�မသည ်

အ�အ�ယမ�်�င�၊ ထတ�န်�တည�်” [၃ (စ�-၂၃၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် စစ်၏ အန�ဌ����မင်က�င်��ဖင�် ဇ�တ်လမ်�က�� 

အစပ� �� �ရ�ဖ��ထ��သညမ်�� စ�ဖတသ်�မ���၏ စ�တ်မ�က်စ�ထ�တ�င် 

�မင်�ယ�င်လ��စပ�သည။် ထ���န�က် ယမ�်�င�မ���က��တ�င် �သလ� 

�မ��ပ�� ခ�စ���နရ�သ� ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�က�� ရ��သ�ရ��သ�� 

မ���က က��ယ်ခ�င်�စ�စ�တ်�ဖင�် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည်�လ�၏ ခ�စ်သ�၊ 

မ�ဘ�င�် တ��င်��ပညအ်တ�က်မ��က��လ��သညမ်���က��မ��က�� ရန်�မ� 

�မကပ���ဖင�် ဇ�တ်ရ��န်က�� �မင�်တင်က� စ�ဖတ်သ�က�� စ�တ်ဝင်စ��ဖ�ယ် 

ဆ���ဆ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် "ရ��သ�� ရ��သ�၊ �မ�က�မသည်" 

ဟ��သ� �ဒသ�န�က်ခ��င�် အရ�ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်မ���၏ အဖ���ဖင�် 

��ပ�က်က��� စစ်သည�်လ��င�် ရ��ပတ်ဝန်�က�င်က�� �မင်�ယ�င်လ� 

�စပ�သည။်  

ပထမဦ�စ�� ရ��သ�ရ��သ��မ���က ခ�စ်သ��င�်ပတ်သက်၍ �မ��မန်� 

သည�်အခ� ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ� ��ဖက��ပ��က��- 

"ငယ်ကကင်�မတ်၊ မ�သက်မ�တ်က�� 

ခ�င�်လတ်ခ���က�င်�၊ ��ပ�ပ��လ”” [၃] (စ�-၂၃၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် "ခ�င�်လတ်ခ���က�င်�" ဟ��သ� အသ���သည် 

���ရ�င်�လ�သည။် သ��ရ�တ�င် အနက်အဓ�ပ�ယ် နက်င်�သည်�င�်အမ 

သ�မ�်မ� ��ည��သည။် ငယ်စ်မ�ယခ�တ��င် အသက်တမ 

ခ�စ်�မတ်���ရသည�် မ�မ�ခ�စ်သ�အ�� ခ�စ်က��အ���င်အဖ��မ� ��ဖလတ် 

�ပ�လ��က်ပ��က�င်�၊ �န�င်�သ�အခ� အခ�စ်�ရ�ရ�ဟ�သမ 

ခ�စ်သ�ကစ�တ်တ��င်�က� �ဆ�င်ရ�က်ခ��ပ�လင်လည�် မ�မ�အ�န�င�် 

ခ�င�်လတ်ပ��က�င်� စသည�် အနက်မ���စ���ဆ�င်သည�် “ခ�င�်လတ်” 

ဟ�သည�် ���ရ�င်��သ� စက��လ���မ����ဖင�် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည် 

�လ�၏ ��ည��သည�်စ�တ်ဓ�တ်က�� �ဖ�်�ဆ�င်ထ��ပ�သည။် �သအ�� 

ဆ�ဆ� မ� ��ခ�စ်��ပ�က်က��� စစ်သည�်လ�၏အ�ဖစ်�င�် �တ်ဖ���မ� 

ထ�က်လ��သ� စက��သ�တ��က�� က���ယ�င် �မင်�ယ�င်လ��အ�င် 

ဖ��ဆ����င်သညမ်�� ကဗ��စ�ဆ��၏ အ�ရ�အဖ���က�င်�တစ်ရပ်ပင် 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ဆက်လက်၍ ဒ�တ�ယ�မ�ခ�န်�အ�န�င�် မ�ဘအတ�က်မ��က�� 

ခ��ပ��က��- 

"�မ��သည�်မ�ခင်၊ �မ��ဖခင်က�� 

ဦ�တင်ခ���က�င်�၊ ��ပ�ပ��လ" [၃] (စ�-၂၃၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ဖ�်�ပထ��ပ�သည။် မ�မ�၏�န�က်ဆ���ခ��ခ��ရ�ခင်�တ�င် မ�ဘ�စ်ပ�� 

က�� ရ��ခ���ဦ�တင် ကန်�တ��ခ��ပ��က�င်��ဖ�်�ပခ�က်သည ် မ�ဘက�� 

အ�လ�ထ��သည�် �မန်မ�တ��၏ ဓ�လ�ထ���တမ�် အစ်အလ� 

တစ်ရပက်�� �ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် မ�ခင်ဖခင်က�� ဦ�ထ�ပပ်န်ဆင်သည�် 

စ�တ်ဓ�တ်က�� “ဦ�တင်” ဟ�သည�် အ�ရ�အသ�� အသ���အန်��ဖင�် 

�ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ �လ���သ��ထ�သ��တ��င် �ရ�က်ရ�� 

ခ�စ��ရသည�် အ�ရ�အဖ���ဖင�် ဇ�တ်ရ��န်က�� ပ��မ���မင�်တင်�ပ�ထ��သည�် 

ဇ�တ်တက်ပ��င်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ထ���န�က် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည်�လ�၏ တ��င်��ပညအ်�ပ 

ထ��သည�် သ�ဘ�ထ�� �န�က်ဆ����မ�ခ�န်�က�� မ��က����ဖဆ��ပ��မ��- 

"ခရ��မတ်တပ၊် လမ�်ခ�လတ်တ�င် 

က��ယ်လ�တ်�ရ��င်ခ��၊ ခ��ရပ�၍ 

အ��န�ခ���က�င်�၊ ��ပ�ပ��လ"” [၃] (စ�-၂၃၇) 

ဟ�၍ ဖ��ဆ��ထ��ပ�သည။် တ��င်��ပည်�င�် လ�မ� ��အတ�က် လ�တ်လပ် 

�ရ�ပန်�တ��င်သ�� ခ� �တက်�နကသည�် အခ� �န်တ�င် မ�မ� �သဆ���ရသည်မ�� 

က��ယ်လ�တ်�န်�၍ �ရ��င်ခ�� �နခ��ရသက��သ�� ခ�စ��ရ�က�င်�၊ 

တ��င်��ပညက်�� တ�ဝန်မ�က�သလ�� �ဖစ်�နသ�ဖင�် အ��န��က�င်� 

မ��က���လသည။် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�၏ တ��င်��ပည်�င�် 

လ�မ� ��အ�ပထ��ရ��သည�် မ� ��ခ�စ်စ�တ်က�� “အ��န�” ဟ�သည�် 

အသ���က ထင်ရ���စ�� �မင်�စသည�် အ��ပ�စက��ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ စ�တ်�လ���ခ�စ��မက�� အ�မင�်ဆ���သ�� ပ���ဆ�င်�ပ�သည�် 

ဇ�တ်ထ�တ်ပ��င်� �ပလ�င်သည�် အ�ရ�အဖ�� �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် "အ��န�" 

ဟ��သ� စက��လ���အသ���အန်�သည ်အသ���လ�သ�လ�က် အဓ�ပ�ယ် 

�ပည�်ဝသည�် အသ���အန်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

ကဗ��န�ဂ��� ဇ�တ်လမ�်အဆ��� ဇ�တ်သ�မ�်ပ��င်�က��- 

"ယမ�်�င�အ�အ�၊ တလ�လ��င�် 
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�မ��မကတ�န်�၊ အ�န�က်က�န်�တ�င် 

�နလ���က�ယ်�လပ�တက��”” [၃] (စ�-၂၃၇) 

ဟ�၍ �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ��င�် ရ��သ� 

ရ��သ��မ��� အ�ပန်အလ�န် �မ��မန်���ပ�ဆ�� �နစတ်�င် အခ� �န်က�လ 

မ��လည�် ည�န�စ�င်� �နဝင်�တ��မည ်�ဖစ်�ပသည။် တစ်�န�တ�၏ 

က�န်ဆ����ခင်��ဖစ်�သ� �နဝင်ခ� �န်သည ်��ပ�က်က��� စစ်သည�်လ�၏ 

ဘဝ�နဝင်ခ� �န်ပင် �ဖစ်�နသည။် သ�ရ�န်�နမင်�သည ် ကမ���မမ� 

စ�န�်ခ��သ���သက��သ�� ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�သညလ်ည�် တ��င်� 

�ပညက်�� ခ��ခ��သ����က�င်�က�� “�နလ���က�ယ်�လပ�တက��” ဟ��သ� 

က�လ�န�က်ခ�အဖ���ဖင�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က��အဆ���သတ်၍ ဇ�တ်သ�မ်� 

ထ��သည။်  

ကဗ��တ�င် အ�က�င်�အရ��င�် လ��က်ဖက်�သ� လ�ပက� 

ထ�မ�သည�် စက��လ���အသ���အန်�မ��� လ��အပသ်က��သ�� အဓ�ပ�ယ် 

�ပလ�င်ထ�မ�ပ�� ခ�န်အ��ရ��ရန်လည�် လ��အပပ်�သည။် စက��လ��� 

အသ���အန်� �က�င်�မ�န်�လ ကဗ��သည ် ပ��၍ အသက်ဝင်�လ 

�ဖစ်ပ�သည။် “သ�မ��တမ�်” ကဗ��တ�င် အ�မ�အ��ဖ၊ အ��ပ� 

စက��မ����င�် �ရ�သ��ထ���သ��က�င�်  ကဗ��သည ်ပ��မ�� အသက် 

ဝင်လ�သက��သ�� စ�ဟန်လည�် သ�က်လက်လ��စသည။် ထ���ပင် 

ခက်ခ�နက်န��သ� စက��လ��� အသ���အန်�မ��� မပ�ဝင်ဘ� ���ရ�င်� 

လ�ယ်က��သ� အသ���အန်�မ���သ� သ���န်�ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရ�� 

ရပ�သည။် ရညရ်�ယ်ခ�က်သ���ရ�က်ရန် �ရ�ဖ��ရ�၌ ဆ��လ��သည�် 

အဓ�ပ�ယ် �ရ�က်�စရန် တစ်ဆင�်ပ��တစ်ဆင�် ဆ���ဆ�င်စည်���� 

�ရ�ဖ�� ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။်  

ပထဦ�စ�� လ�တစ်ဦ�်ခ�င်��င�် သက်ဆ��င်သည�် ခ�စ်သ�၊ ထ���န�က် 

လ�သ��တ��င်��င�် သက်ဆ��င်သည�် မ�ဘ၊ �န�က်ဆ���အ�န�င�် လ�မ� �� 

တ��င်��င�် သက်ဆ��င်သည�် တ��င်��ပည ်စသည�်ဖင�် တစ်ဆင�်ပ�� တစ်ဆင�် 

ဆ���ဆ�င်စည်����၍ ဇ�တ်ရ��န်က�� �မင�်တင်က� �ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည်။ 

စ�ဖတ်သ�မ���၏ ခ�စ��မမ���က��လည�် တစ်ဆင�်ပ��တစ်ဆင�် �မင�်တက် 

ခ�စ��မ�လ��အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ��သည်က�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ‘ခ�င�်လတ်’ 

ဟ��သ� အသ���သည် �မန်မ�လ�မ� ��တ��၏ �မင�်�မတ်သည�် စ�တ်ဓ�တ်က�� 

�ဖ�်က���နသက��သ�� ခ�စ်သ�အ�ပ အ�လ�ထ�� �မတ်���သည�်စ�တ်က�� 

�ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။် ထ���ပင် ‘ဦ�တင်’ ဟ��သ� အသ���သညလ်ည်� 

မ�ဘ�စ်ပ��က�� မညသ်ည�်အ�က�င်�အရ� �ပ�ပ�က်သည�်ဖစ်�စ 

က�မ� အစ်အမ�အ�လ�ထ��၍ ဦ�်ထ�ပရ်�က်ပန်ဆင်သည�် �မန်မ� 

ယ်�က��မ ထ���တမ�်အစ်အလ�က�� သ��မင်လ��စပ�သည။် ‘အ��န�

’ ဟ��သ� အသ���သည ်ကဗ��တစ်ပ�ဒလ်���၏ အသက်ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

တ��င်��ပညအ်တ�က် အသက်�ပ� �ဆ�င်ရ�က်လ���သ�်လည�် ခရ��ဆ���ထ� 

မ�ဆ�င်ရ�က် ��င်�တ��သည�်အတ�က် တ�ဝန်မ�က�သလ�� ခ�စ��မ� 

�သ��က�င�် အ��န� မ��က�င်� ��ပ�က���ခင်�ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် 

��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�၏ ���သ���ဖစင်သည�် တ��င်��ပညအ်တ�က် 

သက်စ�န�်က� ��ပမ�် �ဆ�င်ရ�က် လ���သ�စ�တ်ဓ�တ် �ပလ�င်�စ�သ� 

အသ���ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် က��ယ်၊ �တ်၊ �လ��� ယ်�က��မ အမ�အရ�မ��� 

�ပလ�င်�စပ�သည။်     

ကဗ��တစ်ပ�ဒလ်���သည ် ခက်ခ�နက်န��သ�အသ��� အန်�မ���၊ 

အဓ�ပ�ယ်မ��� မပ�ဝင်သည�်အတ�က် ���ရ�င်� လ�ယ်က�သည�် ပသ�ဒ 

ဂ�ဏ်က���တ�ရပ�သည။် ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည�်လ�၏ ဘဝန�ဂ���က�� 

�ဖ�်�ပရ�၌ တ��က်��က်�ဖ�်�ပ�ခင်�မရ��ဘ� “အ�န�က်က�န်�တ�င် �နလ��� 

က�ယ်�လပ�တက��” ဟ�၍ သ�ယ်ဝ��က်က� ဝကဝ�တ�အလက��ဖင�် 

�ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။် ထ���ပင် ကဗ��တစ်ပ�ဒလ်���က�� ဖတ် 

ကည�်ပ�က ��ပ�က်က���စစ်သည်�လ�၏ မ� ��ခ�စ်စ�တ်က�� �တ�ရ 

သက��သ�� �တ��က� ခ�စ��ရသညမ်���က�� �ပလ�င်�အ�င် �ရ�ဖ��ထ�� 

သည�်အတ�က် သန��က�ဏ�သက်�စသည�် က�ဏ�ရသက��လည်� 

�ပ�စ�မ�်သည�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ကဗ���က�င်� တစ်ပ�ဒ�်ဖစ်�က�င်� 

�တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် 

၅။ �ခ�င��သ���သပ်ခ�က် 

ဆရ�က��မင်�သ�ဝဏ်၏ ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ��င�် သ�မ��တမ�် ကဗ�� 

�စ်ပ�ဒလ်���သည ် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ဝင်သည�် ကဗ���ဖစ်သည်�င�်အည� 

အဓ�က ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်တစ်ဦ��င�် အ�ခ��အရ�ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်မ��� ပ�ဝင် 

�က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။် ဇ�တ်လမ�် တ�င်ပ�ဝင်ရမည�် ဇ�တ်လမ်� 

အစပ� ��သည�် ဇ�တ်ပ� ��ပ��င်�၊ စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ သ�လ��စ�တ်က�� �မင�်တင် 

�ပ�သည�် ဇ�တ်တက် ပ��င်�၊ သ�လ��စ�တ် အ�မင�်ဆ���သ�� �ရ�က်ရ���စသည�် 

ဇ�တ်ထ�တ်ပ��င်��င�် ဇ�တ်လမ�်က�� အဆ���သတ်သည�် ဇ�တ်သ�မ်� 

ပ��င်�တ��က�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ဖ����မ�င်လ�ပ��င�် သ�မ��တမ�်ကဗ�� 

တ��တ�င် အဓ�ကဇ�တ်�ဆ�င် တစ်ဦ�စ� ပ�ဝင်�သ� ဇ�တ်လမ�်�လ��ဖင�် 

မ�မ��ဖ�်�ပလ���သ� အ�က�င်�အရ�မ��� က�� �ရ�ဖ�� တင်�ပထ��သည် 

က���တ�ရပ�သည။်  

မ�မ�ရပရ်��တ�င်က��ရ�က်လ�သည�် အရ�ယ်မ���က�� က�က�ယ် 

ရမညမ်�� မ�မ�ဇ�တ�က��ခ�စ်ခင်သ�၊ အမ���အက� ��က�� သယ်ပ����ဆ�င် 

ရ�က်မည�်သ�၊ ရ��သ�ရ��သ�� တ��င်�သ��ပညသ်��မ���ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည်။ 

ထ��သ���သ�စ�တ်ဓ�တ်မ��� ��င်င�သ��တ��င်�၌ ရ���စလ��သည�် အ�တ�� 

စ�တ်က���ဖင�် ဖ����မ�င်က��သ���သ� ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်က�� ဖန်တ���ရ�ဖ��က� 

ပ���ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ��ထ��ပ�သည။် “�ရဆ�ပအ်န��၊ ရ��တ�ခ��” ဟ��သ� 

က�လ�န�က်ခ�အသ���မ���၊ “ဂ�တ်က���၊ ဖ����မ�င်” ဟ��သ� 

ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်အဖ�� မ���၊ “အ�ပ�်ဆ�င်�၊ တက်�ခ��င်�၊ င��ပလ��င်�”

စ�သ� လ�ပင်န်�သ��� �ဝ�ဟ�ရမ���က ဇ�တ်လမ�်�င�် ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်က�� 

ပ��မ��အသက်ဝင် �စပ�သည။် ကဗ��က�� �ရ�ဖ��ရ�တ�င် ခက်ခ�နက်န��သ� 

စက��လ���မ��� မသ���ဘ� လ�ယ်က����ရ�င်��သ� �န�စ်သ��� စက��လ��� 

မ����ဖင�် �ရ�ဖ�� ထ��ပ�သည။် 

သ�မ��တမ�် ကဗ��တ�င်လည�် မ� ��ခ�စ်စ�တ်�ဖင�် တ��င်��ပည်�င�် 

လ�မ� ��အတ�က် သက်စ�န�်က��ပမ�် �ဆ�င်ရ�က်သ�မ���က�� ခ� ��က��ဂ�ဏ် 

�ပလ���သ��က�င�် အဓ�ကဇ�တ်�ဆ�င် ��ပ�က်က��� စစ်သည�်လ� 

က�� သ�ဓက�ပက� ဇ�တ်လမ�်ဆင်�ရ�ဖ��ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရ��ရပ� 

သည။် ခ�စ်သ�က�� မ��က��ခ���သ�”ခ�င�်လတ်” ဟ��သ�အသ���၊ 

မ�ဘက��မ�� က��ခ���သ� “ဦ�တင်” ဟ��သ�အသ���၊ တ��င်��ပည်က�� 

မ��က��ခ���သ� “အ��န�” ဟ��သ� အသ���မ���သည် ���ရ�င်�လ�ယ် 
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က�၍ ခ�န်အ��ရ���သ�အသ���မ���ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည။် စ�ဖတ်သ�၏ ရင်တ�င်� 

ခ�စ��ခ�က်မ���ထ� �ရ�က်�အ�င် တစ်ဆင�်ပ�� တစ်ဆင�် ဆ���ဆ�င် 

စည�်���သ�မ�်သ�င်� ��င်သည�် အသ���အန်��က�င်�မ���ပင် �ဖစ်ပ�သည်။ 

ခ�င�်လတ်�ခင်�၊ ဦ�တင်�ခင်�၊ အ��န��ခင်�စသည�် �မန်မ��ဓ�လ�သ��� 

စက��လ���မ���သ���၍ ��ည��သ�မ�်မ��သ� �မန်မ�စ�တ်ဓ�တ်က�� 

ပ���ဖ�်ထ���က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။် ကဗ��(၂)ပ�ဒလ်���သည ် �မန်မ� 

တ��၏မ� ��ခ�စ်စ�တ်ဓ�တ် ရ�င်သန်ထက်�မက်�ရ�က�� ဇ�တ်�ဆ�င်မ��� 

�ဖင�်ဖန်တ���ရ�ဖ��ထ��ရ� ပ��ပင်�က�င်� �တ�ရပ�သည။် 

 

၆။ န�ဂ���  

ရသစ��ပ�ဖစ်�သ� ကဗ��မ���တ�င် စ�ဆ��တ��၏ခ�စ��ခ�က်၊ 

အ�တ��စ�တ်က��မ���က�� စ�ဖတသ်�မ��� ခ�စ��သ��အ�င် ပ���ဖ�်�ရ�ဖ�� 

ထ��သညက်�� �တ�ရ��ရပ�သည။် ဆရ�က��မင်�သ�ဝဏ၏် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ� 

ကဗ��မ���သည ် စ�ဖတ်သ�က�� �စ်သက်�ခင်�ရသ�င�်အတ� ဘဝအသ� 

အ�မင်မ���က���ပ��သ� ကဗ��မ����ဖစ်�က�င်� �လ�လ��တ�ရ��ရပ� 

သည။် ဆရ�က��မင်�သ�ဝဏ၏် ဇ�တ်လမ�်ပ�ကဗ��မ���က�� သ�ပ�်ဖ�် 

အ�ရ�အဖ��မ���၊ စက��လ���အသ���အန်�မ��� စသည�်ကမ��� 

မ�လည�် သ��တသန�ပ�လ�လ���င်ပ�သည။် 

က�မ�်က���စ�ရင်�  

၁။ �ဇ�်ဂ� �။ (၂၀၀၄) ။ ရသစ��ပ�င�် အဖ�င�်န�ဒ�န�်။ ရနက်�န၊် အင်ကင်�ဦ� 
ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၂။ ဘ�န�်��င်(တကသ��လ်)။ (၁၉၈၁) ။ ဝတရ�ည်ဟ�သည်မ��၊ ဝတရ�ည် 
စ�တမ်�မ��� (ပထမတ��)။ ရနက်�န၊် စ��ပဗ�မ�န်ပ����ပ်တ��က်။        

၃။ မင်�သ�ဝဏ်။ (၁၉၉၇) ။ ကဗ���ပ�င်�ခ�ပ်။ ရနက်�န၊် စ��ပ�လ�က 

စ�အ�ပ်တ��က်။ 
၄။ �မန်မ�စ�အဖ��။ (၁၉၉၁) ။ �မနမ်�အဘ�ဓ�န။် ရန်က�န၊် ဖ��တ��လစ်သ�� 

ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၅။ �မနမ်��ပည် ပည��ပန�်ပ����ရ�အသင�်။ (၁၉၃၇) ။ �ခတစ်မ်�ကဗ��မ���၊ 
ပထမတ��။ (တတ�ယအက�မ်)၊    ရနက်�န၊် �ပည်က��မ�င် ပ�ဋကတ် 
ပ����ပ်တ��က်။ 

၆။ Pearson Education Ltd., “Longman Dictionary of    Contemporary 
English,” Fifth Edition (LDOCE 5), 2009. 
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